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ABSTRACT 
A t e c h n i q u e has been developed f o r growing 
l a r g e , s t r a i n - f r e e , s i n g l e c r y s t a l s o f t h e 
rhombohedral (a) s e m i m e t a l l i c form o f a r s e n i c from 
t h e vapour phase. P r e v i o u s l y , o n l y s m a l l c r y s t a l s 
have been o b t a i n e d : l a r g e c r y s t a l s can o n l y be grown 
when t h e d e p o s i t i o n t e m p e r a t u r e i s above a c r i t i c a l 
v a l u e o f 700°C. Temperature f l u c t u a t i o n s must be 
k e p t w i t h i n 0.2°C t o p r e v e n t t h e development o f a 
severe mosaic s t r u c t u r e . D i s l o c a t i o n s have been 
examined by e t c h i n g t e c h n i q u e s . Due t o t h e 'puckered 
l a y e r ' s t r u c t u r e o f a r s e n i c , e i t h e r t r i g o n a l o r 
hexagonal p i t s may be produced a t t h e same s i t e 
o f emergence o f d i s l o c a t i o n s on t h e (111) cleavage 
p l a n e ; t h e e t c h determines t h e p i t shape. 
Galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s i n a r s e n i c have 
been s t u d i e d f o r t h e l o w - f i e l d c o n d i t i o n yH<<l 
by s y s t e m a t i c a l l y measuring t h e t w e l v e c o e f f i c i e n t s 
t h a t d e f i n e t h e i s o t h e r m a l m a g n e t o r e s i s t i v i t y t e n s o r 
t o second o r d e r i n magnetic f i e l d , a t s e l e c t e d 
t e m p e r a t u r e s between 77°K and 305°K. Because t h e 
e f f e c t s a re s m a l l , t h e i r measurement r e q u i r e s c e r t a i n 
e x p e r i m e n t a l r e f i n e m e n t s : t h e measuring system has 
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a r e s o l u t i o n o f 10 V; e l e c t r o n i c systems have been 
designed t o s t a b i l i z e .a sample c u r r e n t o f 5 amps, 
t o 1 i n 10^ and t h e sample temp e r a t u r e t o 0.001°K. 
A two c a r r i e r , m u l t i v a l l e y e l l i p s o i d a l model 
o f t h e energy bands o f a r s e n i c i s invoked t o i n t e r p r e t 
t h e galvanomagnetic measurements and so determine 
c a r r i e r d e n s i t i e s and m o b i l i t i e s and t i l t angles 
o f t h e Fermi e l l i p s o i d s . To s o l v e t h e consequent 
t w e l v e e q u a t i o n s i n n i n e unknowns, a new method o f 
c o m p u t a t i o n , i n c o r p o r a t i n g a least-mean-squares 
c r i t e r i o n , has been d e v i s e d . The e l e c t r o n s are 
s i t e d i n p o c k e t s t i l t e d a t +82° t o t h e t r i g o n a l 
a x i s and h o l e s i n po c k e t s t i l t e d a t +40°; equal 
c a r r i e r d e n s i t i e s are e s s e n t i a l l y temperature independ-
e n t , r a n g i n g f r o m 1.9x10^° cm."-^  a t 77°K t o 2.1x10^° 
cm.""^ a t 305°K. These f i n d i n g s a r e i n c l o s e agree-
ment t o r e c e n t t h e o r e t i c a l c a l c u l a t i o n s and measurements 
o f t h e de Haas-van Alphen e f f e c t . C a r r i e r m o b i l i t y 
t e m p e r a t u r e dependences are c l o s e t o T""*"'^ , c o n s i d e r -
a b l y g r e a t e r t h a n t h e expected T"''"'^ , p r o b a b l y 
owing t o i n t e r v a l l e y s c a t t e r i n g . 
A measurement o f t h e two components o f t h e 
t h e r m o e l e c t r i c - p o w e r t e n s o r has shown t h a t S^^ i s 
n e g a t i v e , n o t p o s i t i v e , as r e p o r t e d p r e v i o u s l y . 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I . l A r s e n i c ; B i o l o g i c a l Aspects. 
A r s e n i c , o r more e x a c t l y a r s e n i c o x i d e , i s poisonous. 
T h i s f a c t , known f o r hundreds o f y e a r s , has presumably 
s t i m u l a t e d t h e i n t e r e s t t h a t has l e d t o t h e most obscure 
and macabre i n v e s t i g a t i o n s Csee M e l l o r 1929): chemical 
a n a l y s e s f o r a r s e n i c c o n t e n t have been r e p o r t e d o f a l l 
c o n c e i v a b l e substances, r a n g i n g from sea water 19,500 f t . 
down o f f t h e Azores ( G a u t i e r 1903) t o remnants o f corpses 
" i n g r e a t numbers" (Sonnenschein 1869). 
The h a b i t o f a r s e n i c e a t i n g i s supposed t o p r e v e n t 
d e c o m p o s i t i o n o f bodies i n t h e grave. "Many people suppose 
t h a t t h e f i n d i n g o f such b o d i e s i s t h e o r i g i n o f t h e 
s t o r y o f t h e vampire" (Johnson 1855). Johnson a l s o 
r e c o r d s t h a t a r s e n i c i s e a t e n , i n ' I n d i a , as an a p h r o d i s i a c 
and t o h e i g h t e n f e m i n i n e beauty; a r s e n i c e a t e r s are 
p e c u l i a r l y exempt from i n f e c t i o u s d i s e a s e s , b u t a sudden 
c e s s a t i o n o f t h e d a i l y dose i s s p e e d i l y f o l l o w e d by 
dea t h . 
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The element, a r s e n i c , has atomic number 33 and 
belongs t o t h e f i f t h group o f t h e p e r i o d i c t a b l e . Three 
a l l o t r o p i c forms are r e c o g n i s e d : grey o r amorphous, 
y e l l o w and ( s e m i - ) m e t a l l i c o r rhombohedral. This t h e s i s 
i s concerned w i t h a s y s t e m a t i c i n v e s t i g a t i o n o f t h e 
a n i s o t r o p i c galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s . i n s i n g l e c r y s t a l s 
o f s e m i m e t a l l i c a r s e n i c , t o determine d e t a i l s o f t h e 
Fermi s u r f a c e . Some may argue t h a t t h i s i s t h e most 
obscure i n v e s t i g a t i o n o f a r s e n i c o f a l l . I hope t o show 
o t h e r w i s e . 
1.2.. Narrow-Gap Semiconductors. 
C o n s i d e r a b l e i n t e r e s t i n m a t e r i a l s w i t h energy gaps 
c l o s e to. zero has been aroused by t h e i r p o t e n t i a l device 
a p p l i c a t i o n s , 
(a) I n f r a - r e d l a s e r s . -
The a b s o r p t i o n o f e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c waves by t h e 
e a r t h ' s atmosphere shows a 'window' i n t h e wavelength 
range 8y-14y : l a s e r communication t e c h n i q u e s are v i t a l l y 
concerned w i t h t h i s i n f r a - r e d band. The wavelength o f 
a semiconductor i n j e c t i o n l a s e r i s c l o s e t o t h a t 
c o r r e s p o n d i n g t o t h e band edge energy; PbSe (band gap05meV) 
l a s e s a t a w a v e l e n g t h o f 8.5M, j u s t i n s i d e t h e atmospheric 
window. S o l i d s o l u t i o n systems o f PbTe-SnTe and 
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PbSe-SnSe a l l o y s e x h i b i t a decrease i n band gap with 
i n c r e a s i n g t i n content; the gap goes through zero fo r 
^^0.65^^0.35^^ ^^0.865^^0.135^° ^^^^^^^ °^ ^^^^^ ' 
These m a t e r i a l s a f f o r d a means of f a b r i c a t i n g tunable 
i n f r a - r e d l a s e r s and d e t e c t o r s . Diode l a s e r s have now . 
been constructed from Pb^ ^2^^0 27^^ ^° ^ 
wavelength of 28y ( B u t l e r e t a l . 1966) . 
OD) . Re f r i d g e r a t i o n and energy cotiversion. 
Generally, charge c a r r i e r m o b i l i t y i n c r e a s e s with 
decreasing band gap (Wright 1959). When both c a r r i e r s 
have a high m o b i l i t y i n i n t r i n s i c m a t e r i a l , the b i p o l a r 
t r a n s p o r t e f f e c t s become prominent. Thermoelectric and 
thermomagnetic e f f e c t s may be enhanced ; r e f r i d g e r a t i o n 
or energy conversion may be p o s s i b l e . B i and Bi-Sb 
a l l o y s have been much studied i n t h i s respect (see 
Harman e t a L 1965 a,b). 
1.3. The Group V Semimetals.-
(a) B a s i c e l e c t r o i i i c .structure-. 
By c e r t a i n d i s t o r t i o n s (see page 9; ) , the cubic 
l a t t i c e t h a t c h a r a c t e r i z e s the l e a d - t i n chalcogonides i s 
transformed to the rhombohedral A7 s t r u c t u r e (point 
group 3m) of the group V elements a r s e n i c , antimony 
and bismuth. The u n i t c e l l contains two atoms and thus 
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donates t e n e l e c t r o n s t o t h e energy bands. Since t h e r e 
are as many energy s t a t e s i n a band as t h e r e are u n i t 
c e l l s , and each s t a t e accomodates two e l e c t r o n s , i t . 
f o l l o w s t h a t f i v e f u l l bands s h o u l d e x i s t . Depending 
on t h e w i d t h o f t h e c o n d u c t i o n t o valence band gap, 
i n s u l a t i n g o r s e m i c o n d u c t i n g e l e c t r i c a l b ehaviour w i l l 
r e s u l t . However, t h e A7. c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e produces an 
i n d i r e c t band o v e r l a p between t h e f i f t h and s i x t h bands: 
i t i n c r e a s e s i n s i z e f o r t h e sequence bi s m u t h , antimony, 
a r s e n i c . Equal p o p u l a t i o n s o f e l e c t r o n s and h o l e s 
r e s u l t ; , i n t h e case o f antimony and a r s e n i c t h e y obey 
degenerate s t a t i s t i c s . The t h r e e elements are semimetals. 
L i k e t h e narrow-gap semiconductors, c a r r i e r t r a n s p o r t 
i n t h e s e semimetals i s c h a r a c t e r i s e d by h i g h m o b i l i t i e s 
and l o n g r e l a x a t i o n t i m e s . I n a d d i t i o n t o d e v i c e a p p l i c -
a t i o n s , t h e semimetals are most s u i t a b l e f o r e x p e r i m e n t a l 
s t u d i e s o f band s t r u c t u r e and f o r t e s t i n g new aspects o f 
e l e c t r o n t r a n s p o r t t h e o r y . I n b i s m u t h t h e c a r r i e r s are 
p a r t i c u l a r l y m o b i l e and t r a n s p o r t e f f e c t s , d r a m a t i c : t h e 
f i n d i n g s o f a l a r g e f i e l d dependent H a l l c o e f f i c i e n t and 
o f o s c i l l a t i o n s i n t h e magnetic s u s c e p t i b i l i t y (de Haas-van 
Alphen e f f e c t ) a t h e l i u m temperatures were s i g n p o s t s t o 
e a r l i e r e x p l o r e r s o f s o l i d s t a t e p h y s i c s , 
(b) Galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s . 
Galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s i n t h e group V semimetals 
- 5 - o 
a r e markedly a n i s o t r o p i c and simple energy band 
models f a i l t o p r o v i d e a q u a n t i t a t i v e e x p l a n a t i o n . 
The s i m p l e s t model i s t h a t o f s p h e r i c a l energy-
wave v e c t o r ( e-k) symmetry f o r f r e e e l e c t r o n s and 
h o l e s . I f t h e c a r r i e r p r o p e r t i e s are denoted by 
d e n s i t i e s N, P; e f f e c t i v e masses m*, m* and m o b i l i t i e s 
y , V, t h e n a H a l l c o e f f i c i e n t may be d e f i n e d 
(see Ziman 1964):-
^^_e_e h_::h ( ^ . ^ j 
e n 
and t r a n s v e r s e m agnetoresistance i s p r e d i c t e d :-
2 2 
Ap OgOj^ ( y - v ) . H , 
2.„2, ^ , ,2 
e""h^ P io„+aJ +H {\ia^+vaj 
Here = Ney; a^P\e\vr R^  = R^= ; 
l ° l ^ e 
y = ; V = • * 
" O 111! 
e 
I f t h e r e are eq u a l numbers o f e l e c t r o n s and holes 
(N = P) whi c h s u f f e r s s i m i l a r s c a t t e r i n g processes 
( T ^ = T^) and have s i m i l a r e f f e c t i v e masses {m| = m*) 
t h e n y = -V and Rg = - Rj^: from e q u a t i o n ( 1 . 1 ) , R 
va n i s h e s . P h y s i c a l l y , t h i s i s because equ a l numbers 
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of e l e c t r o n s and holes are d e f l e c t e d by the magnetic 
f i e l d to the same s i d e of the specimen. Magneto-
r e s i s t a n c e i s e s s e n t i a l l y , p o s i t i v e and vanishes 
only i f y = v , when the s e t s of c a r r i e r s behave i d e n t i c a l l y 
and the system e f f e c t i v e l y reduces to the o n e - c a r r i e r 
case. 
T h i s model i s of l i m i t e d q u a n t i t a t i v e a p p l i c a t i o n 
as i t f a i l s to e x p l a i n any anisotropy of conductivity 
or H a l l e f f e c t , or the ex i s t e n c e of l o n g i t u d i n a l 
magnetoresistance. Some form of non-spherical 
e>^^ 'relationship must be invoked. Some success i n 
e x p l a i n i n g the a n i s o t r o p i c galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s 
i n bismuth r e s u l t e d from the assumption of s i n g l e 
v a l l e y e l l i p s o i d a l model (Jones 1936). I n p a r t i c u l a r , 
the l a r g e t r a n s v e r s e magnetoresistance was explained, 
but s t i l l no l o n g i t u d i n a l magnetoresistance was 
pr e d i c t e d . By t i l t i n g . t h e e l l i p s o i d s with resp e c t to 
the 3 a x i s , a m u l t i v a l l e y model i s produced because the 
t h r e e f o l d symmetry i s then only s a t i s f i e d by three, 
s i x or twelve e l l i p s o i d s f o r each band. On t h i s b a s i s , 
q u a n t i t a t i v e i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s of the galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s 
i n bismuth (Abeles and Meiboom 1956) and antimony 
(Freedman and Juretschke 1961, E p s t e i n and Juretschke 1963) 
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have r e s u l t e d . Recently, a t t e n t i o n has been concentrated 
on antimony. I t s Fermi surface has been determined 
experimentally from the de Haas-van Alphen e f f e c t . 
(Windmiller 1966) and t h e o r e t i c a l l y from pseudopotential 
band s t r u c t u r e c a l c u l a t i o n s (Falicov and L i n 1966) . 
The galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s , studied over a wide 
temperature range, (Oktu and Saunders 1967) f i t the 
p r e d i c t e d model. 
Here a d e t a i l e d study of the-galvanomagnetic 
e f f e c t s i n the remaining element, arsenic, i s presented. 
Previous i n f o r m a t i o n i s sparse: the r e s i s t i v i t y 
temperature dependence (McLennan e t a l . 1928) and the 
anisotropy of r e s i s t i v i t y (Bridgman 1932, Taylor e t a l . 
1965) have been measured; magnetoresistance, f i r s t 
looked at by Kapitza (1929), has been examined at 
helium temperatures (Sybert e t a l , 1968). 
1.4.. Thesis Content.: 
The galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s have been studied 
f o r . t h e l o w - f i e l d c o n d i t i o n yH<< 1 by systematically 
measuring the twelve c o e f f i c i e n t s t h a t define the 
isoth e r m a l m a g n e t o r e s i s t i v i t y tensor t o second order 
i n magnetic f i e l d (see chapter.IV) at selected 
temperatures between 77°K and 305°K, on s i n g l e c r y s t a l s 
of arsenic grown by a new technique from the vapour 
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phase (chapter I I I ) . Because, the e f f e c t s are small 
t h e i r measurement has required considerable 
experimental refinements which are described here 
i n d e t a i l (chapter V). Results are presented i n 
chapter V I and an improved method of computation 
of band and m o b i l i t y parameters i s described i n 
chapter V I I . Chapter V I I I presents a comparison 
o f these parameters t o values obtained from quantum 
resonance experiments and t h e o r e t i c a l c a l c u l a t i o n s . 
But now the nature o f Permi surface of arsenic i s 
discussed. 
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CHAPTER I I 
THE CRYSTAL AND BAND STRUCTURE OF 
ARSENIC 
I I . 1 C r y s t a l S t r u c t u r e . 
a. D e r i v a t i o n from the cubic l a t t i c e . 
Of the three a l l o t r o p i c forms of arsenic/ the 
a-form c r y s t a l l i z e s , l i k e bismuth and antimony, i n 
the rhombohedral A7 s t r u c t u r e ( f i g u r e 2.1) of p o i n t 
group 3m w i t h two atoms per u n i t c e l l . This s t r u c t u r e 
i s best i l l u s t r a t e d by reference t o the cubic l a t t i c e 
i n the form of-two i n t e r p e n e t r a t i n g face-centred 
c e l l s ( f i g u r e 2.2.). Then l a t t i c e symmetry i s lowered 
from cubic t o R3m by applying two small, but h i g h l y 
s i g n i f i c a n t , d i s t o r t i o n s . 
1. The rhombohedral c e l l i s sheared t o reduce the 
rhombohedral angle a from i t s cubic value of 60°. 
This i s equivalent t o ' s t r e t c h i n g ' one body diagonal. 
2. The atom a t the centre of the c e l l i s displaced 
i n the body-diagonal d i r e c t i o n by moving the two face-
centred c e l l s apart. 
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Figure 2.1 
The rhojtibohedral C3m) , A7 c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e 
of arsenic, viewed along the b i s e c t r i x (y) axis, 
'Puckered layers* are c l e a r l y v i s i b l e . 
- 1 1 
ft 
Figure 2.2 
The r e l a t i o n s h i p between the cubic l a t t i c e 
and the rhombohedral u n i t c e l l of the A7 
s t r u c t u r e , which i s obtained by ' s t r e t c h i n g ' 
the body diagonal and d i s p l a c i n g the two ' 
rhombohedra drawn i n heavy l i n e s . 
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The amount of d i s t o r t i o n may be tabulated by:-
1. The value o f a (extent of shear). 
2. A parameter u, defined as x/d, which measures 
the displacement. 2T i s the smaller distance 
between the i n t e r p e n e t r a t i n g c e l l s i n the body-diagonal 
d i r e c t i o n and d i s the length of the body diagonal. 
For the three isomorphous elements, arsenic, antimony 
and bismuth these two q u a n t i t i e s are:-
Element a . u-
As 54° 10' 0.226 
Sb 57° 14' 0.234 
Bi 57° 7' 0.237 
Note: Cubic 60° 0.250 
The s i g n i f i c a n c e of these d i s t o r t i o n s i s t h a t 
the {221} planes* now introduce an energy d i s c o n t i n u i t y 
i n the band s t r u c t u r e since t h e i r s t r u c t u r e f a c t o r i s 
no longer zero as i t i s f o r the cubic l a t t i c e (Mott 
and Jones 1936). The e f f e c t on the e l e c t r i c a l 
p r o p e r t i e s i s most pronounced; Cohen e t a l , (1964) 
have shown t h a t the d i s t o r t i o n s lead t o a band over-
lap and consequently semimetallic e l e c t r i c a l conduction. 
* The M i l l e r i n d i c e s r e f e r t o the rhombohedron axes. 
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b. Thg t h r e e symmetry axes. 
Certain symmetry elements are r e t a i n e d from 
the cubic l a t t i c e ( f i g u r e 2.3): three diad (x) axes 
normal t o three m i r r o r planes, mutually o r i e n t a t e d at 120°, 
which i n t e r s e c t i n an i n v e r s i o n t r i a d (z) a x i s : the 
body diagonal i n f i g u r e 2.2. B i s e c t r i x (y) axes, one 
i n each m i r r o r plane, complete three orthogonal 
x-y-z sets, any one of which a f f o r d s a most convenient 
Cartesian reference system. The nomenclature i s : 
Axis Name Cartesian Numerical 
System System. 
Diad Binary x 1 
I n m i r r o r plane B i s e c t r i x y 2 
T r i a d T r i g o n a l z 3 
A u s e f u l mnemonic t o avoid confusion between binary 
and b i s e c t r i x n o t a t i o n i s t h a t the l a s t l e t t e r of e i t h e r 
name denotes the other a x i s . The numerical order 
f o l l o w s the alphabetic order. 
I t i s s i g n i f i c a n t t h a t the binary axis cannot 
be chosen uniquely. Two d i s t i n c t choices e x i s t ; 
each one has three equivalent p o s i t i o n s ( f i g u r e 2.3) 
The two sets can be d i s t i n g u i s h e d by reference t o 
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The symmetry elements of the 
arsenic structure. 
The two choices of binary axis. 
Figure 2-3. 
-.15 
the other symmetry elements; t h i s p o i n t w i l l be 
c l a r i f i e d l a t e r . 
c. Pseudo-symmetry. 
Because the A7 s t r u c t u r e i s so close t o 
cubic, c e r t a i n d i r e c t i o n s approximate t o the 
symmetry t h a t they possess i n the cubic l a t t i c e : 
they are axes of pseudosymmetry. Figure 2.4 shows 
an X-ray back r e f l e c t i o n Laue photograph taken 
i n the pseudotrigonal d i r e c t i o n . I t can be seen 
t h a t care i s required t o avoid confusion w i t h the 
t r i g o n a l a x i s . F o r t u n a t e l y , the (111) (x-y) 
plane cleaves r e a d i l y t o reveal the t r u e t r i g o n a l 
d i r e c t i o n . 
d. The puckered layer s t r u c t u r e . 
One f u r t h e r aspect of A7 s t r u c t u r e i s i t s 
approximation t o a hexagonal layer s t r u c t u r e . 
Each atom i n arsenic has three neighbours at 
2.51 £ (the short bond) and three others at 
3.15 8 (the long bond) which r e f l e c t s as a 
p a i r i n g of l a y e r s . Each p a i r can be 
considered as one puckered, hexagonal 
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lay e r ; see f i g u r e 2.1. For bismuth and antimony, 
since a i s closer t o 60°, the long and short bonds 
are nearly equal and the puckered-layer s t r u c t u r e i s 
less marked. This feature i s evident from the ease 
w i t h which arsenic cleaves; bismuth w i l l cleave only 
w i t i i ^ i ^ f ^ ^ ^ - ^ t y l i q u i d n i t r o g e n temperature. 
e. The B r i l l o u i n zone. 
Figure 2.5 shows the f i r s t B r i l l o u i n zone of 
the A7 s t r u c t u r e ; symmetry p o i n t s and one binary-
b i s e c t r i x - t r i g o n a l system are l a b e l l e d . Just as the 
c r y s t a l l o g r a p h i c s t r u c t u r e may be considered as a 
d i s t o r t i o n of the cubic l a t t i c e so the A7 B r i l l o u i n 
zone i s a d i s t o r t e d form of the face-centred cubic 
zone; the square faces are now rectangular and only 
the hexagonal faces perpendicular t o the t r i g o n a l 
a x i s (FT) remain regular. FK, FN are one p a i r o f 
bin a r y and b i s e c t r i x axes; TZLNXUP denotes a m i r r o r 
plane. FX and FL correspond t o the pseudo-four-fold 
and pseudo-three-fold axes. 
The d i s t i n c t i o n between the two sets of binary 
axes i s now c l e a r : depending on which choice of binary 
axis i s made t o form the x-y-z system, e i t h e r the 
centre (X) of a rectangular face or the centre (L) 
of an i r r e g u l a r hexagonal face may l i e i n the f i r s t 
Trigonal (z,3) 
Binary 
I i 4 , ' 
^ Bisectrix 
(y,2) 
Figure 2.5 
The f i r s t B r i l l o u i n zone of the arsenic l a t t i c e . 
The three axes b i n a r y , b i s e c t r i x and t r i g o n a l form 
a right-handed orthogonal set; the p o s i t i v e sense of 
r o t a t i o n i s towards X m the f i r s t y-z quadrant. 
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y-z quadrant. I n t h i s work the convention adopted 
by Windmiller (1966) i s followed: the binary 
axis i s chosen t o form a right-handed x-y-z system 
w i t h X i n the f i r s t y-z quadrant. Then FX i s at 
+ 5 9 ° 17' from f T and r o t a t i o n s towards f L are negative. 
The pseudo-symmetry d i r e c t i o n s fX and pL may be resolved 
by Xrray methods t o d i s t i n g u i s h the choice of binary 
a x i s . This p o i n t i s important as c e r t a i n galvano-
magnetic c o e f f i c i e n t s have opposite signs f o r each 
system as i s shown l a t e r (page 85). 
I I . 2 . . The Fermi' Surface of Arsenac 
C a r r i e r populations i n arsenic obey degenerate 
s t a t i s t i c s : only t h a t p o r t i o n of the band s t r u c t u r e 
close t o the Fermi l e v e l , namely the Fermi surface, 
i s r e l e v a n t t o t h i s work. As has been shown e a r l i e r , 
an e l l i p s o i d a l band model i s required t o analyse 
q u a n t i t a t i v e l y the galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s i n arsenic. 
This means t h a t the Fermi surface should approximate 
t o e l l i p s o i d s ; t h e i r l o c a t i o n i n the B r i l l o u i n zone 
may be determined by experiment coupled w i t h consider-
a t i o n s of c r y s t a l symmetry: i n general, the Fermi 
surface must r e f l e c t the symmetry of the r e c i p r o c a l 
l a t t i c e . D e t a i l e d pseudopotential and orthogonalised-
plane-wave c a l c u l a t i o n s are now a v a i l a b l e (Falicov 
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and Golin 1965, Golin 1965, L i n and Falicov 1966). 
These accord w i t h the r e s u l t s of quantimi resonance 
experiments: the de-Haas-van Alphen e f f e c t ( B e r l i n c o u r t 
1955, P r i e s t l e y e t aL 1967), c y c l o t r o n resonance 
(Datars and Vanderkooy 1966) and u l t r a s o n i c attenuation 
(Ketterson and Eckstein 1965); the e s s e n t i a l features 
of the Fermi surface are established. There are three 
e l e c t r o n pockets centred on each L p o i n t i n the 
B r i l l o u i n zone and a multiply-connected hole surface 
around T. 
E l e c t r o n surface. 
Each e l e c t r o n pocket can be considered as a 
p r o l a t e e l l i p s o i d . One p r i n c i p a l axis i s p a r a l l e l t o 
the b i n a r y d i r e c t i o n and the other two l i e i n the m i r r o r 
plane. One of these i s the longest a x i s ; i t i s t i l t e d 
away from the t r i g o n a l a x i s , FT, by approximately 
+80°. Figure 2.6 shows a cross-section w i t h the 
m i r r o r plane. Table 2.1 (from P r i e s t l e y e t a l . 1967) 
svimmarises the experimental t o t h e o r e t i c a l agreement. 
Some d e v i a t i o n from e l l i p s o i d a l shape i s apparent i n 
t h a t planes of minimum and maximum area are not 
e x a c t l y perpendicular. 
The Hole Surface. 
This surface, c a l l e d a "crown" ( f i g u r e 2.7), may be 
thought of as s i x carrot-shaped pockets j o i n e d by s i x 
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t = f f 
1 = f L 
x = fX 0.05au 
1 
Figure 2-6. A cross section of an electron pocket 
with the mirror plane (after Lin and 
Falicov 1966) 
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t h i n cylinders or "necks". Each pocket and neck 
i s bisected by a mirror plane. The main pocket i s 
t i l t e d by about +40° away from the t r i g o n a l axis 
and the necks by -10°. Cross sections of the "crown" 
are shown i n figure 2.8 and experimental-theoretical 
agreement i s shown i n table 2.2. I t i s clear that 
the hole pockets deviate considerably from ellipsoids. 
The volume of each main hole pocket i s one 
hal f that of an electron e l l i p s o i d . The volume of 
each neck i s about 1% of the main hole pocket. 
Figure 2.9 i s a photograph of a simplified 
model of Lin and Falicov's surface - three electron 
e l l i p s o i d s and s i x hole e l l i p s o i d s - used i n t h i s 
work to analyse the low f i e l d galvanomagnetic effects. 
I n chapter IV equations are derived connecting t h i s 
model to the twelve coefficients that define the 
raagnetoresistivity tensor. Before t h i s , the method 
of growing single crystals of arsenic i s described. 
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TRIGONAL 
BINARY 
BISECTRIX 
• F i g u r e 2.1 
The hole s u r f a c e or 'crown' of a r s e n i c . I t i s centred 
on the T point of the B r i l l o u i n zone ( a f t e r L i n and 
F a l i c d v 1966). 
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Figure 2*8. Various cross sections of the hole pockets 
(after Lin and Falicov 1966) 
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Figure 2.9a. 
The e l l i p s o i d a l approximation to the Fermi surface 
of arsenic, used i n t h i s thesis to analyse the low-
f i e l d galvanomagnetic effects. The photograph i s 
taken i n the b i s e c t r i x d i r e c t i o n . The six half 
e l l i p s o i d s (dark colour) are the electron pockets 
and the six f u l l e l l i p s o i d s ( l i g h t colour) are 
the hole pociets. Surfaces are not e l l i p s o i d s of 
revolution. 
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b. Photograph taken along the binary axis 
i 
c. Photograph taken along the t r i g o n a l axis. 
Figure 2.9.b,c. 
Further views of the e l l i p s o i d a l Fermi surface. 
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CHAPTER I I I 
GROWTH AND EXAMINATION OF ARSENIC 
SINGLE CRYSTALS 
I I I . l Melt Growth. 
Work on arsenic has been hindered generally 
by the d i f f i c u l t y of growing single crystals. The 
usual Bridgman technique (Brice 1965a) i s not 
straightforward as arsenic sublimes readily? i t s 
t r i p l e point i s at 817°C under a pressure of 35 
atmospheres (figure 3.1) i . e . t h i s pressure, at 
le a s t , i s needed before melting can occur. Kapitza 
(1929) seems to have been the f i r s t t o obtain an 
arsenic c r y s t a l from the melt. He melted arsenic, 
sealed i n a s i l i c a c a p i l l a r y tt±>e, with a bunsen 
burner and withdrew the tube slowly from the flame -
"taking the necessary precautions to prevent poisoning 
by the arsenic vapours i n case the tube exploded" -
to grow a single c r y s t a l rod. Bridgman (1932) 
applied his crystal-growing method to arsenic and 
grew crystals 3mm. i n diameter: l i k e Kapitza, 
from the melt iinder pressure. More recently. 
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(Weisberg et al. 1963, Taylor et al. 1965, Saunders 
and Lawson 1965) crystals up to 1 cm. i n diameter 
have been grown i n t h i s way. 
There are three serious disadvantages to 
growing arsenic crystals from the melt:-
1. Arsenic expands on freezing, and crystals 
grown i n a r i g i d container are badly strained. 
2. Only one crystallographic orientation usually 
r e s u l t s : the (111) plane p a r a l l e l , or nearly so, 
to the cr y s t a l length (Bridgman 1932, Weisberg et al. 
1963). 
3. To withstand the pressure of 40 atmospheres or 
more involved, the wall thickness of the containing 
tube should be at least h a l f the bore. A wall 
thickness of 5 mm. i . e . a cr y s t a l diameter of 1 cm. i s 
a p r a c t i c a l maximum. 
A method of overcoming the problem of st r a i n 
has employed a heavy walled s i l i c a "bomb" with a 
conical growth region (Ketterson and Eckstein 1965). 
Expansion on freezing i s then possible; the crystal 
i s able to "slide up" the conical w a l l . But the 
manufacture of such a container i s highly specialised, 
and the cost p r o h i b i t i v e , p a r t i c u l a r l y i n view of i t s 
once-only use. 
The second and t h i r d disadvantages are also 
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serious. I n order t o measure a f u l l set of galvano-
magnetic c o e f f i c i e n t s , at least one sample orientated 
with i t s length perpendicular to the (111) plane i s 
required, (see p. 125 ) . The r e s t r i c t i o n on the 
orientation that may be grown means that such a 
sample can be obtained only by cutting diametrically 
across a c r y s t a l boule. The maximum boule diameter, 
and therefore sample length, i s 1 cm. and require-
ments of s e n s i t i v i t y and mechanical strength necessitate 
samples at least 2 cms. long. The only way to 
resolve t h i s dilemma fo r melt-growth would probably 
be to use a l i q u i d encapsulation technique, {Metz et a l . 
1962) and grow larger crystals inside a steel pressure 
chamber. As a much simpler a l t e r n a t i v e , growth from 
the vapour phase has been investigated. The problem 
of s t r a i n i s immediately overcome and, i f growth 
could be effected at temperatures 50°C or more below 
the t r i p l e point, bigger crystals could be obtained 
using thinner-walled,silica tubes at the considerably 
reduced vapour pressures (10 atm. at 740°C) involved 
(figure 3.1). 
I I I . 2 Vapour-Phase Growth, 
a. Preliminary experiments. 
Despite the ease with which arsenic sxiblimes. 
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i m t i l now, only small crystals have been grown from 
the vapour phase (McLennan et al- 1928, Berlincourt 
1955). However, both workers reported that crystal 
size increases as the deposition temperature i s 
increased. In one case (McLennan) the biggestocrystal 
formed at an accidental cool spot inside the 
furnace. 
An experiment was performed to examine 
systematically the e f f e c t of growth temperature on 
c r y s t a l size. A ten gram sample, sealed i n vacuo 
i n a pointed s i l i c a tube was lowered at 3 mm/hr. from 
a high temperature 'plateau' region i n a furnace. 
Several runs were made; the plateau temperature was 
increased from 500°C to 750°C i n steps of 50°C. 
I n i t i a l l y a po l y c r y s t a l l i n e mass was obtained, of 
about 1 mm^. average grain size. Growth was very 
disordered, extending up the tube; l a t e r a l growth 
was incomplete. Grain size and l a t e r a l growth 
increased with temperature, the former t o about 
10 mm? at 650°C. At 700°C a sharp change to single 
c r y s t a l growth occurred. Lateral growth was now 
complete and c r y s t a l facets had formed at the t a i l . 
b. The c r i t i c a l temperature. 
The occurrence of a c r i t i c a l temperature for 
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ordered growth i s well known, for instance i n metal 
crystals (Keepin 1950) and i n p y r o l y t i c graphite 
(Blackman et al- 1961) and f o r e p i t a x i a l deposition. 
Single c r y s t a l growth upon a substrate w i l l occur, 
i f the freshly deposited atoms forming a monolayer 
are hot enough, and thus s u f f i c i e n t l y mobile, to 
migrate to surface kink sites before the next 
monolayer condenses (Burton et aL 1951). The 
time available f o r migration i s dependent on the 
growth rate. Thus to form a single crystal at a 
given growth rate the sxibstrate must a t t a i n a 
s u f f i c i e n t l y high temperature. An Arrhennius 
relationship (Burton et al. 1951) applies:-
Rg = C exp(- Q/RT^ ) 
Here R^' i s the growth rate and T^ the c r i t i c a l , 
substrate temperature. Q i s the activation energy 
fo r surface d i f f u s i o n and R i s the gas constant. 
This simple model has been v e r i f i e d 
experimentally for the e p i t a x i a l deposition of 
germanium (Krikorian and Sneed 1966) . -TJiey. < 
found that "neither the deposition techniques, nor 
the deposition conditions used to control the growth 
rates have a s i g n i f i c a n t influence on the results. 
A q u a l i t a t i v e model based purely on the r e l a t i o n 
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between growth rate and surface mobility appears 
to be s u f f i c i e n t to describe the growth rate-
e p i t a x i a l temperature r e l a t i o n " . 
A b r i e f attempt was made to t e s t the formula 
i n the case of arsenic deposition by repeating the 
previous experiment with the growth rate changed to 
0.6 mm/hr. No change i n c r i t i c a l temperature greater 
than l0-20°C (the experimental accuracy) was found. 
A r e l i a b l e method f o r growing large single 
crystals has been developed following the finding 
of a c r i t i c a l temperature. I t i s now described. 
c. The growth furnace (figure 3.2) 
The furnace consists of a well-insulated 
m u l l i t e tube 70 cm. long, 4 cm. bore, mounted 
v e r t i c a l l y inside a rectangular sindanyo box, and 
wound with four adjacent heater windings of 22 
S.W.G. "Kanthal" wire. Each winding covers 15 cms. 
of the tube, has a resistance of 100 ohms, and i s 
independently fed from the mains via a "Regavolt" 
rotary transformer to f a c i l i t a t e wide adjustment of 
temperature p r o f i l e . Low cost A.C. ammeters were 
not available; for economy, four small A.C. voltmeters 
(Japanese "Sew") were converted to monitor the current 
i n each winding. Smooth lowering of the sample i s 
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Figure 3.2 
The furnace used f o r growing single 
crystals of arsenic. 
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effected by means of a support rod clamped to a 
platform driven down by three geared, motor rotated 
screw legs. Temperature i s controlled at one adjust-
able position i n the furnace with an 'on-off' 
galvanometer controller (Ether type 991) using a 
Pt, pt/i3%Rh't;vthermocouple. The f i r s t crystals 
grown possessed a severe mosaic - structure that 
proved to be due to thermal fluctuations during 
growth (see page 51 ). Hence the following r e f i n e -
ments to the furnace:-
1. 'Gouy' modulation (Reid 1941) i s incorporated 
i n t o the temperature c o n t r o l l e r . In t h i s system, 
low frequency (0.1 - 1.0 Hz) A.C., injected into 
the thermocouple c i r c u i t , from a transistorised 
m u l t i v i b r a t o r , pulses the galvanometer pointer by 
some 5°C about the mean temperature, switching the 
furnace on and o f f as the control point i s traversed, 
The r a t i o of on to o f f times, longer or shorter 
depending on whether the mean temperature f a l l s 
short of or exceeds the control point, determines 
the mean power reaching the furnace. Proportional 
control ensues; thermal i n e r t i a and galvanometer 
pivot f r i c t i o n are largely overcome. Temperature 
s t a b i l i t y i s improved from + 1°C to + p.l°C at 
800°C. For much useful d e t a i l on t h i s method see 
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Goodman (1966) and J e w e l l (1967). 
2. The co l d j u n c t i o n of the thermocouple i s 
immersed i n o i l i n a Dewar f l a s k for s t a b i l i t y . 
3. A mains s t a b i l i s e r (Servomex AC2 M k l l l ) 
i s used. 
4. A t h i c k s t a i n l e s s s t e e l l i n e r i s f i t t e d to the 
m u l l i t e tube to smooth any temperature undulations 
between the heater t u r n s . 
Figure 3.3 i l l u s t r a t e s the furnace d e t a i l s . 
d. The s i l i c a growth tube ( f i g u r e 3.4) 
The tube has dimensions: length 30 cm., 
i n t e r n a l diameter 2.0 cms., and w a l l t h i c k n e s s 1.5 mm. 
A simple pointed end does not seed s u c c e s s f u l l y 
because contact with the s t e e l support rod destroys the 
temperature gradient at the t i p and s e v e r a l long-
i t u d i n a l c r y s t a l s develop. Therefore a 2 cm. length 
of 3 mm. diameter quartz rod i s fused to the t i p as 
a spacer, and the tube i s c o n s t r i c t e d near the bottom 
for s i n g l e seed s e l e c t i o n ( B r i c e 1965g.) . A B24 
s i l i c a cone provides a demountable connection to a 
pyrex-glass vacuum system. Three stages of cleaning 
were used:-
1. A general c l e a n i n g f o r 3 hours i n 1:1 h y d r o f l u a r i c / 
n i t r i c a c i d . 
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Figure 3.4 
The s i l i c a growth tube. 
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2. 20 minutes i n concentrated (48%) h y d r o f l u o r i c 
a c i d , recommended by Weisberg (1963) to reduce 
s i l i c o n impurity i n the c r y s t a l . 
3. Baking f o r 24 hours at 900°C and 10~^ mm. of 
mercury. 
S e a l i n g the wide bore growth tube posed a 
problem as i t could not be 'necked' before evacuation 
e l s e the a r s e n i c charge could not be loaded. And 
to avoid contamination and oxidation the a r s e n i c 
charge could not be powdered. A procedure p r e v i o u s l y 
used i n growing g a l l i u m arsenide (B r i c e 1965c); was 
adopted. 
A blank containing a i r a t atmospheric pressure 
i s formed by c l o s i n g both ends of a s i l i c a tube of 
length 8 cm. and diameter a c l o s e f i t i n s i d e the 
growth tube. The blank i s placed i n s i d e the ttibe a t 
the d e s i r e d s e a l i n g point and the tube evacuated. 
The s e a l i s e f f e c t e d by heating a band of the tube 
so t h a t i t c o l l a p s e s onto the blank. At the same time, 
the blank expands as the a i r pressure i n s i d e i t 
i n c r e a s e s . I t i s d e s i r a b l e to heat strongly a t one 
point once a p r e l i m i n a r y s e a l has been made, u n t i l 
the blank and tube puncture. Then the pressure i n 
the blank remains at atmospheric and the s e a l may be 
cons o l i d a t e d and annealed without any iindesirable 
- 44 -
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Figure 3-5. Scaling the growth tube. 
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th i n n i n g o c c u r r i n g . See fi g u r e 3.5;. 
e^ Experimental d e t a i l s . 
50 gms. of 99.9995% p u r i t y a r s e n i c (Johnson 
and Matthey Grade I ) , followed by the blank are 
tipped i n t o the tube. Heating to 300°C under vacuum 
fo r 3 hours d i s t i l s o f f any v o l a t i l e oxide present; 
the tube i s se a l e d , and then the cone removed by 
c u t t i n g with a diamond wheel. The growth furnace 
temperature p r o f i l e , shown i n fi g u r e 3.6, has two 
major f e a t u r e s , a 'hump' and a 'plateau'. The tube 
i s s i t e d with i t s t i p j u s t above the hump, so that 
the a r s e n i c charge sublimes to the cooler, upper p a r t 
of the container, where i t adheres to the g l a s s . 
The p l a t e a u i s v i t a l . I t maintains the bulk of the 
tube a t a f a i r l y uniform temperature to disperse the 
charge and prevent the formation of a plug which 
subsequently f r a c t u r e s the tube on expanding. C r y s t a l s 
grow by prog r e s s i v e condensation, as the tube cools 
on the lower side of the hump. The growth r a t e was 
0.6 mm/hr, as slow as p r a c t i c a l to minimise the 
c r i t i c a l temperature ; probably a f a s t e r growth r a t e 
could be t o l e r a t e d (see e a r l i e r d i s c u s s i o n on the 
c r i t i c a l temperature). A 50 gm. c r y s t a l 2 cms. i n 
diameter and 5 cms. long may be grown i n about seven 
days. 
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I I I . 3 C r y s t a l l i n e P e r f e c t i o n . 
Three types of c r y s t a l were examined by X-ray 
and e t c h - p i t techniques:-
1. Melt-grown. 
2. E a r l y vapour grown. 
3. F i n a l vapour grown. 
a. X-ray examiination. 
Figure 3.7 shows X-ray, back r e f l e c t i o n Laue 
photographs, taken perpendicular to the (111) plane, 
of the three c l a s s e s . The spreading of the spots 
i n f i g u r e 3.7a i l l u s t r a t e s severe s t r a i n due to 
bending of the (111) plane. Indeed kinks^and bumps 
were e a s i l y v i s i b l e to the eye on melt-grown c r y s t a l s . 
I n f i g u r e 3.7b. - there i s l i t t l e spreading, but now 
s p l i t t i n g of the spots, t y p i c a l of a mosaic s t r u c t u r e . 
I n t h i s case, i n s t e a d of a curved c r y s t a l face a 
patchwork of r e l a t i v e l y s t r a i n - f r e e c r y s t a l l i t e s 
e x i s t s , with small o r i e n t a t i o n (up to 1-2°) d i f f e r e n c e s 
between them. Each c r y s t a l l i t e i l l u m i n a t e d d i f f r a c t s 
i t s p a r t of the X-ray beam to a s l i g h t l y d i f f e r e n t 
p l a c e on the f i l m and spot s p l i t t i n g r e s u l t s . For 
more information on mosaic s t r u c t u r e , see McLean (1957). 
F i g u r e 3.7c i n d i c a t e s r e l a t i v e l y high q u a l i t y s t r a i n -
f r e e m a t e r i a l . 
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b. E t c h - p i t s i n a r s e n i c . 
F r e s h l y cleaved f a c e s of the c r y s t a l s have been 
etched and examined m i c r o s c o p i c a l l y . Etches were 
coit^osed of d i f f e r e n t proportions of h y d r o f l u o r i c , 
n i t r i c and g l a c i a l a c e t i c a c i d s (see Table 3.1). 
P i t s of t r i g o n a l and hexagonal shape are found i n a l l 
5 2 
m a t e r i a l , with o v e r a l l d e n s i t i e s averaging 10 /cm; 
4 2 
i n melt grown and 10 /cm. i n f i n a l vapour-grown. 
The mosaic s t r u c t u r e of the e a r l y vapour-grown c r y s t a l s 
i s d r a m a t i c a l l y r e v e a l e d ( f i g u r e 3.8). The following 
observations are general and not dependent on the 
growth procedure. 
c. S l i p l i n e s . 
S t r a i g h t l i n e s , mutually o r i e n t a t e d at 120° are 
observed, see f i g u r e 3.9, along the £i0lj' d i r e c t i o n s . 
Those which terminate, do so, ( f i g u r e 3.10) i n an 
e t c h p i t . D i f f e r e n t p a t t e r n s of l i n e s appear on 
separated f a c e s of a cleaved c r y s t a l . These are s l i p 
l i n e s ; s l i p occurs on c l e a v i n g . The primary s l i p 
system i n a r s e n i c comprises the (111) as g l i d e plane 
and the {hof} as s l i p d i r e c t i o n s ( B a r r e t t 1952) 
and t h i s system cannot give r i s e to s l i p l i n e s on the 
(111) plane. The l i n e s r e s u l t from s l i p i n the (x-z) 
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Figure 3.8 
The mosaic s t r u c t u r e of the e a r l y 
vapour grown m a t e r i a l , revealed by 
etching. 
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Figure 3.9. Duplex s l i p on the (111) cleavage face. 
The scarp and dip topography a r i s e s from etching a t 
the s u r f a c e steps (X500) 
F i g u r e 3.10. S l i p l i n e s on the (111) face, terminating 
i n e t c h p i t s . The network of f a i n t l i n e s i s thought 
to mark d i s l o c a t i o n s l y i n g i n the (111) plane (X50) 
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plane, a secondary g l i d e plane. I f the a s s o c i a t e d 
s l i p d i r e c t i o n i s the ^ l i : ^ , then the etch p i t s at 
the ends of the s l i p l i n e s would mark screw d i s l o c a t i o n s , 
d. E t c h p i t s - d i s l o c a t i o n s . 
The e t c h p i t s are w e l l defined; on f u r t h e r 
e t c h i n g they enlarge w h i l s t r e t a i n i n g t h e i r general 
shape and, except i n a few cases, t h e i r number. P i t s 
match on opposite cleaved faces and the etch pattern 
repeats with consecutive c l e a v i n g . C l e a r l y the p i t s 
are s i t e d a t the p o i nts of emergence of d i s l o c a t i o n s on 
the (111) plane. Rows of c l o s e l y spaced etch p i t s 
are observed i n a l l c r y s t a l s . By counting the l i n e 
p i t d e n s i t y a t i n t e r s e c t i o n s and applying the method 
developed by Vogel e t al^ (1953) and extended to 
antimony by Wernick e t a l . (1958) , these rows have been 
shown to i n d i c a t e a r r a y s of p a r a l l e l edge d i s l o c a t i o n s 
d e f i n i n g low angle g r a i n boundaries. 
e. P i t shape. 
Ar s e n i c e x h i b i t s hexagonal as w e l l as t r i g o n a l 
p i t s . The p i t shape i s . c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of the etch 
used (Table 3.1); a trend i s evident (figure 3.11) 
from the t r i g o n a l to hexagonal shape with i n c r e a s i n g 
h y d r o f l u o r i c a c i d concentration. To answer the question 
whether the d i f f e r e n t shaped p i t s a r i s e at d i f f e r e n t 
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F i g u r e 3.11 
(a) T r i g o n a l p i t s (etch A, see t a b l e 3.1) 
(b) A truncated p i t (etch B ) . (c) Hexagonal 
p i t s (etch C) (X 500) 
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s i t e s , one h a l f of a cleaved c r y s t a l was etched to 
produce t r i g o n a l p i t s and the other to give hexagonal 
p i t s . With very few exceptions, the p i t patterns were 
i d e n t i c a l . Every d i s l o c a t i o n can produce both types 
of p i t s ; the etch i s the determining f a c t o r . 
Both kinds of p i t s are pyramidal and have 
edges p a r a l l e l to the -^loO d i r e c t i o n s . But 
hexagonal p i t s have stepped s i d e s , while t r i g o n a l p i t s 
are smooth. Many p i t s are symmetrical; the d i s l o c a t i o n s 
are p a r a l l e l to the ^111^ a x i s . The existence of 
d i s l o c a t i o n s a t a very acute angle to the cleavage 
plane i s i n d i c a t e d by some high l y antisymmetric p i t s 
( f i g u r e 3.12). Shallow grooves, l i k e those shown i n 
f i g u r e 3.10 suggest a network of d i s l o c a t i o n s a c t u a l l y 
i n the cleavage plane. That both t r i g o n a l and 
hexagonal p i t s can be produced i n a r s e n i c , probably 
r e s u l t s from the l a m e l l a r aspect of i t s c r y s t a l 
s t r u c t u r e (see page 15 ) . I f the e t c h w i l l break 
thelong bond but not the short bond, then puckered 
hexagonal l a y e r s w i l l be removed and hexagonal etch 
p i t s produced. But, i f the l a y e r s are attacked 
s i n g l y , i i i the normal way, t r i g o n a l p i t s w i l l r e s u l t , 
showing j u s t the t h r e e f o l d symmetry of the z - a x i s . 
For bismuth and antimony, c l o s e r to cubic i n s t r u c t u r e 
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f i g u r e 3.12. 
Etch p i t s produced from d i s l o c a t i o n s 
d i r e c t e d a t an acute angle t o the 
surface (etch A) (X 500). 
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(a = 57®14'and 57°7') than arsenic (a = 54°lO'), 
the long and short bonds are almost equal, and only 
t r i g o n a l p i t s are found. Both types of p i t s are 
observed i n bismuth t e l l u r i d e (a = 24°10') (Sagar 
and Faust 1967). 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE THEORY OF THE GALVANOMAGNETIC EFFECTS 
IN ARSENIC 
IV.1 S p e c i f i c a t i o n of E f f e c t s , i n Tensor Notation. 
a. The isothermal/ e l e c t r i c a l r e s i s t i v i t y tensor. 
Abeles and Meiboom (1954) introduced a tensor 
n o t a t i o n t o provide a basic d e f i n i t i o n of a l l the 
galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s i n n-type germanium. 
Previously, the l i t e r a t u r e i s fraught w i t h confusing 
and ambiguous terms: the H a l l e f f e c t , l o n g i t u d i n a l 
H a l l e f f e c t , planar H a l l e f f e c t , quadratic H a l l 
e f f e c t , transverse and l o n g i t u d i n a l magnetoresistance 
(Beer 1963); a l l of which may be defined r e l a t i v e t o 
various c r y s t a l l o g r a p h i c and f i e l d d i r e c t i o n s . The 
basic p r i n c i p l e of Abeles and Meiboom's method i s t o 
resolve a l l e f f e c t s i n t o a set of components r e f e r r e d 
t o Cartesian axes. Then any desired e f f e c t may be 
s p e c i f i e d by s y s t e m a t i c a l l y summing appropriate 
components. 
F i r s t , the axes are chosen. For mathematical 
s i m p l i c i t y they should be d i r e c t e d along axes of 
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c r y s t a l l o g r a p h i c symmetry; i n the case of the arsenic 
s t r u c t u r e the b i n a r y - b i s e c t r i x - t r i g o n a l (1-2-3) set 
i s an obvious choice. Suppose an e l e c t r i c c urrent 
d e n s i t y ; j ) i s passed through an isothermal, s i n g l e -
c r y s t a l sample of arsenic i n an a r b i t r a r y d i r e c t i o n . 
Then the components r e f e r r e d t o the binary, b i s e c t r i x 
and t r i g o n a l axes r e s p e c t i v e l y are J^^, and J^. ' 
The r e s u l t i n g e l e c t r i c f i e l d d i s t r i b u t i o n may be 
measured by a vector E w i t h components E^ ,^ and 
E^. Assuming t h a t Ohm's law a p p l i e s , E and J may be 
r e l a t e d : 
^ 1 = P l l ^ 1 ^12 '2 + ^13 ^3 
^2 .= P21 - ^ ^ l P22 '2 + P23 ^3 
^3 = *^ 31 "^1 ^ P32 '2 + P33 ^3 
or. E^ . = 'it 
where the r e p e t i t i o n o f the subscript j implies summation 
(the E i n s t e i n convention). p^^ i s a tensor o f the second 
rank and has nine constant components or c o e f f i c i e n t s 
which may be w r i t t e n as a m a t r i x : 
^ i j 
/ P l l P12 . Pl3\ 
P2I ^22 ^23 
yP31 ^32 P33 
(4 :1 ) 
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A tensor of the f i r s t rank i s a vector (e.g. E or Ji;. 
For the i s o t r o p i c case, E and J are p a r a l l e l : 
^2 ^^2 
and p i s a tensor o f the zeroth rank, i . e . a scalar. 
This i s the case f o r the cubic l a t t i c e ; only one c o e f f i c i e n t 
i s r e q u i r e d t o completely r e l a t e E and J. Generally, 
c e r t a i n i d e n t i t i e s e x i s t between the c o e f f i c i e n t s 
f o r thermodynamic reasons and due t o c r y s t a l l o g r a p h i c 
symmetry. Thus f o r the A7 s t r u c t u r e , seven of the nine 
c o e f f i c i e n t s t h a t s p e c ify p^j vanish, leaving p^ ^^  and p^^f 
/p. '11 
0 p 
0 0 \ 
0 11 
b.: : The' .Isothermal,' low-fife Id,- m a g n e t o r e s i s t l v i t y 
V 
tensor. 
To extend the tensor n o t a t i o n t o include 
galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s , the components of p^^ are 
made dependent on magnetic f i e l d t o form the magneto-
r e s i s t i v i t y tensor p^^(H). 
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• -. E . 1 = P i j (H) J j 
/P 11(H) P3_2(H1 P 13(H) 
Pij(H) . P2l(H) P22(H) P23<^i) 
P^ 31(H) p 32(H) P33^^^7 
(4.2) 
Since each component i s now a function of f i e l d and 
no longer constant the term 'coefficient' i s not 
s t r i c t l y accurate. The nine parameters are'the components 
of the magnetoresistivity tensor'. 
The next step i s to express p^j(H) as a definite 
function of H. I t w i l l be seen l a t e r (page 76) 
that one way of doing t h i s i s as a power seri e s : 
ID "ID " i j k ^ k \ j k l V l ' ^ i j k l m V A P..(H) = p., -I- R, .j^Hj, 4. A. . 
^ i j k l m n V l V n i ^ 
p ^ j , the second rank r e s i s t i v i t y tensor i s retained 
^ i j k ' hjkl' ^ijklm, ^ijklmn being-3rd, 4th, 5th, 
6th rank tensors respectively are introduced to relate 
progressively higher powers of H. This massive 
battery of tensors may be cut down by considering only 
the low-field case when pH <<1 (y i s the c a r r i e r 
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m o b i l i t y ) . Then the series converges r a p i d l y , and only 
2 
terms t o H are s i g n i f i c a n t : 
(H): = p. , + R. .^H^ + A,.^^H^H^ 
S t i l l a large number of c o e f f i c i e n t s e x i s t s : 
Tensor M a t r i x Size No. of c o e f f i c i e n t s 
p^j 3 x 3 9 
R. 3 X 3 x 3 27 
A ^ j j ^ j ^ 3 X 3 X 3 X 3 81 
T o t a l . .117 
As before symmetry r e l a t i o n s may be; used t o reduce the 
number of independent c o e f f i c i e n t s . Thermodynamic 
arguments lead t o the Onsager r e l a t i o n (Onsager 1931): 
p^j(H): - p ( - H ) . The f o l l o w i n g i d e n t i t i e s f o l l o w 
(Juretschke 1955): 
^ i j k l ^ ^ j i k l ( a l l permutations of k l ) (4.3) 
^ i j k = " ^ j i k 
As an examplerof use, these i d e n t i t i e s are now applied 
t o the expansion ofpj^^(H), the f i r s t of the nine 
components of p^^(H). 
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P l l ^ H ) ^ 1 1 + % 1 I H I + % 1 2 « 2 ' ^ % 1 3 ^ 3 ' ^ \ I I A ' % 1 2 2 « 2 ' 
2 
•^^1133^3 •^^1112"I^2^^1113"I^3'^^1121^2"I 
'^^1123^2^3"*'^1131^3"I^^1132^3^2 *. 
This contains t h i r t e e n c o e f f i c i e n t s (one n i n t h of one 
hundred and seventeen). Applying ( 4 . 3 ) : -
^ 1 1 1 " ' ^ 1 1 1 = ° 
S i m i l a r l y ^2.12 ^ '^113 ^ ^ 
Hll2 ^ \l21 
hll3 ^ "^1131 
^ 1 1 2 3 " ^ 1 1 3 2 
and the number o f independent components i s reduced t o 
seven. I n a d d i t i o n t o the r e s t r i c t i o n s of Onsager's 
r e l a t i o n , the components are subject t o the 
c r y s t a l l o g r a p h i c p o i n t group symmetry. Juretschke 
( 1 9 5 5 ) has developed t h i s s y s t e m a t i c a l l y using group 
theory. Of s i g n i f i c a n c e f o r p^^(H) i s t h a t ^^2^22 
and vanish, and A^2.23 ^ ^ 2 2 2 3 ' leaving j u s t f i v e 
c o e f f i c i e n t s : 
P.11' ^ 1 1 1 1 ' ^ 1 1 2 2 ' ^ 1 1 3 3 ' ^ 2 2 2 3 * 
A s i m i l a r treatment of a l l nine components 
of p ^ j ( H ) reveals t h a t only twelve c o e f f i c i e n t s are 
independent. These twelve c o e f f i c i e n t s may be 
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described as the twelve c o e f f i c i e n t s t h a t define the 
isothermal J5a,gnetoj:esi:stiyj;ty teng:ox t o second order 
i n magnetic f i e l d : 
Shorthand n o t a t i o n 
R e s i s t i v i t y 
'11 
'33 
'11 
33 
H a l l 
Magneto-
r e s i s t i v i t y 
R 123 '123 
R 231 
'11,11 
33,33 
'22,23 
'23,22 
'11,22 
'lly33 
'33,11 
'23,23 
R. 231 
'11 
'33 
'24 
'42 
'12 . 
13 
^31 
'44 
The expansion o f the nine components of p^j (H)' 
t o second order i n magnetic f i e l d i s (Juretschke 1955) 
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^11 (^i) =Pll+^A' +^12«2- •*-\3^3'-2A24«2^^3 
"^22 ® =P 11+^12^1 •*-^ llH2^ +^ 13«3^ -*^ 2A24H2H3 
P 3 3 ® = ^ 33-^3 A^-^31«2^-*^33«3' 
f^23<S)=R23A-^42«l--*-^42«2'-^2A44H2H3 (4.4) 
P31<^i>=^231«2+2A44^^3V2A42V2 
^12 =I^123^^3-2A24P3^1+^11-^12):«1«2 : 
"Jhere i s no need to write down Pj^2(H), P22^(H) 
or p^^iE); they f o l l o w a u t o m a t i c a l l y since p j-j 'CM.),.rfi ("S^ 
We have now obtained a basic set of twelve 
c o e f f i c i e n t s t h a t w i l l completely specify the l o w - f i e l d 
galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s i n arsenic (or any m a t e r i a l of 
c r y s t a l l o g r a p h i c p o i n t group 3m). Knowing these 
c o e f f i c i e n t s , P^ j^ (H) i s defined by (4.4) and then 
E and J r e l a t e d by (4.2) The scheme i s q u i t e general; 
J and H may be a t any angle t o the c r y s t a l axes 
and resolved i n t o components. Also, any p a r t i c u l a r 
H a l l or magnetoresistance e f f e c t does not have t o be 
tagged by a lengthy d e s c r i p t i o n of o r i e n t a t i o n ; the 
values of the twelve c o e f f i c i e n t s are absolute a t any 
given temperature. 
The process may be used i n reverse t o measure the 
twelve c o e f f i c i e n t s . By choosing s p e c i a l cases of 
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B-J-H o r i e n t a t i o n s , each c o e f f i c i e n t may be i s o l a t e d 
and measured i n t u r n . As an example/ consider the 
c o n f i g u r a t i o n shown i n f i g u r e 4.1. J i s i n the binary 
(1) d i r e c t i o n and H i s i n the t r i g o n a l (3) d i r e c t i o n . 
The probes measure only E^ .^ Therefore:-
^1 = J'^2 := "^ 3 = ° 
H 3 ^ H; H^ = H2 = 0 
E^ = E. 
Thus, from (4.2) ; E = Pj^j^(H)J .1. 
2 
Pll( H ) comes from (4.4); P-|^ -j^ (H).= P n + •^ 13H • 
Hence E. = (Pii+Ai3H^)J or E/j=A^3H^+p^j^ 
2 
and a g r a p h i c a l p l o t of E/J against H has a gradient 
A^3 and an i n t e r c e p t Pj^ q^ * 
A systematic scheme f o r determining a l l twelve 
c o e f f i c i e n t s i s described i n chapter V I . 
.e. The l o w - f i e l d magnetoconductivity tensor. 
The t h e o r e t i c a l d e r i v a t i o n of the galvanomagnetic 
e f f e c t s i n terms of band parameters (see next section) 
i s more conveniently c a r r i e d out by using the magneto-
c o n d u c t i v i t y tensor, the inverse of the magneto-
r e s i s t i v i t y tensor. I t i s defined: 
J. = a,j(H)E.. 
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Figure 4.1 • ' 
An. i l l u s t r a t i o n of sample o r i e n t a t i o n and 
f i e l d alignments used t o measure. p^-^ and A^3 
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and expanded: 
a , . ( H ) = -P^.,^H,^ - B , . ^ ^ H ^ H ^ 
For convenience, the minus signs are employed t o give 
^ i j k l p o s i t i v e values since c o n d u c t i v i t y decreases 
w i t h i n c r e a s i n g magnetic f i e l d . Now we have twelve 
c o e f f i c i e n t s i n inverse r e l a t i o n s h i p t o the magneto-
r e s i s t i v i t y c o e f f i c i e n t s ; ^ ^ 
Magne t o r e s i s t i v i t y 
'11 
Magnetoconductivity 
a. 
'33 
R 123 
R 231 
A 11 
3^3 
^24 
^42 
'12 
'13 
'31 
'44 
'11 
'33 
123 
231 
B 11 
B 33 
^24 
^42 
B 12 
B 13 
B 31 
B '44 J 
c o n d u c t i v i t y 
inverse H a l l 
magneto-
c o n d u c t i v i t y 
The l i n k i s the equation: 
^ i j ® ' ' i j -^^  " ^ i j ^ 
solved by Juretschke (1955) :-
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hi = ^33 
1 
P l l P33 
p _ ^123 p _ ^231 
123 " 2 ''231 ~ ^ ^ 
P l l P11P33 
B. -hi B = ^ 11 0 33 ^ 5 P l l 2 P332 
B -h± B = ^ ^24 2 42 
' P l l ^11^^33 
2 a p 2 ^ ^12 , ^231 J, _ 213 _123. 
^12 ~ 2"*: " ~ . i l 3 " • 2+ 3 
P l l ' P i l P33 P l l P l l 
(4.5) 
2 
„ _ "^ 31 . ^ 231 „ _ -^ 44 •'• . ^123^231 
^31 2"*^  2 ^44 - 2~ 
P33' P11P33 ^11^33 2 P l l P33 
So f a r , we have obtained twelve c o e f f i c i e n t s t h a t 
d e f i n e the magnetoconductivity tensor. I n the next 
s e c t i o n / these c o e f f i c i e n t s are derived from 
fundamental p h y s i c a l terms. 
IV.2 A D e r i v a t i o n of the Magnetoconductivity Tensor 
from Band Theory, 
a. The Boltzmann equation. 
The t r a n s p o r t o f e l e c t r i c a l c a r r i e r s under general 
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f i e l d c o n ditions i s governed by the Boltzmann 
equation which s t a t e s : -
3.fj^(r,t) a.fj^Cr,t) 3.fj^(r,t) 
= 0 (4.6) 
at J J J I 9t 
d i f f u s i o n f i e l d s s c a t t e r i n g 
f o r steady s t a t e conditions, f j ^ i s the density of 
c a r r i e r s i n a s t a t e k of k-space i n the neighbour-
hood o f r i n r e a l space at a time t . 
I t may be shown (see Ziman 1964): 
3.fj^(r,t) 
at 
d i f f u s i o n 
' 3 . f j ^ ^ , t ) 
(4.7) 
where Vj^ i s the v e l o c i t y of a c a r r i e r i n the s t a t e 
k. I n a s i m i l a r manner, i t f o l l o w s t h a t f o r a 
c r y s t a l subjected t o e l e c t r i c (E) and magnetic (H) 
f i e l d s : 
3 f j ^ ( r , t ) 
- i f E + |vJ^ :XH^.-
f ^ f J ^ ( r , t ) 
> 
3k • 
(4.8) 
3t 
f i e l d s 
e i s the e l e c t r o n i c charge and c the v e l o c i t y of 
l i g h t . 
The only simple assessment of the s c a t t e r i n g 
term i n the Boltzmann equation i s a phenomenological 
assumption:-
Sfk 
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.3t 
s c a t t e r i n g 
Here i s the e q u i l i b r i u m , Fermi-Dirac d i s t r i b u t i o n 
f u n c t i o n , i . e . the d i s t r i b u t i o n f u n c t i o n when a l l 
f i e l d s are absent :- ' 
f, ° = — — — — V ' e denotes c a r r i e r energy. 
1 + . e x p ( - T ^ ] 
T i s the r e l a x a t i o n time; i t measures the r a t e of 
decay of f j ^ t o when the f i e l d s are removed at 
time t = 0: 
- f - fj^ °) exp(-^) 
obtained by i n t e g r a t i n g (4.9). 
S u b s t i t u t i n g ( 4 . 7 ) , (4.8), (4.9) i n t o the Boltzmann 
equation (4.6) 
-v, . - E + - V, X H I . • = — — — (4.10) 
- 3r 'fi L c - J • T 
b. • E l e c t r i c a l : c o n d u c t i v i t y l a t h e -^sence o f a 
m a gn e t i c . f i e l d . 
As a simple a p p l i c a t i o n of the Boltzmann equation, 
consider the case of an isothermal c r y s t a l when only 
E i s applied. 
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= 0 and H != 0. 
3 r 
Since the d e v i a t i o n of from .fj^ ° i s s m a l l , the 
approximation ' ' —• _ ' ' — • i s made on the L.H.S. 
•3k: ^  • 
of (4.10). 
Now ^ ^ 
3k • 3e 3k • - ' 3e ' 
so t h a t (4.10) becomes : 
O" 
M.Vj^ . eE = - .fj^ ° (4.11) 
:^fk 
To c a l c u l a t e the e l e c t r i c a l c o n ductivity, an 
expression f o r the current density, J,' i s required. 
Each c a r r i e r c r e a t e s a current eVj^ and the number 
of c a r r i e r s per u n i t volume of the c r y s t a l , i n k-
s t a t e s w i t h i n a volume dk i s 
(27r)^ ^ 
. • . J = - 3 J ^ ^ k ^ ' ^ 4^ ^ — — 
S u b s t i t u t i n g for fj^ from (4.11), 
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J = 
. .1 
4^^ J 
3.f 
k • 
3e 
dk 
s i n c e e.Vj^:fj^" dk - 0. 
Next a transform i s made from a volume i n t e g r a t i o n 
to an i n t e g r a t i o n over constant energy s u r f a c e s . 
I f dS i s an element of the s u r f a c e , then |^ i s a 
vector perpendicular to dS. The height of a 
c y l i n d e r of base dS, volume dk between surfaces 
E and e + de i s 
dkj_ = 
de 
de 
dk 
-tiv. 
dk = dSde 
-tiv. 
(4.12) 
and J = 
47r^^ 3e 
dSde 
behaves as a d e l t a I n the degenerate case, 
function at the Fermi l e v e l and an i n t e g r a t i o n 
over the Fermi s u r f a c e i s required : 
J. = 
4^ ^ 
dS, 
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Comparing t h i s w i t h Ohm's Taw,. J^. ~ a^^ By 
2. r V. v. 
e •-•X' • 1 J' • ' - A 3k , dS„ (4.13) i j 4tt >h J Vj^ F 
To proceed f u r t h e r , a model of the Fermi surface i s 
r e q u i r e d . For an^isotropic metal and f r e e e l e c t r o n s , 
the Fermi s u r f a c e i s s p h e r i c a l , 
s= - — and a i s a s c a l a r . For E and J both i n 
2 . m — ~ 
the x - d i r e c t i o n . 
:'a^(v^.; E ) } - v^2g 
2 
which i s 1/3 of v E . 
= 1 V r ds 
^ 3 
. 1 3e iik^ , . 1 
Now V = - — . = *. * e. ~ -
-fi 3k m 2 . m 
2 
and dSp = 4Trkp . 
. . .1 . e x . 1 , 'fikp , 
. cf = — 3 ' — - - . 4irkp^ 
iit 'h 3 m 
1 2 ,j . 1 e T 4 2 
= :-3^  • — • - TTk 
4^ m 3 
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: ^ F . 
or a - — 2 
m 4ir 
where Vp i s the volume i n k-space enclosed by the 
Fermi s u r f a c e . 
Since there are • c a r r i e r s per u n i t volume of k-space, 
4.3 
N = — N i s the c a r r i e r density. 
Ne^T 
a. = (4.14) 
m 
c.: • • Anisotropic,; isothermal,- galvaiomagnetic • 
effe'cts- 'in: a r s e n i c • 
I n t h i s s e c t i o n , the Boltzmann equation i s applied 
to the galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s i n a r s e n i c and the 
twelve magnetoconductivity c o e f f i c i e n t s are derived 
i n terms of energy band and c a r r i e r parameters. The 
a n a l y s i s a p p l i e s to any m a t e r i a l possessing the a r s e n i c 
c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e . 
The d i s t r i b u t i o n function, f j ^ , i s redefined by 
introd u c i n g a function $ (Wilson 1953): 
Then the Boltzmann equation (4.10) f o r an isothermal 
metal becomes: 
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e 
~ f + 7 E . grad e + ~ k.^S = 0 (4.15) 
T Tl 11 c 
where f2 i s the operator Q. - gradj^eX gradj^.. 
The e l e c t r i c c u r r e n t i s : 
J = — ^ grad, e 0 dk (4.16) 
J ^ 3£ ~ 
The s o l u t i o n of (4.15) i n ascending powers of H obtained 
by i n t e r a t i o n (Jones and Zener 1934) i s : 
xE.gradj^e - ' ^ • TH.£(tE.grad|^e) 
c 
©2 . r T 1 + — r — s - J T H . fi CTE.grad, e)f + ...... 
'^^c'^ \ - - is J J 
A knowledge of ^ defines J by (4.16). I n tensor 
n o t a t i o n , (Abeles and Meiboom 1954). 
. _ , • as. . • 3^.. . 
where the tensor ^j^j^j^ i s defined 
^123 ^231 ^ ^312 " ^ ^ 
^231 ^132 " ^321 ^ " 
and a l l other e ^ j j ^ are zero. 
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The c o e f f i c i e n t s d e f i n i n g the magnetoconductivity 
tens o r - . (H): - a. . - P. .j^ H,^  - B. . j ^ ^ Hj^H^ - are 
then expressed as f o l l o w s : -
4'ir -ti Si-2 
^^k 
X — = - i ! _ • i i _ dk - (4.17) 
Se ak^ 8kj 
^ i j k 
2 
I r r ^ ^ c j 
_2e; : i e _ _ a _ ( . ^ i L _ ) , dk . (4.18) 
Se 3k. Sk, 3k^ 3k. "^^ "^  1 1 m 3 
^ i j k l 
r a.fk 
T T ( T ) 
3e 3k. 3k^ 3k„ 3k^ 3k„ 3k. X p q m n 3 
2 L 
e 1 e 1. + e T dk • 
1 ^qplSmk ^qpk^nml 
(4.19) 
Note t h a t s u b s t i t u t i n g v^ - ^ and v^. 
i n (4.17) gives : 
1 ;_3_£ 
-5 .3kj 
1 3e 
dk 
which transforms,, using dk ^ _ dedS-•3e- to 
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e2 :r.v.v. 
i n agreement w i t h (4.13). 
, As f o r the simpler case of e l e c t r i c a l c o n d u c t i v i t y 
i n the absence of magnetic f i e l d , to proceed, a 
s p e c i f i c a t i o n of the dependence of e and T on k i s 
requi r e d . I n general they w i l l be complex functions 
of k, but much can be achieved by considering simple 
models. 
I n chapter I i t was shown t h a t the simple model 
of s p h e r i c a l energy s u r f a c e s f a i l s to ex p l a i n anisotropy 
of the galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s . Retaining the quadratic 
e-k - r e l a t i o n s h i p , Jones (1936) invoked a model of one 
e l l i p s o i d a l energy su r f a c e centred on k = 0 for each of 
two: c a r r i e r s and obtained a q u a l i t a t i v e explanation of 
the a n i s o t r o p i c e f f e c t s i n bismuth. A theory of the 
galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s based on a model of s e v e r a l 
energy extrema a t equi v a l e n t points i n k-space and 
e l l i p s o i d a l energy s u r f a c e s centred on these points has 
been developed by Abeles and Meiboom (1954) and Herring 
(1955). They appli e d t h i s 'many-valley' model to 
cub i c semiconductors, f o r which the conductivity and 
H a l l e f f e c t s are i s o t r o p i c . However, f o r non-cubic 
m a t e r i a l s , t h i s model does p r e d i c t t h a t these p r o p e r t i e s 
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may be a n i s o t r o p i c and q u a n t i t a t i v e analyses of the 
galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s i n bismuth (Abeles and 
Meiboom 1956), bismuth t e l l u r i d e (Drabble, Groves and 
Wolfe 195 ) and i n p a r t i c u l a r antimony (Freedman and 
Juretschke 1961, E p s t e i n and Juretschke 1963, Oktu and 
Saunders 1967) have followed. For a r s e n i c , the recent 
mapping of the Fermi s u r f a c e , d i s c u s s e d i n chapter I I , 
demonstrates t h a t a m u l t i v a l l e y band model i s indeed 
c o r r e c t . Such a model i s now used to evaluate the 
int e g r a l s 4.17,4.18,4.19. 
The following assumptions are made:-
1. The minimum energy occurs a t a number of 
equ i v a l e n t p o i n t s k^ "''* r e l a t e d by the c r y s t a l symmetry. 
2. Constant energy s u r f a c e s i n k-space are 
s e t s of s i m i l a r e l l i p s o i d s centred on these p o i n t s . 
I f s u i t a b l e axes, known as the p r i n c i p a l axes of the 
i t h v a l l e y are chosen, then the energy e i n the 
v i c i n i t y of k^ "^  may be w r i t t e n 
e. - + 
2 (k ^ - k (k ^  - k (k ^  - k ^ ) ^ ' 
"^ 1 "^ 2 . "^ 3 
i s the band energy minimum and m^ ,m2,m3 are the 
e f f e c t i v e masses along the p r i n c i p a l axes of the 
e l l i p s o i d s . 
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3a. Each type of c a r r i e r contributes 
independently to the galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s . 
3b. Each v a l l e y a l s o contributes independently; 
the s c a t t e r i n g of a c a r r i e r i s r e s t r i c t e d to processes 
p e c u l i a r to i t s own v a l l e y . 
4. The r e l a x a t i o n time i s independent of 
k r 
T ^ be"^ (4.20) 
where X and b depend on the s c a t t e r i n g mechanism. 
The v a l i d i t y of the r e l a x a t i o n time approximation i n 
general i s d i s c u s s e d by Herring (1955) . The f u r t h e r 
assumption t h a t i t i s i s o t r o p i c i n k-space i s not too 
r e s i s t r i c t i v e : i t i s a reasonable approximation 
provided t h a t the components of the tensor T ( k ) are 
w i t h i n 2:1 (Herring and Vogt 1956). 
With these assumptions. Drabble and Wolfe (1956) 
have s y s t e m a t i c a l l y evaluated the i n t e g r a l s (4.17, 
4.18,4.19) f o r the R3m s t r u c t u r e : 
i . . A 
nip pq 
. -B. 
Pv^i = — ^r.^>. (4.21) 
i • C • • • 
^Pqrs" ~ r ~ ^ 'tps^qtr'^Spr'qts^ ' 
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The s u p e r s c r i p t ( i ) denotes the tensor components r e l a t i v e 
to the p r i n c i p a l axes of the i th v a l l e y . A, B and C 
depend on the nature of fj^°/ b and X; f o r the 
degenerate case : 
-3 ,2 .,.,_*,1.5 
where m* denotes (m^ m2m3)'^ '^ '^  and the Fermi energy. 
The following r e l a t i o n s e x i s t : 
B^ = 2AC 
= O unless p q 
^pqr ° unless p,q,r are a l l d i f f e r e n t . 
B„„^^ - 0 unless p,q,r,s, are equal i n p a i r s , pqrs 
S i m p l i f i c a t i o n s may be made as follows: 
I f N i s the t o t a l c a r r i e r density, then the 
us u a l degenerate expression holds: 
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Only c a r r i e r s c l o s e to the Fermi s u r f a c e contribute 
to the galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s ; the r e l a x a t i o n time 
expression (4.20) becomes: 
T « b s p — (4.23b) 
S u b s t i t u t i n g C4.23a,b) i n t o (4.22) gives 
A = Ne^T 
B = 1 e ^ T ^ (4^24) 
^ N • 4 3 C = — ~ e T 
2 c'' 
so t h a t (4.21) may be w r i t t e n 
a ^ - Ne^T ( — ) 6 
p q 
^ i _N_ 4 3 / 1 \ > V 
- 2^2 ^ \ [ ^ ^ ) ^ ^tps^qtr ^ t p r ^ q t s ^ 
p q t 
The f i n a l stage i s to transform the contributions from 
the separate v a l l e y s given by equations (4.25) to a 
common co-ordinate system and sum. This i s done , i n 
accordance with the symmetry of the p a r t i c u l a r m u l t i v a l l e y 
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model, i n t h i s case three or s i x e l l i p s o i d s centred 
on the mirror planes of the R3m c r y s t a l s t r u c t u r e . 
Two c a r r i e r s are incorporated by simple addition and 
three e l e c t r o n C]i/) and three hole(v^) m o b i l i t i e s 
introduced : 
"^ei ™hi 
Then the twelve magnetoconductivity c o e f f i c i e n t s are 
described i n terms of nine parameters: t o t a l e l e c t r o n 
d e n s i t y N, equal to the hole density, three e l e c t r o n 
m o b i l i t i e s '^3 along the axes of each e l e c t r o n 
e l l i p s o i d , corresponding hole m o b i l i t i e s v^ ,^ v^i 
and e l l i p s o i d t i l t angles 4)^, ij), with cosines C^, C, 
and s i n e s S^, S^. and v^ ^ are d i r e c t e d along the 
b i n a r y axes; 1^ 2' 1^ 3 ^2' ^3 along the e l l i p s o i d 
axes i n the m i r r o r plane. The t i l t angles are defined 
as the angle of r o t a t i o n i n the mirror plane of m^  
away from the t r i g o n a l a x i s towards X (see page 19). 
C a r r i e r d e n s i t i e s and a l l m o b i l i t i e s are defined 
to be p o s i t i v e . The equations are (Epstein and 
Juretschke 1963): 
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-P231 = Ne{v2V3+Vi(S^2^2+^^2^^j^ 
"^^2^3'^^l^:^e^^2"*".^e^^3^^ 
-^123 = Ne {v^(C^2^2V^3^>-^^l^Ce'^2-^^e^^3)^ 
The r e s t of the equations are w r i t t e n more conveniently 
by i n c l u d i n g only the e l e c t r o n terms, those of the 
holes being i d e n t i c a l i n form and simply added on: 
^13 = NeCy^+c/y2+5e'y3Hyi(G/p2+5e'^3) V 2 c 2 ' 
B3J. = Ne(S^^y2+^e^''3^^^2^3"^''l^^e^^2'^^e^^3^^ ^'^^ 
- ^ 4 = Ne(S^2y^+C^2^3){y,(C^2y^^3^2^^j^/2c2 
^11 = Ne{S^^2^-^l-^3^^-'^e%^'^r^2).^ 
+3Cg2s^2M^(y2-y3)^>/8c^ 
^12 " ^^^^^e^^2 ^^l^"*'^3^^'^^*^e^^3 ^ ^1^"^^2^^ 
^33 = (-Bi2+3B^l-2B44)/2=NeC^2s^2^3^(^^_^^j2/^2 
^24 = NeC^S^Pi(P2-P3) h v ^ + C ^ ^ u ^ ^ S ^ ^ u ^ ) Mc^ 
^42 = ^ ^ V e ^ ^ 2 -^3^^^2^3-^l<2e^»^2-*^^e^^3)^/^^^- ^^'^^^ 
The s e t of interchange operations cjs, \i2^^3' 
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V2JV3 corresponds to the transformation between the 
two s e t s of bina r y axes and corresponding (x-y-z) 
systems mentioned e a r l i e r (page 1 9 ) . The 
transformation i s r e f l e c t e d i n the equations very 
simply- : B2^ and B^2 change sign and a l l other 
c o e f f i c i e n t s are unchanged. 
Since (4.26) c o n s i s t s of twelve equations i n 
nine unknowns, three i d e n t i t i e s must e x i s t . Two of 
them are known (Freedman and Juretschke 1961): 
2^33 = ' ^ ^ l l " ^12 2^44 
and ^22l'^-^A^u/H3 " ^ 13^ 
^ ^123 ^ 4^31^^11/^33 -3B12+B11+2B44) 
L a t e r (page 144) these i d e n t i t i e s are assessed. 
The remaining chapters of t h i s t h e s i s deal with 
the experimental measurement of the twelve magneto-
c o n d u c t i v i t y c o e f f i c i e n t s and the a p p l i c a t i o n of the 
equations (4.26) to the galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s i n 
a r s e n i c . 
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CHAPTER V 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
V . l . Problems Involved i n Measuring the 
Galvanomagnetic P o t e n t i a l s . 
By f a r the most common method of r e s i s t a n c e measure-
ment i s to apply Ohm's law to measurements of current 
and voltage. T h i s method r e q u i r e s sample contacts which 
may a f f e c t the voltage being measured, contaminate the 
sample or simply be very d i f f i c u l t to make, and i n c e r t a i n 
c a s e s , contactle.ss measurement methods may be advantageous. 
U s u a l l y they employ a 'Q'-meter technique (Miyamoto 
and Nishazawa 1967) . I n t h i s work, conventional methods 
were used s i n c e small contacts could be made quite e a s i l y . 
Care was taken to avoid c e r t a i n e r r o r s , p r i n c i p a l l y H a l l 
F i e l d s h o r t i n g . 
The b a s i c p r i n c i p l e i s straightforward: a primary 
c u r r e n t i s passed through a rectangular bar sample i n 
a magnetic f i e l d and s u i t a b l y placed voltage probes pick 
up the appropriate galvanomagnetic voltage. E i t h e r 
a l t e r n a t i n g or d i r e c t c urrent may be used; the galvano-
magnetic c o e f f i c i e n t s are the same (Wood 1932). 
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Advantages of using d.c. stem from the d.c. potentio-
meter. I t operates under o p e n - c i r c u i t conditions and so 
does not load the voltage source; i t may be d i r e c t l y 
c a l i b r a t e d to the standard c e l l , a fundamental voltage 
standard. Many years of development have r e s u l t e d i n 
instruments of high accuracy and s t a b i l i t y . The a b i l i t y 
to measure a small voltage change with a large standing 
voltage present i s of paramount importance. The main 
disadvantage to the d.c. method i s the slow, manual 
operation r e q u i r e d : systematic averages of readings for 
forward and reversed d i r e c t i o n s of current and magnetic 
f i e l d are u s u a l l y necessary to e l i m i n a t e unwanted thermo-
e l e c t r i c / m a g n e t i c e f f e c t s . Even so, the Ettingshausen 
e f f e c t i s not removed (see Putley 1960a). 
A.C. methods (e.g. Donoghue and Eatherley 1951) 
i n h e r e n t l y include c u r r e n t r e v e r s a l , and i f a double 
a.c. system (see Putley 1960b) i s used, where the magnetic 
f i e l d i s modulated, f i e l d r e v e r s a l i s included too. 
A m p l i f i c a t i o n of very small voltages, to provide power to 
d r i v e voltmeters or X-Y r e c o r d e r s , i s straightforward. 
Hence using a . c , f a s t , automatic measurement i s 
p o s s i b l e . The main drawback i s the cost and complexity 
of the equipment required to s e l e c t the s i g n a l and r e j e c t 
i n t e r f e r e n c e such as 50 Hz pick-up for the mains. 
C a r e f u l screening, both e l e c t r o s t a t i c and electromagnetic, 
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may be necessary. For the double a.c. method a metal 
cryostat may not be used because of the production of 
eddy currents. 
An attempt to combine the advantages of both a.c. 
and d.c. methods by using synchronous chopping, has 
been made by Dauphinee (1955) . 
For the present work, the standard d.c. potentio-
metric method was adopted, partly because of i t s use 
for measurements on antimony (Oktu and Saunders 1967). 
However, detailed refinements were required to make 
accurate measurements of the small voltages involved. 
Preliminary measurements showed that the galvano-
magnetic effects i n arsenic are an order of magnitude 
smaller than i n antimony; room temperature magneto-
-2 
resistance i s about 0.05% KG . Therefore to measure 
the c o e f f i c i e n t s to an accuracy of 1% requires a system 
with a resolution of 5 parts i n 10^ and thus a d r i f t 
s t a b i l i t y of approximately 1 in 10^. At room temperature, 
the r e s i s t i v i t y of arsenic i s such that a primary 
current of 5 amps through the sample produced some 
3mV between the probes; the necessary resolution i s 
equivalent to 15 nV and the noise l e v e l to 3 nV. 
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V.2.. The' Measuring: SyS'tem. • 
a. General description. 
A block diagram of the measuring system i s shown in 
figure 5.1. The potentiometer i s a precision instrument 
(Pye type 7600 ) of the decade principle (see Stout 1960); 
switches are employed throughout. The smallest switched 
voltage step i s 0.1 yV. The potentiometer has five input 
channels (A-E). For extra thermal insulation i t i s 
inside a wooden box lined with 1" thick expanded-polystyrene. 
Accumulators in series with a current regulator, described 
l a t e r (page 93 ) , supply the current to the potentiometer. 
A s i m i l a r regulator supplies the primary sample current 
v i a a junction box consisting of on/off and reversing 
switches, and a rheostat to set the current value ' which 
i s indicated by an ammeter. The exact current value i s 
obtained by measuring oh the potentiometer the potential 
drop across a standard r e s i s t o r (0,01U). The preamplifier-
galvanometer detector (Pye type 11330) usually used with 
the potentiometer proved unsatisfactory for measuring 
at the nanovolt level> due to 0.1 to 0.2 \iV short-term zero 
d r i f t and a modified electronic millimicrovoltmeter 
(Keithley type 149) i s used instead. 
Stray thermal e.m.f.s in the measuring c i r c u i t 
are minimised by using copper wire throughout; connections 
0 
LU 
z 
s 
tu 
X 
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were ca r e f u l l y cleaned and clamped where possible; 
•low thermal' solder (70% Cd 30% Sn) was used whenever 
soldering was absolutely necessary. Certain tap-key 
connections inside the potentiometer were shorted with 
copper wire. The rheostat (resistance lf2) used to 
balance out the 'IR' drop for Hall measurements i s made 
of copper wire and submerged in a small o i l bath. 
b. Modifications to the millimicrovoltmeter. 
Apart from freedom from zero d r i f t , other advantages 
were gained by employing the electronic millimicrovolt-
meter:-
1. Robustness 
2. Fast response 
3. High input resistance : very much greater 
power s e n s i t i v i t y . 
4. 'Live' output for. driving recorders. 
But mains pick-up intexference,. the one drawback to an 
electronic detector was severe, largely due to the limited 
rejection b u i l t into the part i c u l a r instrument used here. 
The l a t e s t Keithley instruments (models 140, 147, 148) 
have a rejection r a t i o one hundred times greater than the 
149. 
The instrument operates by chopping the input d . c , 
amplifying the resulting a.c, and reverting to d.c. by 
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synchronous demodulation before a f i n a l stage of d.c. 
amplification. The pick-up problem derives from the fact 
that the full-wave chopper i s mains energised and the 
amplifier i s peaked at 100 Hz. 50 Hz mains pick-up at 
the input to the chopper produces 50 and 150 Hz sidebands. 
These w i l l be amply rejected by the synchronous 
demodulation. But some 100 Hz component resulting from 
sideband harmonics and/or cross modulation w i l l inevitably 
appear. Moreover, such a signal w i l l be locked to the 
desired signal of chopped d.c.: the controlling factor 
in both cases i s the 50 Hz mains. Consequently, t h i s 
interference w i l l be distinguishable from the signal, 
apart from a possible phase difference, and w i l l be 
demodulated i n the normal way. I t would not matter i f 
the amount of pick-up were constant; readings could be 
made by difference. But t h i s was not so due to the 
operation of machines or l i g h t s elsewhere in the lab-
oratory. In fact the switching operature of the growth 
furnace - described i n chapter I I I - situated upstairs, 
could be monitored with ease I 
Two solutions are possible : the pick-up may be 
reduced to a negligible l e v e l or the instrument (149) 
modified to chop at a frequency different from 50 Hz 
to ensure that no sideband products occur at the signal 
frequency. A chopping frequency of 94 Hz i s used in 
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the model 148. The f i r s t policy was pursued vigorously :• 
1. The position and orientation of the apparatus 
and a l l c i r c u i t wiring was varied to minimise pick-up. 
2. A hum loop i n the potentiometer was removed by 
rerouting a wire. 
3. The mains transformer i n the 149 proved to be 
a pick-up source. I t was disconnected and duplicated 
by-a transformer, remote from the instrument. 
These measures were i n s u f f i c i e n t and. so the second remedy 
was invoked. The 149 was modified to operate from 
60 Hz,, the highest frequency, at which the chopper would 
s t i l l vibrate . A signal generator (Advance type J2c) 
i s coupled to the chopper by a matching transformer. 
A second output on the generator provides the demodulator 
s i g n a l v i a a 10:1 step up transformer to attain the 
required voltage; a f u l l wave bridge c i r c u i t provides 
frequency doubling. A capacitor was changed inside the 
149 to peak the amplifier to the new frequency. The 
exact operating frequency had to be tuned carefully to 
avoid slow o s c i l l a t i o n s i n the 149 output due to beating 
between harmonics or product frequencies of 50 Hz mains 
and 60 Hz chopping frequencies. 
V.3. Sample current Control' ;• the ;Cu-rrent Regula:tor .-
Any fluctuation i n the primary current flowing 
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through the sample w i l l r e f l e c t as a voltage change at the 
measuring probes. These fluctuations must be held to 1 
i n 10^ to avoid measurement errors, as explained in 
section V . l . Usually, a s t a b i l i t y of 1 in 10"^  or 
4 
1 in.10 i s s u f f i c i e n t and i s achieved by separate 
monitoring and manual control. This method proved 
quite i i t ^ r a c t i c a l i n t h i s case and a transistorised current 
s t a b i l i s e r (Palmer 1956)- i s employed; figure 5.2 shows 
the c i r c u i t diagram. The s t a b i l i s e r places an apparent, 
high resistance (about 50 Kn) i n series with the 
sample. Then any temperature, or otherwise, induced 
resistance change i n the sample or connecting leads 
comprises only a very small fraction of the t o t a l 
c i r c u i t resistance and the resulting current change i s 
very small. 
C i r c u i t operation i s as follows :-
R samples the c i r c u i t current and provides a s 
voltage that i s compared to the voltage across the 
Zener diode MRZ2* The difference voltage i s amplified 
by VT2 and used to control the voltage across VT^ and 
VTg, Which form a s e r i e s element i n the current c i r c u i t . 
A negative-feedback loop e x i s t s : a s h i f t in the voltage 
across causes a change in the voltage across VT^ 
and VTg which restores the voltage across, and therefore 
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figure -5 . 2^  
C i r c u i t diagram of the current 
regulator. 
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•current through, R . 
s 
To remove d r i f t s caused by temperature changes in 
Rg and MRZ2 the complete s t a b i l i s e r i s immersed in a 
bath of i n d u s t r i a l paraffin, cooled by tap water from a 
constant head- running through a finned heat exchanger. 
After an i n i t i a l 'warm-up' of 1 - 2 hours, the primary 
current (5 amps) could be held steady to better than 1 
i n 10^ over a period of ten minutes and was quite unaffec:^ed 
by severe (about 10°C) temperature changes in the sample 
or connecting leads. 
V.4. The Temperature Control' System, 
a. Description. 
Temperature variations of the sample can give 
r i s e to spurious voltages at the measuring probes in 
two ways: 
1. A d i f f e r e n t i a l temperature change between the 
probes, acting through the Seebeck effect ('V'lO pV/°K . 
at room temperature). 
2. A bulk temperature and: therefore resistance 
change: the temperature-resistivity coefficient i s 
0.45% K^""*". On both counts i t transpires that a 
temperature regulation to within O.OOl^K i s prerequisite 
to achieve the ov e r a l l s t a b i l i t y of 1 in 10^. The usual 
technique i s to in s e r t the sample into a cryostat and 
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manually balance the heat input ( e l e c t r i c a l heating) 
and output (cryostat interspace pressure) to s t a b i l i z e 
sample temperature. This i s a time consuming operation 
to achieve a s t a b i l i t y of 0.05°C and i t i s impractical 
to the fine l i m i t required here. Therefore, a system of 
automatic control of e l e c t r i c a l heating was devieed. 
Many descriptions appear i n the l i t e r a t u r e of temp-
erature control systems, ranging from a single photo-
t r a n s i s t o r device (Woodhams et a l . 1966) to elaborate 
a.c. systems for use at helium temperatures. 
Negative feedbaick i s the underlying principle: the signal 
from a temperature sensor i s amplified and fed back to a 
heater to offset any temperature change. D.c. systems 
often employ thermocouples (Zabetakis et a l . 1957); 
a.c. a resistance thermoneter and bridge (White 1953). 
A survey may be found i n White (1959). 
The s e n s i t i v i t y required in t h i s case implies a 
high degree of amplification: an a.c. system was constructed. 
I t i s based on a design by Wilson and Stone (1957). 
Phase-sensitive detection i s employed to increase the 
s e n s i t i v i t y (Faulkner et a l . 1965). Figure 5.3 shows a 
block diagram of the electronic apparatus; operation i s 
straightforward. The copper-resistance thermometer in 
the cryostat senses any temperature change and produces 
an out of balance signal from the a.c. Wheatstone bridge. 
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Figure. 5.3; 
A,block, diagram of the system of automatic 
temperature control. 
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T h i s i s amplified, passed through a p h a s e - s e n s i t i v e detec-
t o r and power a m p l i f i e d (d.c.) to feed back to the heater 
i n the c r y o s t a t . D e t a i l s of the i n d i v i d u a l stages are 
now presented. 
b. The cr^ 
The c r y o s t a t i s i l l u s t r a t e d i n f i g u r e 5.4. B a s i c a l l y 
i t i s a s t a i n l e s s s t e e l Dewar f l a s k i n s i d e a g l a s s t a i l 
Dewar f l a s k (Lark-Horovitz and Johnson 1959). A l l the 
wir e s to the sample run i n s i d e a 0.5" diameter german-
s i l v e r tube t h a t supports the copper sample-holder. 
To f a c i l i t a t e isothermal c o n d i t i o n s , the sample i s sur-
rounded by a l i q u i d . The sample temperature may be 
roughly s e t by a d j u s t i n g the int e r s p a c e pressure of the 
metal Dewar f l a s k to c o n t r o l the heat leak to the coolant 
i n the g l a s s Dewar f l a s k . For measurements a t 305°K the 
metal Dewar f l a s k contains i n d u s t r i a l p a r a f f i n and the 
g l a s s Dewar f l a s k ice/water. For lower temperatures the 
ice/water I s replaced by l i q u i d nitrogen and the p a r a f f i n 
by isopentane, l i q u i d down to 113°K. The non-flammable, 
five-component e u t e c t i c used by Oktu and Saunders (1967) 
was not used owing to i t s appreciable e l e c t r i c a l 
c o n d u c t i v i t y . S t i r r i n g the l i q u i d around the sample was 
t r i e d with a completely immersed s t i r r e r , comprising a 
2V e l e c t r i c motor, geared down to r o t a t e a paddle. But 
i t was not s u c c e s s f u l : heat input to the c r y o s t a t from 
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the e l e c t r i c motor, and' vibraition were p r o h i t i t i v e . 
Fortunately, convection currents sufficed. 
c. Resistance thermometer and e l e c t r i c a l 
heater. 
The sensing arm of the Wheatstone bridge i s 
wound noninductively, on an open 'birdcage' former 
4" long and 1" in diameter to maximise contact with the 
cryogenic l i q u i d , to a resistance of 600Q from 48S.W.G. 
enamelled copper wire. A thermistor was not used, 
despite greater s e n s i t i v i t y , as i t s small size would 
enable only a small part of the experimental space to 
be sensed. Also the l i n e a r i t y of the change in r e s i s t i v i t y 
of copper with temperature i s useful. 
Close contact i s necessary between the resistance 
thermometer and heater to avoid hunting due to a long time 
constant for the thermometer to sense the heater. Therefore 
the lOOfJ heater i s wound h e l i c a l l y over the resistance 
thermometer. 
d. Wheatstone bridge. 
I f X denotes the resistance of the resistance 
thermometer which i s compared to arm C of the Wheatstone 
bridge with r a t i o arms A and B then: X = CA/B. For 
s t a b i l i t y , the value of C and of the ratio A/B must 
not change. C i s wound from 36 S.W.G. manganin wire to 
BEOTlpH 
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6d0J2 on a small p l a s t i c bobbin and immersed in o i l in a 
Dewar flask. A and B form a five-decade resistance box 
(Pye 7630 ) : A i s one lOOOfi c o i l and B i s the res t of the 
box which i s switched to set any desired temperature. 
Since A and B are i n the same box, and have identical 
temperature-resistance coefficients, any temperature 
change af f e c t s them equally, so that A/B remains constant. 
Twin core screened cable i s used to connect the bridge 
arms; the resistance contribution of the leads i s 
minimised. A variable capacitor of O.OOlyF across X f a c i l -
i t a t e s a phase balance. 
Only tone volt of a.c. from a signal generator 
(Advance type j 2 c ) i s applied to the bridge to minimise 
power dissipation i n the bridge arms. The frequency of 
15 Hz i s as low as p r a c t i c a l to avoid reactive effects. 
A step-up (60:1) transformer matches the bridge output : 
(about SOOfi) to the amplifier input .(2Vl^l) . 35 dB voltage 
gain r e s u l t s . 
e. Amplification ( a . c . ) , phase detection. 
A commercial solid-state amplifier i s used 
(Brookdeal, modelEL355) . Maximum gain i s 100 dB; 75 dB 
of attenuation, switched i n steps of 5 dB i s available. 
The phase sensitive detector (Brookdeal MS320) 
- subsequently written as PSD - incorporates a reference 
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phase amplifier and pha:se s h i f t e r . Faulkner &; Stannett (1964)and 
Nancollas and. Hardy (]967) have described amplifiers and 
phase sensitive detectors that could also be used, 
f. The class-D d.c. amplifier. 
The power needed for the heater i s about 1 watt. 
Since only 1 mW i s available from the PSD, further d.c. 
power amplification of lOOOX i s required; a modification 
to the PSD was considered inadvisable. The output of 
the PSD i s 1 volt at 1 mA; the heater requires 10 V 
at 100 mA, so a voltage gain of 10 and current gain of 
100 i s required. The common emitter c i r c u i t i s a 
convenient current amplifier, being r e l a t i v e l y stable due 
to inherent f u l l negative feedback. But a stage of. voltage 
gain would also be required and d.c. voltage amplifiers 
require careful design and compensation to overcoml^ 
d r i f t problems. To -avoi-d: t h i s , a class-D amplifier 
was designed. Block and c i r c u i t diagrams are shown in 
figure 5.5. The tran s i s t o r s are used as switches; high 
e f f i c i e n c y and stable amplification r e s u l t s . 
The heart of the amplifier i s the Schmitt trigger 
(TR7 and 8)(see Hampshire 1967) . This i s a f l i p - f l o p 
c i r c u i t : the two stable states areTR7 on. TR8 off,or TR7 
off and TR8 on, and the c i r c u i t i s triggered from one 
state to the other as the input voltage to the base of 
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TR.7 c r o s s e s a c r i t i c a l or t h r e s h o l d voltage. I f a 
modulating voltage (e.g. s i n e wave) i s applied to the 
input, square waves r e s u l t from the TR8 c o l l e c t o r which 
moves from the negative r a i l p o t e n t i a l to emitter 
p o t e n t i a l when TR8 switches on, and v i c e v e r s a ( f i g u r e 
5.6a). A d.c. b i a s i s now added to the modulating wave-
form. As the b i a s changes, the width of the squarewave 
pu l s e s and t h e r e f o r e t h e i r power content v a r i e s ( f i g u r e 
5.6b and c ) . T h i s power i s fed to the heater; the v a r i a b l e 
d.c. b i a s comes- from the PSD. 
A s i n e wave i s not the i d e a l modulation fo r the 
Schmitt t r i g g e r . A ramp waveform w i l l give voltage and 
c u r r e n t l i n e a i t y . Inherent backlash i n the Schmitt 
t r i g g e r t h r e s h o l d voltage means t h a t the maximum pulse 
width i s r e s t r i c t e d ( f i g u r e 5.6d) and thus the range of 
c o n t r o l i s l i m i t e d . This may be overcome by adding a 
s p i k e , a t l e a s t as l a r g e as the backlash-, to each peak of 
the ramp. Then the l i m i t i n g pulse width i s c l o s e to 
f u l l width ( f i g u r e 5.6e). A sawtooth waveform i s simpler 
to generate and serves j u s t as w e l l ; only one spike i s 
r e q u i red ( f i g u r e 5.6 f ) . 
The waveform of f i g u r e 5.6f i s generated by a 
m u l t i v i b r a t o r (TR1,2) operating at a compromise frequency 
of 1000 Hz: w e l l away from bridge (15 Hz) and mains 
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(50Hz) frequencies, to minimise pick-up but low enough 
to maintain switching. The sawtooth waveform comes from 
the ba:ses of T R l , 2 v i a TR4,5 which b u f f e r the m u l t i v i b r a t o r 
and c u r r e n t amplify to provide a low (1 KfJ) output 
impedance. The s p i k e s are obtained by d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g 
the squarewaves at the c o l l e c t o r s of TRl,2 with ^^^^^'^^ 
and b u f f e r i n g w i t h T R 3 7 6 . The components of the wave-
form are summed i n the common c o l l e c t o r r e s i s t o r R_; 
c 
i n d i v i d u a l amplitudes may be balanced by s e t t i n g RPl,2>3/4. 
I t i s e s s e n t i a l to feed the heater with d.c. I f 
a.c. i s used, considerable v i b r a t i o n of the sample-holder 
i s caused by the Lorentz force produced when the magnetic 
f i e l d i s applied to the sample. TR9 i s a power switch 
to supply the heater; d.c. r e s u l t s from the i n t e g r a t i n g 
c i r c u i t l: ,R0 C q . TO maintain the f u l l switching a c t i o n 
of TR9 R^must be adjusted: i t s ; value i s approximately 
equal to the heater r e s i s t a n c e . L must have s u f f i c i e n t 
inductance to prevent pulse 'droop' or 'overshoot'. 
TRlO operates as an e m i t t e r follower to e s t a b l i s h the 
voltage to TR9 and thus the squarewave amplitude: the 
power corresponding to a given pulse width i s s e t by RVl. 
The operation of the a m p l i f i e r i s monitored by 
T R l l , 12 a complementary p a i r of t r a n s i s t o r s which 
monitor the pulse width by measuring the mark-space r a t i o . 
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T R l l t u r n s on when the square wave goes p o s i t i v e and 
TR12 when i t goes negative. For an equal mark-space r a t i o , 
equal c u r r e n t s flow i n the emitters of T R l l , 12 but of 
opposite phase: the centre-zero meter i n t e g r a t e s to zero 
once the c i r c u i t has been balanced by a d j u s t i n g RP5. 
RP6 s e t s the meter s e n s i t i v i t y . To s e t up i n i t i a l l y , an 
equal mark-space r a t i o i s e s t a b l i s h e d by monitoring with 
an o s c i l l o s c o p e . Then RP5 i s adjusted f o r a zero meter 
reading. The a m p l i f i e r i s r e s e t to maximum pulse width, 
i n e i t h e r sense, and RP6 s e t f o r maximum meter reading. 
RV2 i s s e t so t h a t zero voltage input from the 
PSD corresponds to an equal marJ«pace r a t i o , 
g. Operating the temperature c o n t r o l system. 
1. Set the switched arm of the Wheatstone bridge to the 
appropriate value f o r the temperature required. 
2. Set the c r y o s t a t i n t e r s p a c e pressure. Both of the 
above s e t t i n g s must be l e a r n t by experience I 
3. Set the a.c. a m p l i f i e r to minimum gain. 
4. Switch on the e l e c t r o n i c equipment. Adjust the 
voltage (IV) to the Wheatstone bridge, and the reference 
phase gain. 
5. When the temperature i s w i t h i n the c o n t r o l band of 
the e l e c t r o n i c system, observe the non-integrated s i g n a l 
output of the PSD on an o s c i l l o s c o p e and s e t the p h a s e - s h i f t e r 
- I l l -
so t h a t the r e f e r e n c e s i g n a l i s i n phase. 
6. Connect the output of 'the PSD to the class-D 
a m p l i f i e r . Adjust the amplitude c o n t r o l (RVl) to give 
s u f f i c i e n t power to balance the system at an equal mark-
space r a t i o (zero meter re a d i n g ) . 
7. I n c r e a s e the a m p l i f i e r gain as d e s i r e d , but avoid 
hunting: i n d i c a t e d by the mark-space meter o s c i l l a t i n g 
to and f r o . 
8. Repeat (6) a f t e r one hour. 
Once e s t a b l i s h e d , the temperature remains quite 
s t a b l e u n t i l the heat input to the c r y o s t a t i s a l t e r e d , 
e.g. by switching o f f the sample curr e n t . 
I t i s very d i f f i c u l t to a s s e s s the c o n t r o l of the 
temperature c o n t r o l system i n terms of f r a c t i o n s of a 
degree (see Hutchinson e t a l . 1954). A l l that can be s a i d 
i s t h a t when a l l the equipment, i n c l u d i n g the m i l l i m i c r o -
voltmeter and c u r r e n t s t a b i l i z e r s , had been turned on 
f o r a few hours, the voltage drop along the sample remained 
a t 3 mV + 3nV('\'l i n 10^) over a period of 10 minutes 
( f i g u r e 5.7): the experimental problems had been solved. 
V.5. Experimental Technique. 
a. Sample preparatIon. 
Rectangular bar samples (2 x 0.2 x 0.2 cm) were 
spark cut from c r y s t a l s o r i e n t a t e d by reference to the 
(111) cleavage plane and s l i p l i n e s thereon t h a t mark 
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the b i n a r y axes. Considerable care was necessary when 
c u t t i n g to prevent f r a c t u r e or cracking due to the strong 
(111) cleavage; i t was found e s s e n t i a l to avoid c u t t i n g 
i n the t r i g o n a l d i r e c t i o n . S i z e was measured with a 
t r a v e l l i n g microscope. 
Three d i f f e r e n t methods of making contacts were 
t r i e d : -
1. Small arms were machined on the sample (Debye and 
Conwell 1954). T h i s i s probably the best method, o f f e r i n g 
the l e a s t disturbance of the i s o p o t e n t i a l s and no sample 
contamination. But the d i f f i c u l t y of c u t t i n g the most 
f r a g i l e probes was p r o h i b i t i v e . 
2. Spark-welding.was a l s o t r i c k y . Contacts could be 
made but the u s u a l r e s u l t was a p i t at the point of sparking. 
Presumably vapourization occurs unless some pressure i s 
present to enable melting, s i n c e a r s e n i c sublimes so 
r e a d i l y . 
3. S o l d e r i n g was the method adopted. Voltage probes 
were of 0.002" diameter copper wire soldered to the sample 
with a low melting point (95°C) a l l o y (32% Pb - 16% Sn - 52%Bi) 
and p o s i t i o n e d w e l l away from the sample ends to minimise 
H a l l f i e l d s h o r t i n g (Volger 1950); contact diameter was 
about 0.01". 
To detect any l o n g i t u d i n a l temperature gradient,: 
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copper-constantan thermocouples were soldered to each end 
of the sample which was mounted r i g i d l y , on an ^aiig^j^gfit " 
mechanism i n the sample holder.at one end only ( f i g u r e 
5.8) t o prevent damage due t o c o n t r a c t i o n on cooling. 
b. The magnet; f i e l d alignment. 
Since most of the m a g n e t o r e s i s t i v i t y c o e f f i c i e n t s 
2 
are p r o p o r t i o n a l to H , an accurate knowledge of magnetic 
f i e l d s t r ength i s important to avoid e r r o r s . The magnet 
was c a l i b r a t e d i n i t i a l l y by n u c l e a r magnetic resonance 
and subsequently a systematic procedure was used to avoid 
h y s t e r e s i s e r r o r s ( f i g u r e 5.9): f i e l d values were always 
s e t by i n c r e a s i n g i h e magnet cu r r e n t , f i n i s h i n g at s a t u r a t i o n . 
The magnet cu r r e n t was not reversed; the magnet was r o t a t e d 
to r e v e r s e the magnetic f i e l d and to e s t a b l i s h the various 
o r i e n t a t i o n s . The magnetic f i e l d and sample, were c e n t r a l -
i s e d on the a x i s of r o t a t i o n . Sample at^rj:gnmeiit- i n the 
magnetic f i e l d was achieved mechanically by reference to 
the plane p o l e - t i p f a c e s . Magnetoresistance polar diagrams 
were not used f o r t h i s : they could only be measured i n the 
assembled apparatus and r e l y on exact probe p o s i t i o n i n g 
on the sample. 
c. F i e l d r e v e r s a l s . 
Magnetic f i e l d r e v e r s a l was employed to remove e r r o r 
v o l t a g e s diie to i n e x a c t probe p o s i t i o n i n g and to separate 
H a l l and magnetoresistance c o e f f i c i e n t s (see page l36i 
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F i g u r e 5.8. 
An a r s e n i c sample mounted i n the 
sample holder. Only one end Cthe 
l e f t ) i s f i r m l y secured. 
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Figure 5-9. 
Avoidijig h y s t e r e s i s e r r o r s when s e t t i n g the, magnetic 
f i e l d : The magnet current i s increased to f i e l d 
s a t u r a t i o n CS) from zero ( i . e . l i n e ORS). Decreasing 
the f i e l d to; zero and back to s a t u r a t i o n then follows the 
path SXYS. A f u r t h e r c y c l e w i l l follow the same path. . 
Thus h y s t e r e s i s e r r o r s are avoided i f t h e . f i e l d values 
are a t t a i n e d a f t e r the magnet has been saturated. I n 
t h i s work, the path ZYS was used. 
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The standard procedure of r e v e r s i n g the primary, 
c u r r e n t was not used because of i n t e r f e r e n c e from the 
P e l t i e r e f f e c t a r i s i n g from the use of a l a r g e primary 
c u r r e n t (5 amps) for t h i s r e l a t i v e l y highly conductive 
semimetal. The required galvanomagnetic voltages are 
p r o p o r t i o n a l to c u r r e n t ; i t i s necessary to e l i m i n a t e 
e r r o r voltages independent of c u r r e n t . These a r i s e from 
Seebeck voltages due to standing temperature gradients 
i n the sample and contact p o t e n t i a l s i n the sample or 
measuring c i r c u i t ; u s u a l l y they are removed by r e v e r s i n g 
the c u r r e n t and averaging. However, i n t h i s work a 
temperature gradient could appear along the sample due to 
P e l t i e r heat being absorbed a t one current contact and 
emitted a t the other. Since the P e l t i e r e f f e c t i s 
p r o p o r t i o n a l to c u r r e n t , r e v e r s i n g the current reverses 
t h i s temperature gradient; the e r r o r voltage i s an 
i n t i m a t e p a r t of the ohmic voltage and cannot be averaged 
away. To overcome t h i s a t r i c k was adopted; the sample 
being mounted a t one end only, heat transference from t h i s 
end was b e t t e r than from the other. Coupled with 
Joule heating i n the sample, t h i s was used to produce 
a temperature gradient that opposed the P e l t i e r gradient. 
Isothermal conditions could be a t t a i n e d by a d j u s t i n g 
the c u r r e n t to obtain a balance between these two 
e f f e c t s . F o r t u n a t e l y the optimum jcurrent value ('\'5amps) 
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was a l s o acceptable from considerations of s e n s i t i v i t y 
and p r a c t i c a b i l i t y . 
d. Measurement procedure. 
I t was hoped t h a t automatic p l o t t i n g of galvano-
magnetic p o t e n t i a l s a g a i n s t magnetic f i e l d on an X-Y 
recorder would be p o s s i b l e . But i t was not; even at a 
slow sweep r a t e of f i v e minutes per k i l o g a u s s , the 
s t e a d i l y i n c r e a s i n g magnetic f i e l d induced a d i r e c t voltage 
of O.lyV v i a the loop area enclosed by the probe leads. 
I n t r o d u c i n g an antiphase loop was t r i e d , but i t was a 
complex matter to do t h i s f o r a l l f i e l d o r i e n t a t i o n s . 
The problem may be i l l u s t r a t e d by the f a c t t h a t a 3" 
diameter loop moved slowly i n the earth's magnetic f i e l d 
w i l l generate s e v e r a l nanovolts. Point by point p l o t t i n g 
a t s t a t i c magnetic f i e l d s was necessary; the s t a b i l i t y 
of the equipment enabled a f i e l d range of 0.7 to 4.7 
k i l o g a u s s . t o be covered i n twelve steps without the need 
to r e s t a n d a r d i s e the potentiometer or r e s e t the primary 
c u r r e n t . The measurement procedure i s as follows :-
1. Switch on a l l apparatus and e s t a b l i s h the sample 
temperature as d e s c r i b e d on page 110. 
2. Set the magnetic f i e l d o r i e n t a t i o n . Run the magnet: • 
:c?6asrent;..up to maximum and back to zero two or three times 
to e l i m i n a t e any h y s t e r e s i s e r r o r (page 116). 
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3. Check the a.c. pick-up to the millinticrovoltmeter 
w i t h an o s c i l l o s c o p e . 
4. Standardise the potentiometer. Set the sample 
c u r r e n t a c c u r a t e l y and check f o r any l o n g i t u d i n a l 
temperature gradient i n the sample. 
5. Switch the potentiometer to measure the required 
sample voltage; check f o r d r i f t . 
6. Measure the voltage a t the d e s i r e d f i e l d values as 
the magnetic f i e l d i s i n c r e a s e d . 
7. Recheck the voltage with the magnetic f i e l d back 
to zero. 
T y p i c a l r e s u l t s are shown i n t a b l e 5.1. I n c e r t a i n 
cases the voltage measured a t H = 0 a f t e r the f i e l d 
sweep d i f f e r e d from i t s ; value before the sweep, although 
a check over a s i m i l a r time i n t e r v a l revealed n e g l i g i b l e 
d r i f t i f no magnetic f i e l d was applied. Presumably the 
magnetic f i e l d causes a thermal disturbance i n the sample 
through other galvanomagnetic e f f e c t s (e.g. Ettingshausen) 
a voltage i s produced by the Seebeck e f f e c t . This i s a 
is 
second-order e f f e c t and/^not s i g n i f i c a n t , , but an allowance 
was made by incrementing (or decreasing) each reading on 
the assumption t h a t the d r i f t was uniform with time and 
t h a t each reading took the same time. 
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CHAPTER . V I 
EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATIONS 
AND RESULTS. 
V I . 1. C r y s t a l C o n f i g u r a t i o n s f o r De t e r m i n i n g 
t h e Twelve^ M a g n e t o r e s i s t i v l t y Coef f i c i e n t s . 
I n t h i s s e c t i o n , t h e example o f c o n f i g u r a t i o n 
d i s c u s s e d i n c h a p t e r I V (page 6 6 ) i s developed a c c o r d i n g 
t o t h e method o f E p s t e i n and J u r e t s c h k e (1963) t o p r o v i d e 
a s y s t e m a t i c scheme f o r measuring a l l t w e l v e magneto-
r e s i s t i v i t y c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
F i g u r e 6.1 shows two c o n v e n i e n t c r y s t a l o r i e n t a t i o n s : 
t h e t r i g o n a l a x i s i s normal ( J j ^ Z) and p a r a l l e l (J || Z) t o 
t h e l o n g i t u d i n a l sample a x i s r e s p e c t i v e l y . I n b o t h cases, 
H i s r o t a t e d away from t h e z - a x i s by an angle 0, i n a plane 
( t h e H-plane) t h a t makes an angle n w i t h t h e b i s e c t r i x 
a x i s . For J j _ Z , t h e c r y s t a l i s c u t so t h a t t h e b i n a r y 
a x i s i s a t an angle 6, a p p r o x i m a t e l y 15°, t o t h e sample 
l e n g t h ; f o r J | Z t h e x, y axes are p a r a l l e l t o t h e w i d t h 
and t h i c k n e s s o f t h e sample. Expressions are now developed 
f o r t h e v a r i o u s galvanomagnetic f i e l d s . 
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ZxJ 
Figure 6"l. Two General Crystal Orientations 
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J_j^.Z ( f i g u r e .6...la) 
As b e f o r e , t h e f i r s t s t e p i s t o r e s o l v e J and H 
i n t o components r e f e r r e d t o t h e x, y, z ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) axes. 
J^. = J cos 0; J2 - J s i n e; J^. " 0 
(6.1) 
H^ . = H s i n 0 s i n n; H2 " H s i n 0 cos n; H3 = H cos 0. 
There a r e t h r e e galvanomagnetic f i e l d s t h a t may be 
measured: t h e l o n g i t u d i n a l f i e l d E j and two H a l l f i e l d s , 
and E ^ j ^ j . E j i s summed from components: 
E j = E^ cos G' + E2 s i n e (6.2). 
E and J a r e r e l a t e d by e q u a t i o n s (4.2 ) ; 
E3_ - p ^ ^ ( H ) J ^ + P3_2(H)J2 + P;^:^i^J^ 
E2;« :P2^:(H)J^ ^ O^^mJ^ A- .^^iBUy 
£3.= P3^(B)J3^ + P23(H)J2 + P33(H)J3. 
S u b s t i t u t i n g t hese e q u a t i o n s i n t o (6.2) w i t h ( 6 . 1 ) : 
2 
EJ - J (pj^j^(H) COS G + p^^iE) COSG SinG 
2 
+P2-j_:(i)cos0sinQ'+ P22 (H) S i n G) . ( 6 . 3 ) . 
The components o f Pj_j (H) are now f e d i n , a c c o r d i n g 
t o t h e e q u a t i o n s ( 4 . 4 ) which connect t h e n i n e 
components t o t h e t w e l v e c o e f f i c i e n t s . Then: 
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EJ = J - { cos2g(p^^ + hA^" Hl^l + \ 3 « 3 ^ - 2 A 2 4 V 3 
+cosQsin0(2 (A^^-A^2^ V 2 " ' * ^ 2 4 V 3 ^ 
+ s i n 2 Q(p^3_+A^2«l'+^lA'•^\3H3''^2A24H2H3).}. 
S u b s t i t u t i n g f o r H^ ,^ H2/ H3 a c c o r d i n g t o (6.1) and 
s i m p l i f y i n g , f o r t h e case t h a t J i s normal t o t h e 
H-plane, i . e . 0>= n :-
Ej=P^j_J+JH^ (Aj_2Sin^0+A^3Cos^0-A24COs3Gsin20) ; (6.4a) 
The c o r r e s p o n d i n g e x p r e s s i o n s f o r E^ and E^^j a r e : -
Eg = JHR23-,_sin0 + 3n^K^^BxnZQsi.r?0', (6.4b). • 
^^^^jm^^^cos0+3V?K^j^si.n2QBxn20', (6.4c) 
G i s chosen as 15° t o g i v e comparable c o n t r i b u t i o n s 
t o EJ and E g ^ j fr o m K^'^. Seven c o e f f i c i e n t s are 
i n v o l v e d : p^^, R^^^^ A^^r A^^, A24, A42. 
Two more - A^^, A^^^^ - appear i f n i s made equal t o 
Q + 90° so t h a t J i s i n t h e H-plane: 
Ej=p^^J+JH^ (A^^sin^0+A3^3Cos^0+A24Sin3Gsin20) (6.5a) 
Eg-JH^(-A42Sin3Qsin^0-A44Sin20); (6.5b) 
^ZX<j""'^^123°°^^'^'^^^^24°°^^®®^"^^' (6.5c) 
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J|)z- Cflgurg 6. IB) 
The r e m a i n i n g t h r e e c o e f f i c i e n t s / p^^, A^-j-
and A j ^ are i n v o l v e d i n t h e second c o n f i g u r a t i o n , 
j||z. A g a i n , t h r e e f i e l d s may be measured:-
E j - p^gJ+JH^ (Aj-j^sin^iZi+AggCos^iZl); (6. 6a) 
= -JHR232_cosnsin0+J.H CA^2S^^2nsin 0 
- A ^ ^ s i n n s i n 2 0 ) ; C6.6b) 
2 2 = -JHRggj-sinnsin^+JH (A^2'^°s2nsiii 0 
+A^^cosnsin2^); C6.6c) 
C o n v e n i e n t l y , n may be s e t a t 0° o r 90°. Changing 
t h e c h o i c e o f b i n a r y a x i s corresponds ; 
t o t h e t r a n s f o r m a t i o n G -> 8 + ,180° i n eq u a t i o n s 6.4, 
6.5, 6.6. C o n s i s t e n t l y , A2^ and A^2 change s i g n . 
No d i s t i n c t i o n i s necessary, a t t h i s s t a g e , as t o 
w h i c h b i n a r y a x i s i s i n v o l v e d . 
I t i s p o s s i b l e t o measure a l l t w e l v e c o e f f i c i e n t s 
on j u s t two samples. I f a l l t h e e q u a t i o n s are 
u t i l i s e d , a l a r g e amount o f c r o s s - c h e c k i n g occurs. 
For p r a c t i c a l convenience, t h r e e samples were used 
i n t h i s work: some c o e f f i c i e n t s were measured i n two 
ways on t h e same sample and most, were remeasured on 
d i f f e r e n t samples. A l l c o e f f i c i e n t s have been measured 
a t s i x t e m p e r a t u r e s between 77°K and 305°K. 
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Sample 1. 
Three probes were a t t a c h e d t o a sample c u t i n t h e 
Jj-Z c o n f i g u r a t i o n , t o p i c k up E j and E ^ j ^ j . From 
e q u a t i o n (6.4a) t h e f o l l o w i n g c o e f f i c i e n t s were 
measured:-
P l l = p-j^jJ f o r H = 0 
^13 = p^^J + JH^ ^13 f o r 0 = 0°, 180°. 
^12 / = p^^J + JH^ ^12 f o r 0 = 90°, 270° 
^24 and ^^12 + ^ 13^ 
Ej = p^^J+JH^{(A^3+A^2)/2-A24COs3eJ 
f o r 0 = 45°, 225°. 
f o r 0 = 135°, 315°. 
A2^ r e s u l t s f r o m t h e d i f f e r e n c e average o f these 
two e q u a t i o n s . The sum average p r o v i d e s (Aj^2+^13) • 
E q u a t i o n (6.4c) p r o v i d e d ^123 ' 
^123 hxJ = i J % 2 3 ^ = 
A g r a p h i c a l p l o t , a t room t e m p e r a t u r e , o f e q u a t i o n 
C6.4c) i s p r e s e n t e d i n f i g u r e 6.2. P r a c t i c a l l y , 
2 
o n l y (JHR^23 cos0) appears; (JH A2^sin30sin20) 
c o n t r i b u t e s a maximum (when 0 ^ 90°) o f 2% o f V^^^j 
H 
w o 
-5-6 
0RIE^!TATI0^3, ^ 
6.2 PLOT OF EQUATION (6-4c) 
/ 
/ 
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f o r H = 4.6KG and o n l y 0.4% f o r H = 1.0 KG. 
Sample 2. 
A second sample, c u t i n t h e J Z c o n f i g u r a t i o n 
had probes t o measure E^ ., E_. T h i s t i m e , e q u a t i o n s 
(6.5) a p p l y . 
P l l = p^^ J f o r H = 0 
^13 •' 
2 
= p^^j+JH A^3 f o r 0 
^11 = p^^j+JH^A^^ f o r 0 
^24 and (A^j^+Aj^g) : 
= p^^J+JH^{ (A^j^+A^3 
f o r 0 = 45°, 225° 
Ej = Pj^j^J+JH^I[Aj^j^+A^3)/2-A24Sin3e} 
f o r 0 = 135°, 315° 
As b e f o r e , t h e d i f f e r e n c e average y i e l d s 
and t h e sum average (A^^+A^g). 
A^2 are b o t h s m a l l c o e f f i c i e n t s . Equations 
(6.5b) w h i c h c o n t a i n s t hese c o e f f i c i e n t s i s most u s e f u l ; 
a l l t h e o t h e r e q u a t i o n s i n v o l v i n g A42 are dominated 
by much l a r g e r c o e f f i c i e n t s ^3^23 ^231 
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^42 • E2=JH (-A^2Si^3e) f o r 0 = 90°, 270^ 
^44 ^42= 
P A.._s.in3e 
E2=JH^(- ' ' ' ' -A^^) f o r 0 = 45°, 225° 
J A.^sin3e 
E2=JH^ ( f o r 0 = 135°, 315° 
The d i f f e r e n c e average y i e l d s A^^ and t h e sum 
average A^2* 
^231 o b t a i n e d u s i n g ( 6 . 4 b ) . 
^231 " E2=JHR233^+JH^A^2^^^^^f°^ " 
E^= -JHR23-L+JH^A^2^^^^^ f o r 0 = •270° 
^231 ^ s s u l t s from t h e d i f f e r e n c e average. 
Sample 3. 
The r e m a i n i n g c o e f f i c i e n t s were measured from 
t h e c o n f i g u r a t i o n J j Z , t h r o u g h e q u a t i o n s ( 6 . 6 ) . 
A33 : Ej = P33J+JH^A33 f o r 0 = 0°, 180° 
^31 • " P33'^''''^ ^^ 3^1 ^ °^ ^  ^  270°. 
^231 • ^ ±-^ ^^ 231 ^ °^ 0°f 0 = 90°, 270°. 
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V I . 2 . D e t a i l s of C a l c u l a t i o n s . 
A l l c o e f f i c i e n t s r e s u l t from averages of 
the angles 0, 0 + 180° which i s equivalent, 
assuming a w e l l constructed magnet, to +H 
and -H. T h i s i s important: e r r o r voltages due 
to i n e x a c t probe p o s i t i o n i n g are removed. 
The probes measuring E j , f o r example, w i l l pick 
up a small f r a c t i o n of E^ (orE^j^j) unless they 
are e x a c t l y s i t e d on the centre l i n e of the 
sample. Averaging for'+H and -H separates the 
odd (Hall) and even (magnetoresistance) e f f e c t s . 
See f i g u r e 6.3. 
F i g u r e 6.4 shows g r a p h i c a l p l o t s t h a t 
determine t y p i c a l c o e f f i c i e n t s ~'Ri23' ^231' 
^12' ^13 " the temperature 250°K. The graphs 
demonstrate two important points : (a) the 
s t r a i g h t l i n e p l o t shows t h a t the low f i e l d 
c o n d i t i o n yH 1 i s not v i o l a t e d up to 5 
k i l o g a u s s , and (b) d r i f t i s w i t h i n the d e s i r e d 
l i m i t of 15 nV. Accurate values of a l l the 
m a g n e t o r e s i s t i v i t y c o e f f i c i e n t s were obtained 
from a least-mean-squares f i t t o the measurements 
by a computer. The P L l computer programme 
i s shown i n f i g u r e 6.5: s t r a i g h t - l i n e gradient 
CM K> 
- 132 • . 
laor • I ' — I • 
TEMPERATURE 250.°K 
/ 
/ 
r i 4 
/ (^23,) 
1 
I.O 2.0 3.0 4.0 
MAGNETIC FIELD. KILOGAUSS 
THE MAGNETIC FIELD DEPENDENCE OF V 
AND ^23,. V,23 AND V23, ARE DIRECTLY 
PROPORTIONAL TO R ,23 AND R23,. 
123 
2.0 
1.6 
!.2 
Ml 
0.8 S 
0.4 J 
5.0 
F i g u r e 6.4 a. 
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TEMPERATURE 250^K 
/ 
O 5 10 15 20 25 
(MAGNETIC FIELD) ^ KILOGAUSS 
THE MAGNETIC FIELD DEPENDENCE OF V|3 AND V|2. 
V,3 AND V,2 ARE DIRECTLY PROPORTIONAL TO A,3 
AND A,2 
— . —.p.;j^j-g-_;g-P^_]3.^.-;. :: — — ; 
-12-
_ l i _ 
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Q C U J L £ R A D _ . _ I N C P T . N ) F L O A T . ( T ) F I X E 
GET LLaTLX-X,t_XJ-;__I^Q 
DO K=l,2 
A(L,K)=A(L«K)-(L-1)*C0R(K)/(N-1): 
Y=(A(». l)-*-A(»,2) )*0.5 
MEANY = SUM( Y) /N 
16 INCPT = MEANY-GRAD«Q : 
STP4R = SQRT(SUM(Z«Z)/((N-2)«P) ) 
20 PUT SKIP(2) LIST(GRAD,INCPT.Z,STDER)• GO TO AGAIN' END' END' 
=^Figur'e-^6—5"= 
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and i n t e r c e p t are c a l c u l a t e d by the standard 
formulae (see Topping 1962); statement numbers 7 - 1 1 
c o r r e c t the i n i t i a l readings f o r the thermo-
magnetic d r i f t mentioned on page 119. 
Table 6.1 shows t y p i c a l r e s u l t s ; the s c a t t e r of 
p o i n t s i s p l e a s i n g l y s m a l l . 
VI . 3 . Experimental R e s u l t s . 
Table 6.2 g i v e s a l l the measurements of the 
c o e f f i c i e n t s . G e n e r a l l y , the cross-check agree-
ment i s good. The values at s i x temperatures 
averaged over the three samples are presented 
i n t a b l e 6.3; they r e s u l t from approximately 
2,500 readings. 
The s i g n s of the c o e f f i c i e n t s are e s t a b l i s h e d 
unequivocally i n a l l but two cases by r e l a t i n g 
the c u r r e n t and f i e l d d i r e c t i o n s . The seven 
c o e f f i c i e n t s p^^^, P33, A^^, A^2' A^3, A3^ and 
A33 are a l l p o s i t i v e and ^3^23' ^231 ^^ '^  ^44 
are negative, as equations ( 4 . 2 6 ) p r e d i c t ; 
A24 and A^2 both p o s i t i v e or both negative. 
To e s t a b l i s h completely the signs of A^^ and A^2' 
X-ray photographs must be taken to f i n d the 
d i r e c t i o n s of pseudo-symmetry i n the sample and 
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Data f or h^^- 2.5.0°K. 
Gradient : 0.066 mV/KG"^  
S c a t t e r of points (10-9v): 
-1.1; -5.8; +5.0; -0.4; +1.2; -0.4; 
-5.0; +9.3; +1.5; +1.6; -5.4. 
Standard e r r o r : 0.21 X 10-9v. 
Data f or A^ .^ a t ;250°K. 
Gradient : 0.112 yV/KG~^. 
S c a t t e r of po i n t s (10"9v): 
-2.5; -3.1; +0-3; -2.1; -3.4; +2.4; 
+6.3; +7.4; +9.6; -11.0; -3.5. 
Standard e r r o r : 0.28 x lO'^V. 
Table 6.1. 
Numerical form of f i g u r e 6.4 f o r 
A^2 ^13' P^o<^^ced by the computer 
programme shown i n f i g u r e 6.5. 
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so determine the choice of binary axes (page 13 ) . 
For the co-ordinate system defined i n s e c t i o n 
11.16/ A^^ and negative. I n f i g u r e 6.§ 
the m a g n e t o r e s i s t i v i t y c o e f f i c i e n t s are p l o t t e d 
a g a i n s t temperature l o g a r i t h m i c a l l y . I n 
gen e r a l , s t r a i g h t l i n e s are displayed/ i n d i c a t i n g 
c o n s i s t e n t experimental work. Line gradients, 
or temperature exponents are s i m i l a r for a l l 
A ^ j ; see table^ 6.4, p^^/ Pj^i ~^231 depart 
from the s t r a i g h t l i n e r e l a t i o n s h i p at 77°K. 
T h i s was not observed f o r antimony by Oktu and 
Saunders (1967), but r e c e n t l y (Tanaka e t a l . 1968) 
measurements have been made of the twelve magneto-
r e s i s t i v i t y c o e f f i c i e n t s of antimony down to 55°K 
when a s i m i l a r behaviour of p^^^ ^n^^^^ "•^231 
observed. F u r t h e r d i s c u s s i o n of t h i s point 
f o l l o w s l a t e r .(pagel9 5);. 
The only other c o e f f i c i e n t values a v a i l a b l e 
f o r comparison with t h i s work are those of 
p^^ and P 2 2 at 293°K (Taylor e t a l . 1965) . 
Agreement i s c l o s e f o r p^ ^^ ;^ the values of p^g 
d i f f e r by about 10% (table 6.5). 
Table 6.6 l i s t s the magnetoconductivity 
c o e f f i c i e n t s , c a l c u l a t e d from t a b l e 6.3 by means 
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C o e f f i c i e n t Temperature 
Exponent 
Approximate 
E r r o r 
P l l 
^13 
^31 
-A 44 
1 1 
A 12 
^33 
-A 24 
-A 42 
+1.3 
+1.4 
-1.6 
-1.5 
-1.6 
-1.7 
-1.8 
-1.4 
-1.4 
r l . 5 
+ 0.05 
+ 0.2 
Table 6.4. 
The temperature exponents of the 
m a g n e t o r e s i s t i v i t y c o e f f i c i e n t s 
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iiQ. cm. 
P •• P ' 
• 11- 3 3 -
This work 25.2 (3%) 32.1 (3%) 
Taylor e t a l , 
(1965) 25.5 (+0.5) 35.6 (+ .1.9) 
Table 6.5. 
A comparison of measurements 
of p^j^ and at 293°K. 
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of the transform formulae (4. 5 ) . E r r o r s 
are s l i g h t l y g r e a t e r s i n c e each magnetoconcJuctivity 
c o e f f i c i e n t , with the exception of and £^^3/ 
i s compounded from two or more m a g n e t o r e s i s t i v i t y 
c o e f f i c i e n t s . Graphs ( f i g u r e 6.7) against log T 
of log' a. . give slopes of -1.4/ of log P. 
give -3.0 and of log B^j give -4.3 (table 6.7). 
T h i s i s a r e f l e c t i o n of a c a r r i e r m o b i l i t y -
temperature dependence c l o s e to T ^'^ ^  s i n c e 
b a s i c a l l y , equations t4.26) s t a t e : -
CJ^j - f (V/V) 
T h i s point I s a m p l i f i e d l a t e r Cpagel95). 
The d e v i a t i o n a t 77°K of a l l B^^ from a s t r a i g h t -
l i n e r e l a t i o n s h i p r e f l e c t s the already mentioned 
behaviour of p ^ j . 
VI.4. An Assessment o f the Two • I d e n t i t i e s • 
Imposed by the E l l i p s o i d a l Band Model. 
I n chapter IV, two i d e n t i t i e s between the 
magnetoconductivity c o e f f i c i e n t s are given: 
CM 
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C o e f f i c i e n t Temperature 
Exponent 
Approximate 
E r r o r 
11 
"33 
-P 231 
-P 123 
B 13 
^31 
- B 44 
B 11 
B 12 
^33 
- B 24 
- B 42 
-1.35 
-1.45 
-3.1 
-2.9 
-4.3 
-4.5 
-4.3 
-4.4 
-4.4 
•4.3 
•4.2 
•4.4 
+ 0.05 
+ O.l 
+ 0.2 
Table 6.7. 
The temperature exponent of 
the magnetoconductivity c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
and 
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2^33 - ^^11 "^12 "2^44. 
^^231^-2^44 <^ll/<^33 "^13^ 
~= ^ 123^%1 ^ l l / ^ 3 3 -3^12 ^ ^11 -^2344). 
The l e f t and r i g h t hand s i d e s of these i d e n t i t i e s 
have been c a l c u l a t e d and are presented i n t a b l e s 
6.8 and 6.9. Corresponding f i g u r e s for antimony 
(Oktu 1967) are a l s o given. J u s t as for antimony, 
the f i r s t i d e n t i t y 'looks' reasonable, but the second 
i d e n t i t y has almost equal and opposite l e f t and r i g h t 
hand s i d e s . Oktu (1967) has mentioned that the number 
of terms involved i n , and the complexity of, these 
i d e n t i t i e s means t h a t they can be s a t i s f i e d by varying 
some of the c o e f f i c i e n t s w i t h i n the experimental e r r o r . 
The same reasoning w i l l apply here to a r s e n i c . 
The f a c t t h a t the same discrepancy has been 
r e v e a l e d by three independent mea:surements on 
antimony (Freedman and Juretschke 1961, E p s t e i n 
and Juretschke 1963 , Oktu and Saunders 1967) and 
now f o r a r s e n i c , suggests t h a t a systematic 
experimental e r r o r i s extremely u n l i k e l y ; the 
discrepancy must r e f l e c t the assumptions made i n 
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ARSENIC 
Temp(°K) 2^33 " ^^ l l " ^ 1 2 " ^ 4 4 
305 1.00 0.58 
250 2.29 1.68 
215 4.37 3.54 
175 11.0 6.9 
125 47.9 37.1 
77 511 399 
ANTIMONY 
273 0.44 0.53 
225 1.08 1.09 
183 2.76 3.63 
139 9.4 15.4 
77 119.8 152.8 
Table 6.8 
An assessment of the i d e n t i t y 
2B22=3B^^-Bj^2~2B44 for a r s e n i c 
and antimony. 
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ARSENIC 
Temp (°K) 4^231 ^ -2^44^11/^3-^13^ =^123 (4^31^11/^^33 
Table 6.9 
An assessment of the vo^jdenti^tys 
4^231 ( - 2 ^ 4 4 ^ 1 1 / ^ 3 3 - ^ 1 3 ) = 
^123(4^31^11 /^33-3^12+^11+2644) . 
f o r a r s e n i c and antimony. 
^3^12+^11+2344) 
305 -0.96.1o2 +1.18.1o2 
250 -5.7.1o2 -l-6.7.1o2 
215 -20.7.lo2 +16.6.1o2 
175 -99.lo2 +80 . lo2 
125 -1.02.10^ +0.79.10^ 
77 -3.92.10^ +3.56.10^ 
ANTIMONY 
273 -1.00.10^ +0. 97.10"^ 
225 -5.50.10^ +2.40.10^ 
183 -27.7.10^ +14.9.10^ 
139 -17.7.10^ +12.7.10^ 
77 -12.5.10^ +8.6.10^ 
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d e r i v i n g equations(4.26 ) . However, s i n c e both 
i d e n t i t i e s are s a t i s f i e d w i t h i n experimental 
e r r o r , the equations may be assumed to r e s u l t 
from an adequate approximation to the a c t u a l 
band s t r u c t u r e . 
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CHAPTER V I I 
THE COMPUTATION OF THE BAND PARAMETERS 
AND CARRIER MOBILITIES 
The remaining task i s to solve equations (4.26) 
using the s e t of twelve magnetoconductivity c o e f f i c i e n t s 
given i n t a b l e 6.6. The r e s u l t i n g band and mob i l i t y 
data may then be compared to other experimental work 
(chapter V I I I ) . 
V I I . 1 . Previous Methods of -Computation 
a. D i r e c t siolution. 
Although t h e o r e t i c a l l y p o s s i b l e , a d i r e c t s o l u t i o n 
by e l i m i n a t i n g unknowns i s not p r a c t i c a b l e . The transposed 
equations from (4.26) i n v o l v e complex thi r d - o r d e r terms 
of the twelve c o e f f i c i e n t s . Experimental e r r o r i n 
measuring the c o e f f i c i e n t s i s magnified enormously to 
y i e l d meaningless answers: e.g. negative m o b i l i t i e s . 
I t has already been mentioned (page 149) t h a t the i d e n t i t i e s 
between the c o e f f i c i e n t s , which a t f i r s t s i g h t seem quite 
i n c o r r e c t , may be s a t i s f i e d by varying the c o e f f i c i e n t s 
w i t h i n the l i m i t s of experimental e r r o r . Further, because 
the e l l i p s o i d a l model approximates to the truth, any 
- 154 - . 
s o l u t i o n of the nine parameters cannot f i t a l l twelve 
equations e x a c t l y ; no unique s o l u t i o n can e x i s t . 
b. Freedman and Juretschke's technique 
The p r a c t i c a l s o l u t i o n i s that which provides the 
c l o s e s t approximation to a l l twelve equations. One way of 
e s t a b l i s h i n g t h i s approximation i s to feed values for the 
nine unknowns i n t o equations (4.26), c a l c u l a t e the 
c o e f f i c i e n t s and then compare these values with the 
experimentally measured ones. The problem i s then to 
decide what values to choose fo r the nine unknowns, or 
more simply, what i s the s o l u t i o n to the equations ? 
We have come f u l l c i r c l e . But a t l e a s t we have a process 
fo r proving the s o l u t i o n , once we have i t . This suggests 
some kind of t r i a l and e r r o r procedure; the most b a s i c 
would be a systematic s e l e c t i o n of values f o r each v a r i a b l e 
and a c a l c u l a t i o n of the c o e f f i c i e n t s f o r every choice. 
Once again we have an i m p r a c t i c a l problem. I f ten values 
are taken f o r each of the nine v a r i a b l e s then equations 
9 
(4.26) must be evaluated 10 times: a c o l o s s a l task, even 
for the biggest computer. 
Freedman and Juretschke (1961) combined the ideas 
of a d i r e c t s o l u t i o n and a t r i a l and e r r o r procedure to 
avoid the p r a c t i c a l drawbacks of both methods. They 
rewrote equations (4.26) i n t o a s e t of e i g h t equations i n 
ten unknowns. Two iinknowns were chosen and the remaining 
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e i g h t c a l c u l a t e d by d i r e c t s o l u t i o n from the eight 
equations. T h i s provided a s e t of parameters to feed 
d i r e c t l y i n t o equations (4.26) to c a l c u l a t e the twelve 
c o e f f i c i e n t s . The two chosen unknowns were swept over 
a range of values u n t i l a best f i t between c a l c u l a t e d and 
measured c o e f f i c i e n t s was obtained. The eight equations 
are d erived as f o l l o w s : -
Define 
'^x=^l-'^e^^2+2e^^3' V"l-*-S^"2-'2h^^3-
'^z=Se'^2^^e'^3' ^z=\'^2^^h'^3' 
2 2 2 2 (^-^^ 
^xx=^2^3-'^l(2e ^2-'^e ^3^' "xx=^2"3-'^l (^h ^3^ * 
^zz=^l(^e^^2-^Se^'^3^ ' ^zz=^l ^^h^ VSh^^3) ' 
Seven equations follow by d i r e c t s u b s t i t u t i o n i n t o 
(4.26) the eighth i s a compound of ^-^2' 
^44 
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a^3.=Ne(y^ + v^)/2 
=Ne (y^ + v^)/2 
-^231 =Ne^(v^ - P^)/2.c 
-^123 = '^^(^zz - ^zz^/^ 
^13 = ^ ^ ( V z z ^ V z z>2c' '^-'^  
^31 = ^^('^z^xx ^z \x)/2^'' 
= Ne(y^p^^ + -z^zz)/2^' 
3^12-^11-2344 = Ne(y^P^^ + V x x ) / 2 ^ ' 
The symmetry of equations (4.26) i s c l e a r l y i l l u s t r a t e d 
here. Freedman and Juretschke defined S and f as the two 
v a r i a b l e s to be swept : 
+ P2 + ^3 = f S ; + V2 + V3 = ( l - f ) S ; 
S = (2a^^ + a33)/eN. 
Choosing S corresponds to choosing N. f i s a measure of 
the c o n t r i b u t i o n of the e l e c t r o n s to the c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
Equations (7.2) were then r e w r i t t e n to involve f, S 
and dimensionless v a r i a b l e s . A f u l l d e s c r i p t i o n of t h i s 
method of s o l u t i o n may be found i n a t h e s i s by Oktu (1967) 
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V I I . 2,'" Thg :Lea'st-Mean-Squares Solution 
a. B a s i c Method. 
Freedman and Juretschke's method s t i l l has a d i s -
advantage: because a d i r e c t s o l u t i o n i s used i n p a r t , i t 
i s i n h e r e n t l y b i a s s e d i n favour of f i t t i n g c e r t a i n 
c o e f f i c i e n t s . Only by human i n t e r v e n t i o n with t r i a l and 
e r r o r can the s o l u t i o n be improved. This r e q u i r e s time, 
t r o u b l e and a c e r t a i n amount of i n s p i r e d guesswork. 
And even then the p o s s i b i l i t y remains t h a t a b e t t e r 
s o l u t i o n e x i s t s , but has not been found. 
A f r e s h approach has been made. The p r i n c i p l e of 
a d i r e c t s o l u t i o n was abandoned. I n s t e a d a way has been 
devised of scanning a l l nine v a r i a b l e s independently:after 
each e v a l u a t i o n of the equations the f i t between c a l c u l a t e d 
and measured c o e f f i c i e n t s i s assessed by a least-mean-
squares c r i t e r i o n . T h i s provides a 'feedback' c o n t r o l 
f o r the values over which the v a r i a b l e s must be swept. 
The r e s u l t i s steady progress towards the best approxim-
a t i o n t h a t can be made by the least-mean-squares condition. 
Consider the overdetermined case of three equations 
i n two unknowns: 
A = f (x,y) ; B = f 2 (x,y) ; C = f 3 ( x , y ) . 
Define M = ( f ^ - A ) ^ + ( f 2 - B ) ^ + (fg-C)^ . 
I f a l l three equations are exact, x and y e x i s t such that 
f ^ - A = f ^ - B = f^ - C = 0. 
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and t h e r e f o r e M = 0. I f the equations are approximate, 
then the best v a l u e s of x and y may be found by minimising 
M. F i g u r e 7.1 i l l u s t r a t e s how t h i s may be accomplished 
(see Hawgood 1965). The contours are of d i f f e r e n t values 
of M and represent a ' p i t ' . The bottom of the p i t i s 
e i t h e r a t M = 0 so t h a t i t s co-ordinates are the exact 
s o l u t i o n of the equations, or a t a l o c a l minimum i n M 
and i t s co-ordinates represent the best approximation 
l o c a l l y to a s o l u t i o n . Suppose an approximate s o l u t i o n 
has been found or an a r b i t r a r y s o l u t i o n chosen (point Z ) . 
Then X i s v a r i e d , keeping y constant to s l i d e across the 
cr o s s s e c t i o n PQ u n t i l M i s minimized. Next t h i s procediure 
i s performed f o r y, keeping x constant (RS). R e p e t i t i o n 
produces a path t h a t zigzags i n towards the p i t bottom. 
At each stage the lowest point on the c r o s s s e c t i o n may 
be l o c a t e d by r e c a l c u l a t i n g M as the v a r i a b l e (x or y) 
i s incremented stepwise. A l t e r n a t i v e l y d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n 
could be used. Convergence could be speeded considerably 
by c a l c u l a t i n g the gradient vector and proceeding along 
the path of ste e p e s t descent. But t h i s i s a complex 
procedure f o r the many-dimensional case and was not 
adopted. Another technique i s i n t e r p o l a t i o n to various 
degrees of accuracy by employing l i n e a r , quadratic, or 
cub i c functions (Dickinson 1958). 
- 1 5 9 -
- • Figure 7.1. 
The technique used to f i n d a s o l u t i o n to the 
equations. The'contours represent d i f f e r e n t 
values of M ( a f t e r Hawgood 1965).' 
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The extension of the method to the nine dimensions of 
the equations (4.26) i s t r i v i a l . Each of the twelve 
c o e f f i c i e n t s i s c a l c u l a t e d by i n s e r t i n g an a r b i t r a r y s e t 
of parameters i n t o the equations, divided by the c o r r e s -
ponding experimental value and then compared to uni t y to 
compute a parameter SUMSQ ( i . e . M), which i s minimised 
SUMSO = S' ( c a l c u l a t e d c o e f f i c i e n t _ n ^ 
SUMSQ - ^ measured c o e f f i c i e n t ^'^J 
a,P,B 
a. . and P. are weighted because of the smaller experimental 
e r r o r of these c o e f f i c i e n t s . I f SUMSQ could be made equal 
to zero, then a l l the c a l c u l a t e d c o e f f i c i e n t s would equal 
t h e i r measured values and a p e r f e c t s o l u t i o n would have 
been found. 
b. Computer programme 
Fi g u r e 7.2 shows the computer programme, w r i t t e n 
i n P L l , devised to perform t h i s searching operation. An 
a n a l y s i s of i t s operation i s now given. 
Summary of V a r i a b l e s . 
Name of V a r i a b l e D e s c r i p t i o n 
SOLN 9 element array. Stores the values 
of p-j^FP2''^3'Cg/N,Vj^,V2fV3,Cj^. 
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F L O A T . ( H . J . I 
ON EN&Fii_Ei.$:m|D_-$Top: 
8 B E G I N D C L ( C Y M A X ( J . 9 ) F I X E D B I N ) 
L I S T ( S O L N ) S K I P 
12 K I N = 2 
14 CYMAX=0 
P U J _ S . K I E _ L 3 J E L . H O , F L - t - H Q , C Q U S T ( ' I N J I I A L VALUES 
18 DO W H I L E ( C Y C L E < = J ) ; 
mi 
SUMSQ(1)=Q 
24 S O L N ( I ) = S O L N ( I ) + H » S T E P ( I ) ; 
26 S U M S Q ( 2 ) = Q 
LCL_$-EABj:iH:-_ENfi,; H = - l 
SUMSQ(1)=SUMSQ(2) 
C Y MAX ( C Y C L E . I ) = C YC L E* 100 - * -1 
s ^ M e a i ^ i l S i ( i I l ) ^ ^ S @ ; L = M l ^ » M E i M 
34 C A L L E Q U A T E -
THEN N O : 
4 0 PUT E D I T ( ' F I N ^ S E A R C H I N I T I A T E D , C Y C L E « , C Y C L E ) ( SK I j _ , A L 2 8 L , . F J L 3 1 1 , ; _ 
42 3 F ( 7 ) > F ( 6 , 3 ) , X ( 4 ) . 2 F ( I 0 , 3 ) ) 
N 0 : C Y C L E = C Y C L E + 1 
^ ^ 7 = f e ^ g i g ^ l = S i l < a i g s l = I ^ S g = ( i g ^ a ^ ^ £ Q ^ ^ 
F ( 7 ) t F ( 6 , 3 ) . E ( 1 0 , 2 ) , E D I T ( C Y C L E . S O L N . S U M S Q ) ( S K I P , F ( 3 ) , X ( 2 ) , 3 
( M 3 i S l 
E L . H O . E L - t - H O . C O E F F . R A T I O ' ) V A L U E S L I S T ( ' F I N A L S K I P 
52 GO TO TEMP: 
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=5^ 3= 
-5.4 D C L-,( A L 9 J b . Z J , 1 2 _ L L E L D A U 
.5.6_4GAIJ^IJj;-LI.;>5__I±LEJ^_QD_ 
5 8 K I N = K I N + 1 
J6,0 X r C 0 $ 2 » A ( 2 ) j L $ I N 2 « A ( 3 r . 
X l = C 0 S 2 » S r N 2 » ( A ( 2 ) - A ( 3 ) ) * * 2 
X 3 = A ( l ) « X * A ( 5 ) « 0 . 8 E - 2 9 
Z( 1 ) = ( A ( 1 ) + X ) * A ( 5 ) » 0 . 8 E - 1 9 Z ( 2 ) =Y»A ( 5 ) » 1 . 6 E - 1 9 ; 
Z ( 5 ) = ( A ( J J ^ - X ) » X 3 _ : _ Z 1 6 . ) = Y » ( A 2 3 - » - A ( l ) » Y l » A ( 5 ) * Q . a F - : 
Z ( 8 ) = ( Y 2 » ( A J J ) -A ( 1 ) )**Z±ll±lAiJJ -A ( 2 ) ) »*2 + 3 » A ( 1 ) *X 1 ) A ( 5 ) *Q. 2 F - 2 9 
_7_2_ -*-A( U » ( X 1 - H 2 » A 2 3 J ) » A ( 5 ) « 0 . 2 E - 2 9 
7 4 Z( 1 2 ) = ( A 2 3 - A ( 1 ) « Y ) * X 2 
:L6 I F 1=0 T H E N DO' 1=^9": GO VO'^GAIN; J N D 
1 = 1 0 T H E N 1 = 1 : 
__8-0_ •*-( ( ( E L ( 2 ) + H 0 ( 2 ) ) / C 0 E F F ( 2 ) - f ) . 0 ) » 1 . 0 ) « » 2 
_82. -*•( ( ( E L ( 4 ) + H 0 ( 4 ) ) 7 C 0 E F F ( 4 ) - 1 . 0 ) * 1 . 0 ) » « 2 
ig(i{iEI=g§a^Bai5f) i)?yggggEgg-5^^Qg 
+ 1 ( E L ( 6 ) - > - H 0 ( 6 ) ) / C 0 E F F ( 6 ) - 1 . 0 ) » » 2 
•»•( ( E L ( 8 ) + H 0 ( 8 ) ) / C D E F F ( 8 ) - 1 . 0 ) * « 2 
•«•( ( E L ( 1 0 ) + H 0 ( 1 0 ) ) / C O E F F ( 1 0 ) - 1 . 0 ) » * 2 
9.0_ + ( ( E L ( 1 2 ) + H 0 ( 1 2 ) ) / C Q E F F ( 1 2 ) - 1 . Q ) * * 2 
-F-i.gLur^_7_..2_Cc_ontd .J_ 
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STEP 
MAX,MIN 
EL, HO 
COEFF 
SMALL 
SUMSQ 
H 
I 
CYCLE 
HOLD 
CYMAX 
9 element array. Stores the s e l e c t e d 
increment (or decrement) of each 
element of SOLN. 
9 element a r r a y s . Maximum, minimum 
allowed values of SOLN. 
12 element a r r a y s . Store the c a l c u l a t e d 
e l e c t r o n , hole c o n t r i b u t i o n s to the 
c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
12 element a r r a y . Stores the 
measured values of the c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
Lower l i m i t of SUMSQ. 
2 element array. Defined on page160 
Sets STEP to i n c r e a s e (H=+l) or 
decrease (H=-1)S0LN. 
Number of c y c l e s required of a l l nine 
v a r i a b l e s 
Counter f o r SOLN 
Counts the comEieted number of c y c l e s . 
9 element array. Stores values of 
SOLN 
Dummy v a r i a b l e f o r SUMSQ. Used i n 
subroutine. 
2 dimentional a r r a y : ( J , 9 ) . Provides a 
coded p r i n t of stage when SOLN i s 
l i m i t e d by MAX or MIN. 
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KIN 
ARSENIC 
EQUATE 
Counter f o r number of subroutine 
e n t r i e s . 
Dummy v a r i a b l e f o r SOLN. Used i n 
subroutine. 
Diommy v a r i a b l e f o r EL,HP,, used i n 
subroutine. 
Sets s i g n (+,-) of h a l l c o e f f i c i e n t s 
i n subroutine. 
Name of main programme 
Name of subroutine 
Programme Operation 
The numbers i n brackets r e f e r to the r e l e v a n t l i n e s of 
the programme. 
(1-6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
I n i t i a l d e c l a r a t i o n s are made (e.g. 
e s t a b l i s h i n g the dimensions of the 
a r r a y s ) . 
MAX, MIN, COEFF, SMALL, J are read from 
data cards. 
D e c l a r a t i o n of CYMAX i s made i n s i d e a 
BEGIN block because J must be read 
f i r s t . 
STEP, SOLN are read from data cards. 
I n i t i a l v alues of SOLN are p r i n t e d . 
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(11-14) I n i t i a l v alues of c e r t a i n v a r i a b l e s are 
e s t a b l i s h e d . 
(15) Subroutine i s entered to c a l c u l a t e the 
i n i t i a l values of EL, HO, SUMSQ. 
(16-17) I n i t i a l v alues of EL, HO, C0EFF are 
pr i n t e d . 
(18) Proceed i f CYCLE g J . Otherwise 
c o n t r o l goes to l i n e 47 and the 
programme f i n i s h e s . 
(19) I s e t s s e q u e n t i a l operation of elements 
of SOLN. 
(20) SUMSQ (1) i s e s t a b l i s h e d from Q of 
the subroutine. 
(21) F i n a l answer has been obtained i f 
SUMSQ (1) < SMALL when co n t r o l passes 
to l i n e 47. 
(22) H i s s e t for STEP increment. 
(23) Proceed i f SOLN ( I ) i s w i t h i n the 
range MAX ( I ) to MIN ( I ) . Otherwise 
c o n t r o l goes to l i n e 32. 
(24) SOLN ( I ) i s incremented by STEP ( I ) . 
(25) Subroutine r e c a l c u l a t e s Q. 
(26) SUMSQ (2) i s made equal to Q. 
The next few l i n e s comprise the search procedure which 
minimises SUMSQ. 
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(27-31) I f SUMSQ(2) ^ SUMSQ(1) a move towards 
a b e t t e r answer has been made; c o n t r o l 
goes to l i n e 30 where the smaller value 
SUMSQ(2) r e p l a c e s SUMSQ(l). Line 31 
then re t u r n s c o n t r o l to l i n e 23 and 
the procedure i s repeated. E v e n t u a l l y 
the condition SUMSQ(2) > SUMSQ(1) 
must occur. Two p o s s i b i l i t i e s a r i s e : 
(a) A move has been made away from 
a minimum value of SUMSQ. 
(b) SUMSQ i s at a minimum, and a move 
e i t h e r way gives a l a r g e r value of 
SUMSQ. 
Case (a) i s covered by r e s e t t i n g 
SOLN(I) to i t s o r i g i n a l value, 
changing H to -1 and repeating the 
search ( l i n e s 27, 28). 
Case (b) i s covered on t h i s next search, 
s i n c e i f SUMSQ(2) i s s t i l l l a r g e r 
than SUMSQ(1) when H = -1, a minimum 
has been found. Li n e 29 then causes 
the next element of SOLN to be c a l l e d . 
(32) Control i s r e c e i v e d here only i f the 
MAX, MIN condition of l i n e 23 i s 
v i o l a t e d . CYMAX i s coded to record 
when t h i s occurred. 
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(33) SOLN(I) i s s e t to the value t h a t 
produced a minimum value of SUMSQ. 
(34) Subroutine r e c a l c u l a t e s EL, HO, SUMSQ. 
(35) Control goes back to l i n e 19 where I 
i s incremented to c a l l the next element 
of SOLN. 
(36-39) Control passes to l i n e 36 when a l l 9 
elements of SOLN have been swept. A 
t e s t i s made to see i f the new SOLN 
d i f f e r s from the previous SOLN (stored 
i n HOLD). Note t h a t i t i s not p o s s i b l e 
to say I F SOLN(K) = HOLD(K), because 
f l o a t i n g point a r i t h m e t i c i s i n use. 
(40-43) I f the same value of SOLN has been 
found, then a f i n e r search i s i n i t i a t e d 
by d i v i d i n g the value of STEP by 4. 
(44) CYCLE i s incremented by 1. 
(45) The new SOLN i s duplicated i n t o HOLD. 
(46) Control passes back to l i n e 18 which 
causes another c y c l e of a l l 9 elements 
of SOLN. 
(47-51) Control reaches l i n e 47 when the 
permitted number of c y c l e s has elapsed. 
F i n a l values are prin t e d . 
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(52) C o n t r o l goes back t o l i n e 7 which 
r e p e a t s t h e programme f o r f r e s h d a t a 
(e.g. a d i f f e r e n t t e m p e r a t u r e ) . 
The remainder o f t h e programme concerns t h e s u b r o u t i n e , ^ 
EQUATE, which e v a l u a t e s t h e e q u a t i o n s . 
(53) E n t r y t o EQUATE. 
(54) D e c l a r a t i o n o f A and Z i s made. 
(55) P i s s e t t o e v a l u a t e t h e e l e c t r o n 
terms o f t h e h a l l c o e f f i c i e n t s . SOLN 
i s r e a d i n t o A. 
(56,57) To save computing t i m e , o n l y t h e terms 
r e l e v a n t t o t h e p a r t i c u l a r v a r i a b l e 
are computed, i . e . t h e e l e c t r o n 
terms are computed f o r SOLN(1,2,3,4,) 
and t h e h o l e terms f o r SOLN(6,7,8,9). 
Both are c a l c u l a t e d f o r SOLN(5). 
Thus i f I>5 t h e h o l e v a r i a b l e s , 
A(6,7,8,9) are p u t i n t o A(1,2,3,4) and 
P i s changed t o + 1 . 
(58) KIN i s incremented every t i m e t h e 
eq u a t i o n s are e v a l u a t e d . 
(59-74) These l i n e s a re t h e e q u a t i o n s (4.26) 
w r i t t e n i n a form t h a t m inimises t h e 
computing t i m e . 
(75) I f I > 5 , h o l e terms have been c a l c u l a t e d 
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and Z i s p u t i n t o HO. I f I ^  5 
Z goes i n t o EL. 
(76) For t h e i n i t i a l c a l c u l a t i o n , when 1 = 0 , 
b o t h EL and HO must be o b t a i n e d . 
Thus I i s changed t o 9 and EQUATE 
r e p e a t s f o r t h e h o l e terms by goi n g 
back t o l i n e 56. I w i l l be r e s e t t o 1 , 
on r e t u r n t o ARSENIC, a t l i n e 19. 
(77) I f l = 5 , H O i s o b t a i n e d by changing 
I t o 10 and r e t u r n i n g t o l i n e 56. 
(78) A f t e r c a l c u l a t i n g HO f o r 1 = 5 , I i s 
re s e t , t o 5 b e f o r e t h e r e t u r n t o t h e 
main programme. 
(79-90) Q ( i . e . SUMSQ) i s computed. Time i s 
save^ by n o t u s i n g a DO l o o p . 
(91-93) T e r m i n a t i o n s . 
The programme was r u n on a l a r g e computer (IBM 360/67). 
Each e v a l u a t i o n o f t h e e q u a t i o n s t o o k o n l y 1 mS; 500 
c y c l e s o f t h e 9 v a r i a b l e s were executed f o r t h e d a t a at 
each t e m p e r a t u r e . A l l s i x tempe r a t u r e s were analysed i n 
a t o t a l t i m e o f 3 mi n u t e s . 
V I I . 3 . R e s u l t s 
a. Reassessment o f t h e antimony da t a . 
To t e s t t h e programme, t h e data f o r antimony a t i c e 
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te m p e r a t u r e (Oktu and Saunders 1967) were reassessed. 
Improved f i t s t o t h e c o e f f i c i e n t s r e s u l t e d ; see t a b l e 7.1. 
The SUMSQ v a l u e i s improved from 0.2?. t o 0.05. Seven 
c o e f f i c i e n t s are c l o s e r t o t h e i r measured v a l u e s , f o u r 
s l i g h t l y worse and one unchanged. I n p a r t i c u l a r t h e l a r g e 
d i s c r e p a n c i e s f o r B^^ ^ nd B^^ are removed (1.4 1.08 and 
1.3 1.01). I t was hoped t h a t t h e new method o f s o l v i n g 
t h e e q u a t i o n s m i g h t r e s o l v e t h e anomalous v a l u e s (see page 180) 
o f "V.^ and N. But t h i s was n o t t o be. The o n l y s i g n i f i c a n t 
2 - 1 - 1 2 - L - l 
change i s o f fro m 110 cm V S t o 46 cm V "E (see 
t a b l e 7.2). 
b. A p p l i c a t i o n t o t h e a r s e n i c d a t a . 
To ensure t h a t a l l s o l u t i o n s have been found, a 
range o f parameters t h a t s t a r t t h e c a l c u l a t i o n ( p o i n t Z 
o f f i g u r e 7.1) must be t r i e d . Only one ac c e p t a b l e s o l u t i o n , 
t h a t g i v e n i n t a b l e 7.3 was o b t a i n e d ; convergence t o t h i s 
s o l u t i o n was r a p i d f r o m w i d e l y d i f f e r e n t s t a r t i n g p o i n t s . 
Three o t h e r f i t s t o t h e e q u a t i o n s were r e a d i l y r e j e c t e d 
f o r t h e f o l l o w i n g reasons: 
1. A h i g h e r r e s i d u a l v a l u e o f SUMSQ i n d i c a t e d a poor e r 
f i t t h a n t h e r e s u l t g i v e n i n t a b l e 7.3. 
2. The e l e c t r o n t i l t a ngle showed no agreement a t a l l 
w i t h t h e v a l u e found by P r i e s t l e y e t a l . (1967). 
3. Energy e l l i p s o i d s would have t o be o b l a t e r a t h e r t h a n 
t h e e x p e c t e d p r o l a t e form. 
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^11 
^^ 33 
-^42 
ANTIMONY 
Oktu and Saunders Reassessed 
0.99 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
"^231 """^^ 
-P^23 0.99- 1.00 
B^3 0.87 0.84 
B^^ 0.90 0.88 
-B,, 1.30 1.01 44 
B^^ 1.02 0.95 
B^2 1-04 ^'^^ 
B,- 1-40 1.08 
-B24 1.08 1.05 
1.00 0.98 
SUMSQ. 0.29 0.05 
Table 7.1 
R a t i o s o f c a l c u l a t e d t o measured c o e f f i c i e n t s 
f o r antimony d a t a a t i c e temperature (Oktu and 
Saunders 1967) reassessed, t o t e s t t h e new 
method o f s o l u t i o n . 
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The s o l u t i o n g i v e n i n t a b l e 7.3 p r e s e n t s , f o r t h e 
f i r s t t i m e , d e t a i l e d i n f o r m a t i o n o f c a r r i e r d e n s i t i e s and 
m o b i l i t i e s i n a r s e n i c over a wide t e m p e r a t u r e range. The 
i n v a r i a n c e o f t h e e l l i p s o i d t i l t angles w i t h t emperature 
i s s a t i s f y i n g ; t h e f i n d i n g t h a t c a r r i e r d e n s i t y i s 
e s s e n t i a l l y t e m p e r a t u r e independent v e r i f i e s degeneracy. 
The anomalous b e h a v i o u r o f i s n o t n e c e s s a r i l y s i g n i f i c a n t . 
As i s shown i n t a b l e 7.4, t h e e l e c t r o n c o n t r i b u t i o n t o 
many c o e f f i c i e n t s i s small;, f u r t h e r v^^ i s swamped by and 
Thus SUMSQ i s v e r y i n s e n s i t i v e t o t h e v a l u e o f ^ 2 
and an a c c u r a t e v a l u e o f cannot be o b t a i n e d . The 
q u a l i t y o f t h e f i t o f t h e s o l u t i o n i s i l l u s t r a t e d by t h e 
r a t i o s o f c a l c u l a t e d t o measured c o e f f i c i e n t s ( t a b l e 7.5). 
I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g t h a t t h e d i s c r e p a n c i e s are c o n s i s t e n t 
over t h e whole t e m p e r a t u r e range: a p o i n t t h a t i s 
a m p l i f i e d l a t e r (page 200). 
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C o e f f i c i e n t E l e c t r o n Hole T o t a l 
C o n t r i b u t i o n C o n t r i b u t i o n 
C a l c u l a t e d 
Measured 
^11 0.89x10^ 2.82xlo'* 3.71x10^ 0.99 
1.88x10^ 1.06x10"* 2.94xlo'* 1.00 
-P 
231 
-47.4 +70.0 +22.5 0.99 
-P 
123 
- 8.5 +175 +167 1.04 
^13 0.021 1.43 1.45 0.71 
^31 0.257 0.214 0.472 0.66 
-^44 0.023 0.268 0.291 1.21 
^11 0.043 0.317 0.361 . 1.03 
^12 0.161 0.687 0.849^ l.-oa 
^33 0.008 0.401 0.409 0.82 
-^24 0.011 0.258 0.270 1.07 
-^42 0.014 0.090 0.104 1.05 
U n i t s : c o n d u c t i v i t y . ohm "''cm. ^; H a l l , ohm cm. K 
-1 -1 - 2 
m a g n e t o c o n d u c t i v i t y , ohm cm. Kg , 
Table 7.4. 
The e l e c t r o n and h o l e c o n t r i b u t i o n s t o 
t h e m a g n e t o c o n d u c t i v i t y c o e f f i c i e n t s a t 
3050^. The ho l e s dominate. 
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C o e f f i c i e n t . Temperature (°K) 
305 250 215 175 125 77 
a 
11 
0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 
a 
33 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
-P 
231 
0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 
-P ^123 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.05 1.05 1.04 
^13 0.71 0.70 0.70 0.70- 0.69 0.70 
^31 0.66 0.70 0.72 0.72 0.76 0.79 
-^44 1.21 1.22 1.21 1.22 1.21 1.25 
^11 1.03 1.04 1.03 1.00 0.98 0. 95 
^12 1.08 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.05 1.00 
^33 0.82 0.84 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.87 
-^24 1.07 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.07 
-^42 1.05 1.03 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.07 
Table 7.5' 
The r a t i o s o f c a l c u l a t e d t o measured 
c o e f f i c i e n t s f o r t h e s o l u t i o n g i v e n 
i n t a b l e 7.3. Note t h e s y s t e m a t i c 
d e v i a t i o n s f r o m u n i t y o f each coe-
f f i c i e n t over t h e whole t e m p e r a t u r e range, 
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CHAPTER V I I I 
GALVANCmOSIETIC EFEECPS AND IHE EERME 
SURFACE OF ARSENIC 
V I I I . I . A Conparism between Quantmi Resonance and • 
(aivanomgnetic Data. • 
In t h i s (xncludjng chapter the results of the galvanomagnetic 
itEasureirents are cotpared with other investigaticns of e l e c t r i c a l 
prcperties. No other d e t a i l s of e l e c t r i c a l c a r r i e r mobilities are 
known and so the corpariscns are with somewhat d i f f e r e n t types 
of e:?)eriment. I n t h i s section three parameters of the Permi 
surface - c a r r i e r densities (N = P) and e l l i p s o i d t i l t angles 
i^l)^, ijii^) - are ccitpared t o measurements made by cjuantum rescnanoe 
e3?)eriments; i n p a r t i c u l a r those of Priestley e t a l . (1967). I t 
should be noted t h a t the mobility t i l t angles o f table 7.3 are 
transfortted t o the t i l t angles of the normals t o the planes of 
minimum area of the Btermi pockets. Ohe h i ^ mobi l i t i e s 
and which c3efine the planes o f ma^ dmum area of the m c b i l i t y 
e l l i p s o i d s l i e i n these planes o f minimum area of the Ferwi e l l i p s o i d s . 
Thus the m c b i l i t y and energy e l l i p s o i d s are orthogcnal and i t follcws 
t h a t the required t i l t angles are obtained by adding 90° t o 
and ; see figure 8.1. I t way be seen f r a n table 8.1 th a t , 
ccnsidering the s i i i p l i f i c a t L c n s made i n the model of the Etermi 
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rL -7250 I T ^ r x 
Mobility Ellipse 
Energy Ellipse 
F i g u r e 8.1. - , 
The r e l a t i o n between t i l t a ngle o f m o b i l i t y (---—) 
and e n e r g y . ( - — — ) s u r f a c e o f t h e e l e c t r o n s . A t i l t o f 8° 
towards r L o f t h e h i g h m o b i l i t y U3 i s e q u i v a l e n t t o 
a t i l t o f 8,2°. towards r x o f t h e d i r e c t i o n normal t o the 
'plane o f minimum-area o f t h e energy e l l i p s o i d . 
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surface, agreement i s surprisingly good : c a r r i e r densities agree 
to w i t h i n 10% and both t i l t angles t o a few degrees. Indeed the 
agreement i s xaxh better than i n the case of antimcny, shown i n 
table 8.2 (Cktu and Saunders \1967) vAiere c a r r i e r densities and cne 
t i l t angle agree t o only, 50%. I h i s i s strange since the 
de Haas-van A2phen e^^jerimsnts demcnstrate that the arsenic Fermi 
surface deviates frcm e l l i p s o i d a l shape fqr more than does that of 
antimcny. . The ansvrer nay be i n the assunpticn that a best f i t t o 
the eq;;aticns (4.26) i s the closest physical soluticn. For antimcny, 
the Fermi svirfaoe d i s t o r t i o n s may be sucii that farcing the galvano-
magnetic data to f i t an e l l i p s o i d a l model as Closely ais .possible' 
causes N t o decrease w i t h a oatpensating decrease i n i/^^^. But 
sinoe the cnly neaningful soluticn t o the equaticns (4.26) i s the 
cne t h a t i s as near exact as possible, t h i s i s cnly another way of 
saying t h a t the e l l i p s o i d a l model i s not s u f f i c i e n t t o int e r p r e t 
the e f f e c t s i n antimcny as accurately as i n arsenic. The dilerara 
remains; but t h i s argument indicates a possible way t o examine the 
matter further. 
Other cjuantum rescnance es^jeriments (Berlincourt 1955, Ketterscn 
and Eckstein 1965, Vandericoqy and Dataurs 1967) have indicated 
t i l t angles of s i m i l a r values. The e a r l i e r work was not oorrplete 
due t o an anbiguity i n assigning electrcn and hole o r b i t s t o t h e i r 
respective pockets : the Icng ieRf= period o s c i l l a t i c n s , shewn by 
Priestley t o arise from the hole necks, were assumed to resiolt 
frcm electrcn pockets; a l l short period o s c i l l a t i c n s were attributed 
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t o the hole surfaces. 
cne further inportant point i s that the galvanomagnetic 
measurements provide the f i r s t d i r e c t es^serimental ccnfirmaticn of 
the t h e o r e t i c a l predicticn by Lin and Falicov (1966) that electrcns 
ocojpy the h i ^ - t i l t and holes the medium-tilt pockets. 
VIII.2. Fermi Energies •; the Seebeck Effect. 
Despite the generally good agreement between Priestley e t a l . 
(1967) and Lin and Falicov (1966) the ef f e c t i v e masses and Etermi 
energies are i n discord, (see table 2.1, 2.2). Galvanomagnetic 
measurements nay be used t o (3etermine Etermi energies by an. analysis 
t h a t incorporates the Seebeck e f f e c t . Resvilts have already been 
published f o r bismuth (Gallo e t a l . 1963) and antimcny (Saunders 
and Cktu 1968). A simi l a r , b r i e f analysis o f the Seebeck effec:t 
i n arsenic i s now presented. 
The thermoelectric power, S, of arsenic i s a second rank 
tensor, l i k e the elec±rical ccnductivity : 
^11 ° ° 
S.. . 0 S^ 0 
0 0 S33 
On the assunpticn o f independent ccntributicns t o e l e c t r i c a l 
ccnductivity and thermDelectric pcwer by the electrons and holes, 
p a r t i a l Seebeck coefficients P^ , P^^ and ccnductivity coefficients 
- 183 -
(o-u^)^. ^^ll^h'^-33^e' ^-33^h ^ defined. Then :-
^11 
( ^ l l ^ e ( ^ l l ^ h 
and S23 = - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^3 ^  ^ 
'^^ 33^ e (^33^h 
Substituting fca: a^j^ and fr a n equations (4.26) these may be 
w r i t t e n : 
and g - z e. n . ^^ .^ ^ 
•^•^  A + 1 z 
.W,.+,c32 + vAiere A = '^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
and .^3'^2-^^^3 
and A^ are 'mcbility r a t i o s ' . Figure 8.2 shows that both are 
cnly weakly teiiperature dependent. 
- 184 -
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Eqmticns (8.1) be rearranged to give: 
(8.2a) 
A - A X z 
= ^ ^ ^ ^ (8.2b) 
The partial Seebeck coefficient may be evaliaated using the 
itcbility ratios of figure 8.2 in oonjmcticn with experimental 
values of and S^y BecaiKe px±)lished data (Saunders et a l 1965), -
given i n figure 8.3 - leads to a positive value of P^, brief 
nEasurements of S^^ and S^^ were nade cn two of the ^Ivano-
iiagnetic sanples. A •^ry sinple ej^jerinental system was enployed. 
I t oortprised ccpper coistantan thentocoiples at each end of tte 
crystal; partial iiiitErsicn in liquid nitrogen was used to change 
the tenperature. Absolute thermcpov^rs are shown In figure 8.4. 
They were obtained by allowing for the thermcpcsrer of ccpper according 
to the data of Cusack and Kendall (1958). A most significant fact, 
which was carefially checked, i s that i s negative, not positive 
as reported by Samders et a l - (1965). I t follows that P i s new . 
negative, as anticipated. Ihe ncn-linearity in- S22 belcw 100°K 
reseiibles a 'phcnon-^ag' peak. This may be due to the copper 
measioring leads rather than the arsenic crystal. P^ and P^ ,^ deduced 
frcm equations (8.4) are given in figure 8.5. "Iliese values are now 
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used to c a l c u l a t e e l e c t r o n and hole Fermi energies on 
the very r e s t r i c t i v e assumption of a c o u s t i c mode i n t r a -
v a l l e y s c a t t e r i n g governed by an i s o t r o p i c r e l a x a t i o n 
time. A d i s c u s s i o n on c a r r i e r s c a t t e r i n g i s the content 
of the next s e c t i o n . Then : ' 
p _ : (5/2+s) F3^^^3, U^), , _ ^  
^ ' |e| {3/2+s) F^/2+s (^e^ ^ 
p : (5/2;l-sr F^y^^^ U^) . _ ^  
h |e| (3/2+s) F^/2+s ^ ^h^ 
s i s the exponent of the energy dependence of the 
r e l a x a t i o n time; F denotes a Fermi i n t e g r a l : 
0 
E 
where ? i s the reduced Fermi energy, g = F 
For degenerate m a t e r i a l and a c o u s t i c mode s c a t t e r i n g 
when s = -1/2 (See Smith 1959) . 
2 2 
P = - ( — ) = - 2 . 4 5 x l 0 ' ^ ( - ^ - ) l i v A (8.3a) 
3|e| 
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P^ = + — (--r-) = +2,45x10""^  (—r-)yvA (8.3b) 
3|e I e / 
T i s the teitperatiire in and Ep®, the PennL energies in eV. 
Equaticns (8.3) state that a plot of P^, P^^ against T shoiiLd 
be a s t r a i ^ t line throu^ the origin. Then the Fermi energy i s 
proportional to the inverse gradient of this line. Examination of 
fig^ire 8.5 reveals a prcblem. Ihe plots are linear, but do not 
pass throu^ the origin: the linear extrapolations at low tenperaturss 
cut the tenperature axis at 50^. There would not seem , to be any 
significance in the fact that P^ and P^^ show the same intercept; 
both are dominated by S^^^^ whioh also has this intercept (see figure 
8.4).. I t i s interesting to examine the data for antimony (Saunders 
and Qktu 1968). In this case S ^ and S33 like arsenic, dD not 
pass throxj^ the origin. But P^, do because the S^j^, S33 
intercepts cancel on substituting in equations (8.2). Ohis problem 
places doiibt cn the accuracy of the present arsenic thermopcwer 
data. I f one proceeds by taking the ratio T/P^ and T/P^ as reqioired 
by equations ^8.3 i t leads to the quite unacceptable conclusion that 
Ep® and increase rapidly with decreasing tenperature. E^^ i s 
proportional to T/P^ ,^ vMoh i s the inverse gradient of OA in figure 
8.5, and as tenperature ctecreases OA becomes more horizcntal, 
vAiich inplies that E^*^ increases. 
Etour other interpretations of the data are possible r 
1. An ej^jerimental error exists. 
2. D\JB, perh^s, to the hole nscks, a non-linear ^ r o a c h 
to zero by P^, P^ applies . 
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3. The assunpticn of intravalley acoustic mode scattering 
i s insufficient. 
4. A ncn-diffusicn effect - e.g. phcncn drag occurs. 
In a l l of these cases, i t i s pn±>ably f a i r to assuitE that 
the hi^ner teitperature data i s more accurate and so draw a line 
throu^ the points at 250°K and 300°K and throu^ the origin. 
Ihe resulting Ferrrri. energies may be corpared to other 
estimates :-
meV. 
-Eg 
Seebeck effect - this work 320 220 540 
Priestley et a l . (1967) 190 111 367 
l i n and Falicov (1966) 366 326 728 
Ihe general disagreement i s obvious. . Hie band overlap, shown 
as a negati^s^ gap, (-Eg) ranges fran cne third to three quarters 
of an electron volt. I t should be noted that Priestley's vali:ies 
are derived fron a , parabolic approximaticn. 
VIII.3. carrier scatteririg in Arsenic^' 
a. Iheoreticalcoisideraticais.' 
In c h ^ t e r IV the Boltzmann equaticn (4.6) i s derived cn the 
assxitpticn that the scattering term may be represented by a relaxation 
time 
L -3.*. - T k.- k scattering 
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MDre generally, the scattering term m^ be written : 
3t 
= J j ' ^ . d-f^) - f ^ ( l - f ^ , ) ] Q(k,k')dk' (8.4) 
scattering 
i s decreased by the scattering of carriers from a state k to 
k' and the rate of decrease depends cn fj^, the density of carriers 
i n k and on (1 - f^,), the density of vacancies in k'. Boe 
reverse process gives a term fj^, (1-^) and increases f^. In both 
cases the probability of a transition between the states i s the 
same : Q(k, k'). The ej^ression must be sunned over a l l allowable 
states k': 
The relaxation time approximation i s the only sinple solution 
to this equation, and Wilson (1953) has derived eJ5)ressicns for the 
relaxation tines in metals and semimetals for the following 
assunpticns: 
1. E l a s t i c scattering between electrons and phcncns. 
2. .£j^  i s a function (quadratic) of |k| • and so has 
SEJherical symretry. 
3. The frequencies of the lattice vibrations are those 
of an e l a s t i c continuum. 
Vfe have two cases :-
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2^.2a . 9 . 3/2 
Metals : T = ^ - (8.5a) 
(m*/2) .'D T 
2 
Semimetals : T = ^ ^ ^, - (8.5b) 
2(m*/2)^ T 
T denotes temperature; A and D are constants of the c r y s t a l . 
6 i s the Debye temperature and e the c a r r i e r energy. 
The sem i m e t a l l i c expression a p p l i e s i f the number of 
conduction e l e c t r o n s per atom, N , i s l e s s than 0.25. (In 
3. 
a r s e n i c N^ 'v^ O.OOS) . The reason for t h i s i s as follows. 
3. 
Assuming one c l o s e d s u r f a c e - or, i f s e v e r a l , independent 
s c a t t e r i n g - the ; l a r g e s t wave-number involved i n s c a t t e r i n g 
as f a r as e l e c t r i c a l conduction i s concerned i s that of a 
phonon t h a t takes a c a r r i e r from one s i d e of the Fermi sur-
face to the other : 2|kp|. When i s small,2|kp| i s small 
and s c a t t e r i n g i s r e s t r i c t e d to long wavelength (small 
wave-number) phonons. The range of i n t e g r a t i o n over k'-
s t a t e s i n equation 8.4 i s r e s t r i c t e d to give the semi-
m e t a l l i c expression. 
The most s i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e r e n c e between these two 
expressions i s the dependence of r e l a x a t i o n time on c a r r i e r 
energy. 
Metals : T a e^^^ 
-1/2 
Semimetals : T a e 
The b a s i c p r o p e r t i e s of semimetals - long r e l a x a t i o n times 
and thus high c a r r i e r m o b i l i t i e s - stems from t h i s f a c t . 
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Ohe applicability of the assurrptiois made, in the galvanonagnetic 
analysis, about the relaxatioi time approximaticn i s new discussed, 
b. The validity of an isotropic telaxatioiv time. o 
Relaxation time and carrier mcbility are linked by the 
formula : 
• eT' • P. = — . 
irt* 
I f T i s isotropic, then the ratios y ^ : \i2' 1^ 3 should accord with 
the inverse effective mass ratios 1/in^: l / ^ : l/iaj. thfortunately, 
for holes in arsenic, no mass data i s quoted by Priestley because 
of the nan-«llipsoidal nature of the surfaoes. And earlier nass 
data (Berlincourt 1955, Datars and Vanderkocy 1965) i s unreliable 
because of the confusion in assigning the carrier orbits to their 
respective pockets. Even in the electron case there i s the 
restricticn that i s not known accurately (see pl73 . The 
mly results of the ocnpariscn are that the ratio \iy y^j^ (=1.2:1) 
acairds with the ratio m^ : m^  (=1.5:1) and that the lew mobilities 
Vi^, V2 are definitely the heavy mass directions. 
In fact the isotropic assunpticn may be relased a l i t t l e and 
T_ written as a tensor : 
jj = e_TTi. m* ^ 
Ihen the isotropic assunption i s reasonable i f the tensor ccnponents 
are within 2:1 (Herring and Vogt 1956). Using, again,the 
effective mass data of Priestley et a l . (1967) , x^^ and for 
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electrons are presented in table 8.3. The general value of relaxation 
time may be contrasted to that of other semLmetals of different 
carrier densities (table 8.4). 
c. The dependence of mobility on tatperattirew 
I t may be seen frcm formulae 8.5 that an inA^rse relationship 
i s expected between relaxation time, and thus mobility,and tenperature 
i n both metallic and semimetallic cases. Figure 8.6." demonstrates 
that this law does not hold in arsenic: the tenperature ej^xaient 
of -1.7 for ,]i2 3nd V3 i s even further fran -1.0 than the exponent 
for antimony (-1.5, see Cktu and Samders .1967). 
Clearly, the formula T a T''• e ^  for scattering in a semimetal 
i s insufficient. This i s not surprising considering the sinple 
model of the energy bands that i s used.to derive the fomila. The 
discrepancy probably stems from the assimption of intra-valley 
scattering only, viiich as explained on p a ^ 193. ccnderhs only 
long wa^length phcncns. In contrast, inter-valley scattering 
requires relatively h i ^ energy, large-k phoncns. These are few 
in niiiber at low tenperatuiBS, but as tenperature rises their 
population increases. Thus i f intervalley scattering i s involved, 
i t s contribution w i l l increase with tenperature so that carrier 
mobility w i l l f a l l faster than the sinple formula indicates. 
Iferring (1955) has examined this situation for non-degenerate 
raultivalley semiconductors. The tenperature exponent can increase 
from -1.5 ip to ^3.0 depending on the proporticn of inter to intra-
valley scattering, the frequency of the intervalley mode and the 
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Temperature ( K) 
Rel a x a t i o n times 
E l e c t r o n s :. 
305 250 215 175 125 77 
0.42 0.60 0.87 1.08 .1.87 4.2 
0.33 0.44 0.56 0.77 1.33 3.25 
Unit s : 10~'''"^sec. 
Table 8.3. 
Rel a x a t i o n times i n a r s e n i c . 
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Element C a r r i e r Density Relaxation Time 
(cm. (Sees) 
Bismuth 4. 6 X 1 0 - " 
Graphite 2. 2 X l o " -12 2 X 10 
Antimony 5. 5 X l o " % 1 X 10-13 
Ar s e n i c 2. 1 X 10^° 3 X lo'-'-^ 
Table 8.4. 
Average r e l a x a t i o n times at77°K 
for some sem i m e t a l l i c elements. 
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Figure 8.6. 
Mobility-temperature dependence. vi-|_,y3 • 
and V, ;, show a slope of -1.7. v i shows -1.5 V3 
. :;'~ -and V 2 ; - 2 . 0 . . The values of ]i. 
; ;avoi,d.;confusion oX point§. 
are halved to 
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Mobility-temperature curves for various proportions 
of i n t r a to i n t e r v a l l e y s c a t t e r i n g . The q u a n t i t i e s 
and measure the strength of the- coupling of the-
c a r r i e r s to i n t r a and i n t e r v a l l e y modes r e s p e c t i v e l y ; 
0) i s the frequency of the i n t e r v a l l e y mode, 
( a f t e r Herring 1955). 
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tertperature range: see figure 8.7.: The 'tum-\p' in y/y^ 
(centre of figure 8.7) way be oooipared to a similar 'tum-ip' in 
the cxnduc±ivity of arsenic at low tenperatures (figure 6.7 
cn page 146). 
VIII.4. Further CbservatiaiSi 
a. The Fentri.'surface 'nedcs' 
I t i s clear from table •;j5 that ocnsistent discrepancies exist 
bet^reen the neasured and calcvilated values of B^^^ ^31^ ^23' 
Assuming no systematic e3$3erimental error, these discrepancies 
plausibly reflect the most, noticeable ^parture of the EsrmL sxsrfaoe 
fran ellipsoidal shape: the ' necks' vAiich contain lewdness ,highly-
mcbilfi holes. Despite the low nunber of carriers in these hecks' 
ooitpared to the main pockets, some B^^ may be significantly affected 
because of their dependence on the ciijes of itcbilities. As a 
qualitative argument vre may assume that the holes in these necks 
have a cfensity Q equal to 1% of N and an a\erage mobility, y , 
that i s five time the average iicbility of the principal carriers. 
i.e. Q % NAOO ; % 5y^^ ^  5v^^. 
Then :-
^ i j = ^ :^av ^^^av + Q^^av = ^ ^^^^' 
i.e. the low-mass holes contribute 2^% to a^^ 
- 2 0 1 -
P. = Key ^ + Pev ^ + ^ =Ne y ^ ( 2 + 2 5 / 1 0 0 ) 
a coitribxiticn of 9% to P. 
13k 
^ i j =^^^av^ •'^^"av^ = "^^av^^^ + 1 2 5 / 1 0 0 ) 
a ocntributicn of 38% to B^^ 
Thvis the carriers in the necks may affect SOIE B^^ outside the general 
ej$)eriirBntal error. Possibly they oorpletely dominate certain of 
the higher order galvananagnetic tensors. 
b. intei±)and transitioiSi. ^  
Jfeltz and Dresselhaus ( 1 9 6 8 ) have examined the band structure 
of arsenic from measurements of infra-red magnetorefiectivity. 
Ihey report a band gap of 0 . 346 eV between band extrema at T in 
the Brillouin zone. This does not agree vath Lin and Falicov's 
psevdcpotential calculaticn vMdi predicts a smallest band gap of 
1 eV at T. A disagreement of this natiice i s not particularly 
surprising. The pseudcpotential parameters in Lin and Falicov's 
calculaticn have been adjusted so that the results fitted the 
de Haas-van Alphen data i.e. to f i t details of the band structure 
close to the Permi energy. I t i s not perhaps mlikely that other 
details m i ^ t disagree. Indeed, as has a l r e a ^ been observed, the 
calculaticn does not even predict the cbserved effective masses 
or Ferm. energies. 
c. Electrcaiic Specific heat. • • 
Ignoring the hole necks, overall close agreement i s manifest 
between the galvananagnetic analysis and data from the de Haas-van 
Alphen effect 1. A further success of the ellipsoidal approxLmaticn 
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to the rfermi surfece i s the agreement between the calculated value 
(0.192 mJ. mol Priestley et a l . 1967). and measured value 
(0.194 + 0.007, Gulbert 1967; 0.186 + 0.002, Taylor et a l . 1967). 
of the tenperature coefficient of the electrcnic specific heat. 
V I I I . 5 . Ccsiclusicn 
In chapter I I the objective of conparing l i n and Falicov's 
and the ellipsoidal model of the Ferm. surface was set... The 
ocnclusicn i s that the ellipsoidal model f i t s various ej^rimsntal 
data remaricably well. This i s rather surprising. Lin and Falicov's 
work suggests that the arsenic Fermi surface deviates even more 
from ellipsoidal than does that of antimcny. And the analysis of 
the galvancmagnetic effects in antimony has revealed ancsnalies that 
have been ascribed to the ncn-ellipsoidal nature of the pockets. 
Possibly the arsenic parameters are r e l a t i ^ ^ l y insensitive to the 
particular ncn-ellipsoidal shape. Alternatively, we have seen 
that the Lin and Falioov surface does not agree with SCITE 
e:$)erimental data. Perh^s the true Fermi surfaee of arsenic i s 
less distorted than they suggest. 
A nimber of questions remain only approximately ansviered; 
much interesting work- remains to be dene. Generally,there are two 
main topics: carrier scattering and ncn^llipsoidal energy surfaces. 
Both of these could benefit greatly from the modem develcpments 
in numerical techniques and computing .power. 
The matter of carrier scattering i s perhaps the most unkncvzn 
factor. Oily the most basic ideas have been incorporated in this 
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work. The dependence of carrier mcbility cn tenperature shows 
that there i s strcng reascn to do±>t the ^ r o xmaticns. Perh^s 
a starting point vroiiLd be to examine the points ma^ te by Herring 
(1955) and rework them for degenerate stat i s t i c s . . With ej^^erimental 
data new available on mobilities and effective masses practical 
^:plicaticn should be possible. Further e^^jerimental help may oome 
from itEasuremsnts of the thermomagnetic effects v4u.ch are very 
sensitive to scattering itechanisms. Of immediate ccnoem i s a 
detailed measurement of the Seebeck effect in arsenic, extending 
to low tenperatures to establish how the thermoelectric power goes 
to zero at 
The f i r s t s t a ^ in extending the galvancmagnetic analysis to 
a ncn-^llipsoidal EtermL surface i s to perform a three-band f i t 
to the arsenic data to acocaDranodate the hole necks. This w i l l 
add another five imknowns to equations (4.26) to gi^a twsl\e 
equations in fourteen unknowns: to obtain a unique solution,two. 
of these mjst be fixed. To extend to the general ncn-d-lipsoidal 
case w i l l prc±)ably be extremely diffictilt. Allgaier (1966) has 
made some f i r s t steps by sv±»stituting a non-ellipsoidal, non-
parabolic function (Cohen 1961) into the tensor coefficient 
integrals (4.17,18,19) to explain the Icw^field Hall coefficient 
of t i n telluride. . Ohe resxiLts are somevdiat qualitative. To 
irrprove cn the present qviantitative f i t to the arsenic data w i l l 
be hard. Numerical evaluation of the integrals (4.17-19) fed with 
catplete (fetalis of Lin and Falioov's model of the Efermi surface 
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might be p o s s i b l e . A d d i t i o n a l experimental data could 
come from measurements of the higher order galvano-
magnetic t e n s o r s . 
Of more immediate i n t e r e s t i s a f r e s h a n a l y s i s 
of bismuth using the new method of computation. Previous 
experimental work has now been shown to be i n a c c u r a t e due to 
the v i o l a t i o n of the l o w - f i e l d condition yH<<l. To 
keep to second order e f f e c t s i n bismuth H must not 
exceed 100 gauss (Bate). A new look a t the hole t i l t 
angle and c a r r i e r d e n s i t y d i s c r e p a n c i e s of antimony 
might a l s o be f r u i t f u l . 
I n g e n e r a l , the time now seems r i p e for development 
t h a t w i l l l e a d to a new understanding of transport 
e f f e c t s i n semimetals. 
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Single-crystal growth from the vapour and etch pit 
studies in arsenic 
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Abstract. Strain-free single crystals of the rhombohedral (a) semimetaUic form of 
arsenic have been grown from the vapour. Large crystals can only be grown when the 
deposition temperature is above a critical value of about 700°c. Temperature fluctua-
tions must be kept within 0-2 degc to prevent development of a severe mosaic structure. 
Dislocations have been examined by etching techniques. Either trigonal or hexa-
gonal pits may be produced at the same site of emergence of dislocations on the (111) 
cleavage planes; the etch determines the pit shape. 
1. Introduction 
Single crystals of the rhombohedral semimetallic form of arsenic are required for measure-
ments, now in progress, of the low-field magnetoresistivity tensor. Arsenic sublimes readily 
(triple point 817°c at 35 atm pressure); but small crystals only have previously been grown 
from the vapour phase (McLennon et al. 1928, Berlincourt 1955). Large strain-free crystals 
have now been obtained from the vapour above a critical temperature of about 700°c. 
Dislocation defects in these crystals have been detected and examined by etching techniques. 
Crystals can be grown by the Bridgman technique from the melt in sealed, heavy walled 
quartz tubes (Weisberg and Celmer 1963, Saunders and Lawson 1965). But melt growth 
has disadvantages. Arsenic expands on freezing, and crystals tend to be strained. Only 
one crystallographic orientation usually results: the (111) plane parallel, or nearly so, to the 
crystal length. To withstand the pressure of 40 atm or more involved, the ratio of the 
inside diameter to the wall thickness of the containing quartz tube should be at least 2 :1 . 
A boule diameter of about 1 cfn becomes a practical maximum. Ketterson and Eckstein 
(1965) have obtained larger crystals from the melt in a heavy walled quartz bomb with a 
conical growth region to prevent strain. But the manufacture of their container is highly 
specialized, and the cost prohibitive, particularly in view of its once-only use. 
As an alternative technique, growth from the vapour has been investigated. The problem 
of strain is immediately overcome, and, if growth could be elfected at temperatures 50 degc 
or more below the triple point, bigger crystals could be obtained using thinner walled 
quartz tubes at the considerably reduced vapour pressure (10 atm at 730°c) involved. 
2. The critical temperature for arsenic single-crystal growth from the vapour 
Preliminary studies were made of the effects of temperature on deposition of arsenic 
from the vapour. Ten gramme samples, sealed in vacuo in pointed quartz tubes, were 
lowered at 3 mm h"i from a high-temperature plateau region in a furnace. Several runs 
were made; the plateau temperature was increased from 500°cto 750°c in steps of 50 degc. 
Initially, a polycrystalline boule of grain size about 1 mm^ was obtained; lateral growth was 
incomplete. Grain size'and lateral growth increased with temperature, the former to about 
10 mm^ at 650°c. At 700°c a sharp change to single-crystal growth took place. Lateral 
growth was now complete and crystal facets had formed at the tail. 
The occurrence of a critical temperature for ordered growth is well known, for instance 
in metal crystals (Keepin 1950) and in pyrolytic graphite (Blackman et al. 1961), and for 
epitaxial deposition. Single-crystal growth upon a substrate will occur, if the freshly 
deposited atoms forming a monolayer are hot enough, and thus sufficiently mobile to 
migrate to surface kink sites before the next monolayer condenses (Burton et al. 1951). 
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Thus to form a single crystal at a given growth rate the substrate must attain a sufficiently 
high temperature. This simple model has been verified experimentally for the epitaxial 
deposition of germanium (Krikorian and Sneed 1966). 
A reliable method for growing large single crystals from the vapour has been developed 
following the finding of a critical temperature. 
3. The growth furnace and experimental details 
The furnace used consists of a well-insulated muUite tube 70 cm long and 4 cm bore 
mounted vertically inside a rectangular Sindanyo box. Four independently controlled 
heater windings, of Kanthal wire, supplied from stabilized mains, ensure wide adjustment of 
temperature profile. Initially, crystals possessed a severe mosaic structure that proved to 
be due to thermal fluctuations during growth. Therefore, the mullite tube is lined with 
stainless steel to smooth any temperature undulations between the heater turns. 'Gouy' 
modulation is incorporated in a switching galvanometer controller, to stabilize temperature 
to within i degc over long intervals. In this method the galvanometer pointer is pulsed 
from a multi-vibrator square-wave generator by about 5 degc about the mean temperature. 
Switching of the power to the furnace occurs each time the pointer passes the set tempera-
ture and proportional control ensues (see Goodman (1966) and Jewell (1967) for a detailed 
explanation). The reference junction of the sensing thermocouple is immersed in oil in a 
Dewar. Smooth lowering of the sample is eff"ected through a support rod clamped to a 
platform driven down by three geared motor-rotated screw legs. 
The quartz growth tube, illustrated in figure 1 (platef), has the following dimensions: 
length 30 cm, internal diameter 2-0 cm and wall thickness 1-5 mm. A simple pointed end 
does not seed successfully because contact with the steel support rod destroys the tempera-
ture gradient at the tip, and several longitudinal crystals develop. To overcome this, a 
2 cm length of 3 mm quartz rod is fused to the tip as a spacer, and the tube is constricted 
near the bottom for single seed selection. An 8 cm long blank with both ends closed, 
containing air at atmospheric pressure, is made from a quartz tube of close fit to the inside 
of the growth tube. Both growth tube and blank are cleaned for 3 hours with 
1 : 1 HF/HNO3, followed by concentrated HP, then distilled water and finally 'Analar' 
acetone. Baking for 24 hours at 900°c and IQ-s torr completes the cleaning. 50 g of 
99-9995 % purity arsenic followed by the blank are put in the tube. To distil off any oxide 
present, the tube is heated to 300 °c under vacuum for 3 hours. The tube is then closed by 
sealing onto the blank. 
The growth furnace temperature profile, shown in figure 2, has two major features, a 
hump and a plateau. The tube is sited with the tip just above the hump, so that the arsenic 
charge sublimes to the cooler upper part of the container, where it adheres to the glass. 
-—Direct ion of lowering 
growth £ 700 
Plateau 
^ 600 
30 50 
Distance from bottom of furnace (cm) 
Figure 2. The growth furnace temperature profile, 
t Plates at end of issue. 
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The bulk of the. tube must be maintained at a fairly uniform temperature to disperse the 
charge and prevent the formation of a plug which can fracture the tube by expanding when 
it encounters the temperature maximum. Crystals grow by progressive condensation, as 
the tube cools on the lower side of the hump. The growth rate was 0-1 mm hr^. A 50 g 
crystal, 2 cm in diameter and 5 cm long, may be grown in about seven days. 
The resulting crystals show a perfect mirror cleavage on the (111) face, always parallel 
or nearly so, to the crystal length, as for melt crystals. X-ray photographs yield pin-point 
spots with no trace of spreading, asterism or spUtting. Further studies, now discussed, 
have been made by etch pit techniques. 
4. Dislocation etch pits in arsenic 
Cleaved (111) faces of the crystals have been etched and examined microscopically. 
Etches were composed of different proportions of hydrofluoric, nitric and glacial acetic 
acids (see table). Pits of trigonal and hexagonal shape are found with overall densities 
averaging from 10^  cm-2 in vapour grown to 10^  cm-2 in melt grown crystals. 
Details of etching and resultant pit shapes 
Etch composition Etch time Pit shape 
HP HNO3 CH3COOH 
2 1 1 (etch A) 2 s Trigonal 
3 1 0 (etch B) 1 s Truncated trigonal 
and round 
4 1 0 (etch C) 1 s Hexagonal 
Straight lines, mutually orientated at 120°, are observed, see figure 3 (plate), along the 
[lOT] directions. Those which terminate do so (figure 4 (plate)) in an etch pit. Different 
patterns of fines appear on separated faces of a cleaved crystal. These are slip lines; slip 
occurs on cleaving. The primary slip system in arsenic comprises the (111) as glide plane 
and the [101] as slip directions and this system cannot give rise to slip lines on the (111) 
plane. The lines result frorn shp in the xz plane, a secondary gUde plane. If the asso-
ciated slip direction is the [111], then the etch pits at the ends of the slip lines would mark 
screw dislocations. 
The etch pits are well defined; on further etching they enlarge whilst retaining their 
general shape and, except in a few cases, their number. Pits match on opposite cleaved 
faces. Also the etch pattern repeats with consecutive cleaving. Clearly the pits are sited 
at the points of emergence of dislocations on the (111) plane. Rows of closely spaced etch 
pits are observed in all crystals. By counting the line pit density at intersections and apply-
ing the method developed by Vogel et al. (1953) and extended to antimony by Wernick 
et al. (1958), these rows have been shown to indicate arrays of parallel edge dislocations 
defining low-angle grain boundaries. 
Arsenic exhibits hexagonal as well as trigonal pits. The pit shape is characteristic of the 
etch used (see table); a trend (figure 5 (plate)) is extant from trigonal to hexagonal with 
increasing hydrofluoric acid concentration. To answer the question whether the different 
shaped pits arise at different sites, one-half of a cleaved crystal was etched to produce 
trigonal pits and the other to give hexagonal pits. With very few exceptions the pit patterns 
were identical. Every dislocation can produce both types of pits; the etch is the determin-
ing factor. Both kinds of pits are pyramidal and have edges paraUel to the [101 ] directions. 
But hexagonal pits have a stepped internal structure, while trigonal pits are smooth. Many 
pits are symmetrical; the dislocations are paraUel to the [111] axis. The existence of 
dislocations at a very acute angle to the cleavage plane is indicated by some highly anti-
symmetric pits (figure 6 (plate)). ShaUow grooves, like those shovra in figure 4, suggest 
networks of dislocations actuaUy in the cleavage plane. 
That both trigonal and hexagonal pits can be produced in arsenic probably results from 
its lamellar crystal structure. Each atom has three nearest neighbours at 2-51 A (the short 
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bond) and three others at 3-15 A (the long bond) which reflects as a pairing of layers. Each 
pair can be considered as one puckered hexagonal layer. Removal of these hexagonal 
layers will produce hexagonal etch pits. But, if the layers_are attacked singly, in the normal 
way, trigonal pits will result since the [111] axis has 3 symmetry. For bismuth and 
antimony, which are closer to cubic in structure (the rhombohedral angle a being 57° 14' 
and 57° 7' respectively) than arsenic ( a = 5 4 ° 10'), the long and short bonds are almost equal, 
and only trigonal pits are observed. In bismuth telluride (a = 24° 10') both types of pits 
are found (Sagar and Faust 1967). 
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Figure 5. (a) Trigonal pits (etch A, see table) (x500). (A) A truncated pit (etch B) (x500). 
(c) Hexagonal pits (etch C) (x 500). 
Figure 6. Etch pits produced from dislocations directed at an acute angle to the surface (etch A) 
(x500). 
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Figure 1. The quartz growth tube. 
• 
Figure 3. Duplex slip on the (111) cleavage face. The scarp and dip topography arises from 
etching at the surface steps (x 500). 
Figure 4. Slip lines on the (111) face, terminating in etch pits. The network of faint lines is 
considered to mark dislocations lying in the (111) plane (x 50). 
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Magnetoresistivity tensor data in arsenic are analysed using a two carrier, multivalley, ellipsoidal band 
model. Results agree reasonably with a recent theoretical determination of the Fermi surface. Discre-
pancies probably arise from the non-ellipsoidal nature of the hole surface. 
Pseudopotential band structure calculations 
for arsenic predict that the electrons occupy 
three nearly ellipsoidal pockets and the holes a 
"crown" comprising six pockets connected by 
six small necks [1]. Recent measurements of the 
De Haas-Van Alphen effect are consistent with 
this model [2]. Here we show that the galvano-
magnetic effects in arsenic can be interpreted 
using a more simple form of the Fermi surface: 
three tilted electron ellipsoids and six tilted hole 
ellipsoids. 
Measurements, at temperatures between 77°K 
and 305°K, of all twelve components of the mag-
netoresistivity tensor to second order in mag-
netic field are now complete on single crystal 
samples of arsenic grown from the vapour phase 
[3]. The theoretical basis of the work can be 
found in a previous paper concerning antimony 
[4]. But the method of computation is quite dif-
ferent; a least squares fit of the measured com-
ponents has been obtained using an IBM 360/67 
computer. A set of nine parameters - the elec-
tron (Mi,f^2' '^s) and hole {.v-^,v2, and 1^ 3) 
mobilities along the ellipsoid axes, the tilt angles 
(i//g and of the major axis away from the tri-
gonal axis and the carrier density [N) in each 
band - is chosen as a trial solution. The twelve 
magnetoconductivity tensor components are then 
Table 1 
Magnetoresistivity components P l l P33 --^231 "^123 
A 
^13 ^31 -^44 ^11 "*12 "*33 ^24 ^42 
cm) (io-2jLin cm/kG) (lO-^/ifi cm/kG'') 
Measured values 26.8 34.1 2.08 11.5 9.7 8.2 1.9 2.5 5.5 5.8 1.8 1.0 
Magnetoconductivity components ^^ 33 "•''231 -^123 ^13 ^31 -B44 ^11 •^ 12 ^33 ^ 4 ^42 
(lO^fi-^cm-1) (n"^cm-lkG-1) (fi'-'^ cm - I k G -
Measured values 3.75 2.93 22.8 160 2.04 0.72 0.24 0.35 0.78 0.50 0.25 0.10 
Calculated: Electron part 1.89 1.88 -47.4 -8.5 0.021 0.257 0.023 0.043 0.161 0.008 0.011 0.014 
Hole part 2.82 1.06 +70.0 +175 1.43 0.214 0.268 0.317 0.687 0.401 0.258 0.090 
Total 3.71 2.94 +22.5 +167 1.45 0.47 0.29 0.36 0.85 0.41 0.27 0.10 
Ratio: ^f^-<'°^V- 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.04 0.71 0.66 1.21 1.03 1.08 0.82 1.07 1.05 
Meas.comp. 
Solution: 
N 
(cm-3) 
2.16 X 10' 20 
Ml H 
(cm^/volt sec) 
460 40 550 82 
"2 
(cm^/volt sec) 
1210 50 680 40" 
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Table 2 
Tilt angle 
Electron pockets Hole pockets 
(minimum (maximum (minimum 
area) area) area) 
Pseudopotential 
calculation [1] 80° 171° 44° 
De Haas-Van Alphen 
37° effect [2] 86° 171° 
Galvanomagnetic 
172° effects (this work) 82° 40° 
Electron effective mass ratios, in ellipsoidal approxi-
mation, from ref. 2 
: 1712 •• = 1.5 : 20 : 1 . 
Inverse electron mobility ratios (this work) 
1/fI, : l/Ho •• l/|Llq = 1.2 : 14 : 1 . 
The Fermi surface parameters so obtained 
are compared with previous work in table 2. In 
view of the simplifications made, agreement is 
surprisingly good. We confirm the theoretical 
assignment [1] of electrons to the high-tilt and 
holes to the low-tilt pockets. The similarity be-
tween electron effective mass ratios and inverse 
mobility ratios indicates an approximately iso-
tropic relaxation time. Discrepancies exist for 
^13' -^ 31' ^44 ^33 (^ ^^  table 1). Plausibly 
this reflects the departure of the Fermi surface 
shape from ellipsoidal, in particular the exis-
tence of the necks, which contain a small number 
of highly mobile holes. A significant contribution 
to the -By could result, as these components 
depend upon the cube of the mobility. 
De Haas-Van Alphen effect 
This work 
Carrier density (cm"'^ ) 
2.12 X io20 (at 4.2 °K) 
2.16 X 10^ 0 (at 305°K) 
calculated, compared to the measured components 
and the trial solution is altered systematically 
until a "best fit" is obtained. Full results at 
305°K are presented in table 1. 
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The low field, magnetoresistivity tensor and 
the Fermi surface of 5krsenic 
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Measurements are presented, at selected temperatures between 305 and 77 °K, of the twelve 
coefficients that define the low-field magnetoresistivity tensor of arsenic. A two-carrier 
multivaUey ellipsoidal model of the energy bands is invoked to determine carrier densities 
and mobilities and tilt angles of the Fermi elhpsoids. In agreement with recent theoretical 
calculations and measurements of the de Haas-van Alphen effect, the electrons are sited in 
pockets tilted at + 82° to the trigonal axis and holes in pockets tilted at + 40°. Equal carrier 
densities are essentially temperature independent, ranging from 1-9 x 10^ ° om~' at 77 °K to 
2-1x10-° cm-' at 305 °K. Carrier mobility temperature dependences are close to iT-' ', 
considerably greater than the expected T - i o, probably owing to intervalley scattering. 
Experimental techniques and a new method of computation are described. 
L I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The group V elements arsenic, antimony and bismuth are semimetals in consequence 
of an energy band overlap. Cartief transport is characterized by high mobiUties and 
long relaxation times; the semimetals are "most suitable for experimental studies of 
band structure and for testing neft^ ^ aspects of electron transport theory. In bismuth 
the carriers are particularly mobile and transport effects are dramatic: the findings 
of a large, field dependent Hall coefficient and of oscillations in the magnetic 
susceptibility (de Haas-van Alphen effect) at heUum temperatures were signposts 
to earher explorers of solid %tate physics. 'GSlvanomagnetic effects in these 
materials are markedly anisotropic and have been quantitatively interpreted only 
by invoking a mtiltivalley model of the ellipsoidal energy bands (Abeles & Meiboom 
1956; Freedman & Juretschke 1961; Epstein fe JUretschke 1963-). Recently, atten- ' 
tion has been concentrated on antimony. Its Fermi surface has been determined 
both experimentally (Windmillet 1966) and theoretically (FaHcov & Lin 1966); the 
galvanomagnetic effects, studied-ovet a wide temperature range (Oktii & Saunders 
1967), fit the predicted iilodel. 
Here a detailed study of the galvanomagnetic effects in the remaining element, 
arsenic, is presented. Previous information is sparse: the resistivity temperature 
dependence (McLerman, Niven k WiLhelm 1928) and the anisotropy of resistivity 
(Bridgman r^ ^^"; Taylor, Bennett & Heyding i96'5)'^ have been measured; magneto-
resistance, first looked at by Kapitza (1929), has now been examined at hehum 
temperatures (Sybert, Mackay & Hathcox 1968). 
Because the galvanomagnetic effects in arsenic are small, their measurement has 
required considerable experimental refinements, which are described here in detail. 
4 Now at: Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge. 
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An improved method of computation of band and mobility parameters is -alsb 
reported. But first, the nature of the Fermi surface is discussed. 
2. C R Y S T A L S T R U C T U R E AND F E R M I S U R F A C E O F A R S E N I C 
Of the three allotropio forms of arsenic the a-form crystallizes, hke bismuth and 
antimony, in the rhombohedral, Al structure of point group 3m with, two atoirCs 
per unit cell. The symmetry elements of this structure comprise three diad (a;) axes 
normal to three mirror planes, mutually orientated at 120°, which intersect in an 
inversion triad (z) axis. Bisectrix (y) axes, one in each mirror plane, complete three 
orthogonal (x, y, z) set's. An alternifttive nomenclature is 1, 2 and-Sifor a;, ;i/^ Und z 
respectively. 
trigonal (2r,3) 
binary 
: tE: : 
' L i i .1 ' ' 
1::::^' ' 
/ r 
bisectrix 
-'•4. 
FioTJEE 1. The first Brillouin zone of the arsenic lattice. The three axes binary, bisectrix and 
trigonal form a right-handed orthogonal set; the positive sense of rotation is towards X 
in the first y-z quadrant. 
Figure 1 Ulustrates the Brillouin zone; symmetry points and one binary-
bisectrix-trigonal system are labelled. I t is important to note that these reference 
axes may be chosen in two ways: either the centre (X) of a rectangular face o/the 
centre (L) of an irregular hexagonal face may be in the first y-z quadrant. We 
follow the convention adopted by Windmiller (1966): the axes are chosen as a rigbt-
handed set with X in the first y-z quadrant. Then F X is at + 5 9 ° 17' from F T and 
rotations towards F L are negative. 
Considerations of crystal chemistry (Cohen, Falicov & Golin 1964) show that the 
A7 structure causes a small overlap of the fifth and sixth energy bands and semi-
metallic behaviom- results with equal populations of electrons and holes. Deta i l^ 
calculations are now available (FaUcpv & Colin 1965; Colin 1965; L in & FaUcov 
1966). Tbese accord with the results of quantum resonance experiments: the 
de Haas -van Alphen efi'ect (BerlincoQrt 1955; Priestley, Windmiiler, Ketterson & 
A 
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Eckstein 1967), cyclotron resonance (Datars & Vanderkoby 1966) and ultrasonic 
attenuation (Ketterson & Eckstein 1965); the essential features of the Ferini' 
surface are estabhshed. There are three electroHipockets centred on each L point in 
the Brillouin zone and a multiply-connected hole smface around T. Each electron 
pocket can be considered as a prolate ellipsoid. One principal axis is parallel to the 
binary direction and the other two lie in the mirror plane ( T Z L N X U F ) . One of these 
is the longest axis; it is tilted away from the trigonal axis F T by approximately 
+ 80°. The hole surface, called a ' c r o A v n ' (figure 2)' may be thought of as six carrot-
shapod pockets joined by six thin cylikidiers or 'necks'. Each pocketeis bisected by 
the mirror plane and is tilted by about + 40° away from the trigonal axis. 
• trigonal 
bisectrii 
FiGTiRE 2. The hole siu-face or 'crown' of arsenic. It is centred on the T point of 
the Brillouin zone (after Lin & Falieov 1966). 
Reported here are systematic measurements, made at selected temperatures 
between 77 and 305 °K, of the coefficients that define the isothernial magneto-
resistivity tensor to second order in magnetic field. To a first approximation, the 
data are interpreted on the basis of a simphfied form of the Fermi surface : three 
electron and six hole elhpsoids. There were two objectives: to determine the im-
portant carrier properties—density and mobility—as a function of temperature and 
to test agreement between the simplified ellipsoidal model and L i n and Fahcov's 
model of the Fermi surface. 
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3. E X P E R I M E N T A L D E S I G N 
The orthogonal set of axes binary-bisectrix-trigonal (1-2-3) forms a most 
convenient Cartesian reference system for the generahzed form of Ohm's law that 
relates the current density J to the electric field E in an anisotropic mediuni in a 
magnetic field H : 
E,=p,i(H) J,+PM j^+p,m J,: 
E,=p,,{li}J,+p,,{li)J,+p,,(ll)jJ 
E, = p 3 i ( H ) +P3,(H) J,+PM J J ^' 
i.e. E, = Pi^{B.)J^ or J , = o-y(H)% , 
where y O i / H ) is the magnetoresistivity tensor and o"ij-(H), its inverse, the magneto-
conductivity tensor. 
Transport phenomena are expressed by the Boltzmann equation; Jones & Zenef 
(1934) showed that a solution in the form of a power series in H is valid. lifiH <| 1 (/i 
is the carrier mobility), convergence is rapid and only terms to are required to 
explain the galvanomagnetic effects. Accordingly, yOij(H) is defined as follows: 
A^(H) = Pij + Ri^„H„ + AijkiH^Hi. 
Juretschke (1955) has shown by use of the Onsager relation, /9y(H) = p^( - H), and 
point group symmetry that, for the A7 structure, the nine components of Pij-(H) 
can be defined by twelve independent coefficients: two resistivity coefficients p^^ 
and Ps^, two HaU coefficients i^ gsi -^i23> actually the negatives of the conven-
tionally defined Hall coefficients, and eight magnetoresistance coefficients 
(short notation A-^^), ^1122 ( -^12) ' ^ 1 1 3 3 i-^ia)' -^3311 (-^3i)> ^2323 (-^44)' ^2223 (-^24) ' 
-^3333 ( ^ 3 3 ) ^^'^ ^ 2 3 2 2 ( ^ 4 2 ) -
The definitions are 
Pll(H) = P u + ^ll^^!+ ^12^^1 + ^ 1 3 ^ ! - 2 ^ 2 4 ^ 2 ^ 3 . 1 
/>22(H) = Pn + A,,Hl + A,,Hl + A,,HI + 2A,,H,H, 
P33(H) =P33 +^31^^1 + ^31 ^ 1 + ^ 3 3 ^ 3 ' . 
P23(H) = R,,,H,-A,,Hl + A,,Hl + 2A,,H,H„ 
P3i(H) = R,,,H, + 2A,,H,H,-2A,,H^H„ 
p,,(U) = R,,,H,-2A,,H,H, + (A,^-A,,)H,H„ 
/032(H), Pi3(H), and p^^iU) follow since ^ .^-(H) = pji( - H) . 
The twelve coefficients may be determined experimentally by orientating suitable 
samples in a magnetic field so that only one or two coefficients contribute to each 
measurement. As an example, consider the configuration shown in figure 3. J is in 
the binary (1) direction and (H) is in the trigonal (3) direction. The probes measure 
only i?,. Therefore j ^ ^ j . ^ ^ 0. 
(2) 
Thus, from (1) 
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Pii(H.) comes from (2) 
Hence = (p^i'+A^s^^) J or EjJ = A^^m+p^^, 
and a graphical plot oi EjJ against has a gradient A^^ and an intercept p^^. All 
coefficients have been measured at six temperatures between 77 and';305'°K'oii three 
samples. Overlap occurs; some coefficients could be measured in two ways on the 
same sample and most were remeasured on samples of other orientations. For 
further detail see Epstein & Juretschke (1963). 
FiGUEE 3. An illustration of sample orientation and field alinements 
used to measure /On aiid A^^. 
4. S A M P L E P R E P A R A T I O N AND E X P E R I M E N T A L APPARATUS 
Single crystals of arsenic were grown from 99-9995% pure material from the 
vapour phase (Jeavons & Saunders 1968). Crystal perfection was good; back 
reflexion Laue photographs exhibited pin-point spots evidencing unstrained 
material which is difficult to obtain from the melt. Dislocation etch pit density was 
about 10*cm^^ on the (111) {x-y) plane. Rectangular bar samples (2 x 0-2 x 0-2 cm) 
were spark cut from crystals orientated by reference to the (111) cleavage plane 
and the sUp fines thereon that mark the three binary axes. Considerable care was 
necessary when cutting to prevent fractm-e or cracking due to the strong (111) 
cleavage; it was found essential to avoid cutting in the trigonal direction. Voltage 
probes were of 0-002in. diameter copper wire soldered to the sample with a low-
meltmg point (95 °C) alloy (32% Pb + 16% Sn-|-52% Bi) and positioned well 
away from the sample ends to minimize Hall field shorting; contact diameter was 
about 0-01 in. To detect any longitudinal thermal gradient, copper-constantan 
thermocouples were soldered to each end. The sample was mounted rigidly, on an 
alinement mechanism, at one end only to prevent sample damage due to contraction 
on cooling. All wires to the sample were run inside a vertical, 0-5 in. diameter, 
german silver tube that supported the copper sample holder inside the cryostat: 
a stainless-steel Dewar vesseltoside a pyrex glass tail Dewar vessel. To facfiitate 
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isothermal conditions, for measurements at 305 °K the metal Dewar contained 
industrial paraffin, and the glass Dewar vessel ice/water. At lower temperatures the 
ice/water was replaced by fiquid nitrogen and the paraffin by isopentane, liquid 
down to 113 °K. The non-flainmable, five-component eutectic mixture used by 
Oktii & Saunders (1967 j was not used owing to its appreciable electrical conductivity. 
PreUminary measurements had shown that the gaivanomagnetic effects in 
arsenic are an order of magnitude smaller than m antimony; room temperature 
magnetoresistance is about 0-05% kG^^. Therefore to measure the coefficients to 
an accuracy of 1 % requires a system with a resolution of 5 parts in 10^  and thus a 
drift stabihty of approximately 1 in 10^ . At room temperature the resistivity of 
arsenic is such that a primary current of 5 A through the sample produced some 
3 mV between the probes; the necessary resolution is eqiuvalent to 15 nV and the 
noise level to 3 nV. To satisfy these stringent conditions, several important refine-
ments, now described, were incorporated into the measuring system, basically a 
d.c. poteHtiotoeter'. 
The preamplifierj^alvanometer detector usually used with the high precision 
decade potentiometer proved unsatisfactory for measuring at the nanovolt level 
and an electronic miUimicrovoltmeter (Keithley type 149) modified to chop at 
120 Hz instead of 100 Hz (twice mains frequency), to overcome mains pick-up 
interference, was used instead. Careful screening and layout of instruments to 
avoid hum-loops was imperative. Stray thermal e.m.f.s were limited by carefully 
cleaning all copper connexions and using 'low-thermal' solder (70% Cd-f 30% Sn) 
wherever soldering was absolutely necessary; certain tap-key connexions inside the 
potentiometer were shorted with copper wire. The rheostat used to balance out the 
IR drop for Hall measurements was made from copper wire and submerged in a 
small oil bath. Usually, primary current stability is achieved by separate moni-
toring and manual control. This method proved impractical in this case and a 
transistorized current stabiliser (Palmer 1966) immersed in an oil bath, was used. 
A second, similar controller regulated the potentiometer current supply. 
The only other problem was that of sample temperature stabiUty. From tempera-
ture variations a voltage drift can appear from two sources: the Seebeck effect 
( ~ y o ^ V / ° K a t room temperature) and the bulk resistance change (the temperature 
coefficient is 0-45% °K~i). On both counts it transpires that a temperature regula-
tion to within .0^01 °K is prerequisite to achieve the overall stability of 1 in 10^ . 
The work on antimony (Oktii & Saunders 1967) required stabilization to 0-05 °C, 
obtained by setting the metal Dewar interspace pressure and then balancing the 
heat leak by manual adjustment of electrical heating, a time consuming operation 
and impractical to the fine limit required for the present.work. Therefore a system 
of autoniatic control of electrical heating |b^eavons & ^ aunders unpubhshed), a 
development of a temperature measuring system due to Faulkner, Mc^lashan & 
Stubley (1965), was devised. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the electronic 
apparatus; operation is straightforward. The copper-resistance thermometer in the 
cryostat senses any temperature change and produces an out-of-balance signal from 
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the a.c. Wlieatstone bridge. This is amphfied, passed through a phase-sensitive 
detector and power amphfied (d.c.) to feed back to the heater in the cryostat. The 
liquid surrotmding the sample was not stirred; convection cmxents proved sufficient 
to give the required stability after a few hours equfiibration time. 
oscillator 
15Hz 
heater 
phase 
sensitive 
detector 
l.f. 
amplifier 
resistance 
thermometer 
d.c. power 
amplifier 
F I G U R E 4. A block diagram of the system of automatic temperature control. 
5. M E A S U R E M E N T T E C H N I Q U E 
The standard procedure of reversing the primary current was not used because 
of interference from the Peltier effect arising from the use of a large primary 
current (5 A) for this relatively highly conductive semimetal. The required galvano-
magnetic voltages are proportional to current; it is necessary to ehminate error 
voltages ifldependent-..of current. These arise from Seebeck voltages due to 
standing temperature gradients in the sample and contact potentials in the 
sample or measuring circuit; usually they are removed by reversing the current 
and averaging. However, in this work we found that a temperature gradient 
could appear along the sample due to Peltier heat being absorbed at one current 
contact and emitted at the other. Smce the Peltier effect is proportional to current, 
reversing the current reverses this temperattu-e gradient; the error voltage is an 
intimate part of the ohmic voltage and cannot be averaged away. To overcome this 
a trick was adopted: the sample being mounted at one end only, heat transference 
from this end was better than from the other and, coupled with Joule heating in the 
sample, was used-to produce a temperature gradient that opposed the Peltier 
gradient. Isothermal conditions could be attained by adjusting the current to 
obtain a balance between these two effects. Fortunately the optimum current value 
was also acceptable from considerations of sensitivity and practicabihty. 
Magnetic field reversal was employed to remove error voltages due to inexact 
probe positioning on the sample and to separate Hall and magnetoresistance 
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coefficients. The magnet was calibrated initially by nuclear magnetic resonance and 
subsequently a systematic procedme was used to avoid hysteresis errors. Sample 
alinement in the ifiagnetic field was achieved mechanically by reference to the 
plane pole-tip faces. The magnet, not the sample, was rotated to establish the 
various orientations. 
I t was hoped that automatic plotting of galvanomagnetic potentials against 
magnetic field oii a;ii .^-F'recorder would be possible. But it was not; even at a slow 
sweep rate of five minutes per kilogauss, the steadily, increasing rdaghetic field-
induced a direct voltage of 0-1 /AV via the loop area enclosed by the probe leads. 
Point by point plotting at static magnetic fields was necessary; the stabihty of the 
equipment enabled a field range of 0- 7 to 4- 7 k G in twelve steps to be covered without 
the need to restandardize the potentiometer. 
6. E X P E R I M E N T A L R E S U L T S 
Figure 5 shows graphical plots that determine R^^S' -^231) ^ 1 2 ^ 1 3 
temperature 2 5 0 °K. The graphs demonstrate two important points: (a) the straight , 
line plot indicates that the low-field condition IMH <^ 1 is not violated up to ^ k G , / 5" 
and (6) drift is within the desired limit of 15 nV. Accurate values of all the magneto-
resistivity coefficients were obtained from a least-mean-squares fit to the measure-
ments by a computer; the values averaged over the three samples are presented 
in table 1. Marked anisotropy is evident; in particular the two Hall coefficients are 
in the ratio 1:5-5 at aU temperatures, except at 77 °K where i?23i decreases. The five 
coefficients A^^^, A^^^ ^ I 3 J ^ 3 1 -^33 positive; A^^ is negative. A 42 and 
are both positive or both negative depending on the choice of reference axes. For 
the particular system defined in § 2 they are negative. The errors quoted in table 1 
arise partly from the measurement of sample dimensions and partly from the 
galvanomagnetic-voltage measurement. The only other coefficient values available 
for comparison are those of pjj^ and P33 at 293 °K (Taylor et al. 1965). Agreement is 
close for p^; the values of P33 differ by 1 0 % (table 2) . 
T A B L E 1. T H E M E A S U R E D V A L U E S O F T H E T W E L V E M A G N E T O R E S I S T I V I T Y 
C O E F F I C I E N T S O F A R S E N I C 
temp. 
resistivity 
A 
Hall 
A 
magnetoresisti vity 
A 
f ^ I f ^ (°K) Pll P33 ~ ^231 •^13 A31 - ^ 4 4 -^ 33 
305 26-8 34-1 2-08 11-5 9-7 8-2 1-9 2-5 5-5 5-8 1-8 101 
250 21-0 26-2 2-35 12-5 13-8 11-3 2-6 3-5 8-1 7-8 2-2 1-31 
215 16-8 20-5 2-55 13-1 18-4 13-7 3-2 4-8 11-0 9-2 2-8 1-6 
175 12-9 15-2 2-66 13-7 25-0 18-8 4-5 6-7 150 12-7 41 2-2 
125 8-0 9-2 2-63 14-4 42 31 7-7 11-8 27 20-0 6-0 3-9 
77 3-63 3-95 1-88 14-7 81 66 17 26 63 40 11-5 81 
approx. 
error (%) 3 3 5 5 5 5 15 5 5 5 15 15 
Units: resistivity, lO"* £i cm; Hall, 10"^ £2 cm k Q - i ; magnetoresistivity, 10-i» fl cm kG-". 
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1-2 S3 
1 2 3 . 4 
magnetic field (kG) 
L 
(magnetic field)^ (kG^) 
F I G U R E 5(O). The magnetic field dependence of F123 and Fgai- T'^ iaa ^"d F231 are directly 
proportional to iJjja '^"•d -R23i- {^ ) magnetic fleld dependence of Vl^ and F ^ - F j j and 
F12 are directly proportional to A^^ and A^^. 
T A B L E 2. A COMPAEISON O F M E A S U K E M B N T S O F AND AT 293 ° K 
Pn 
{fiQ. cm) 
this work 
Taylor et al. (1965) 
25-2 (3%) 
25-5 ±0 -5 
32-1 (3%) 
35-6+1-9 
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While the magnetoresistivity tensor is measured experimentally, theory is more 
conveniently handled in terms of the magnetoconductiviliy tensor. Jurets.chke 
(1955) has derived the formulae that transform f rom oiie tensor to the other. There 
are twelve magnetoconductivity coefficients; each is directly related to corre-
sponding ihagiietoresistivity coefficients: 
0-11 = 
•^ 123 
1 
5 „ = ^11 
<^ 33 = 
'231 
-S33 = 
Pzz 
R. 231 
PnP33 
A, ^33 
PI3' 
•'24 -B42 = 
M2 
5i2 = 
B. 31 
^12 I •^ '-231 
Pii PiiPzz 
^31 I -^231 
Ph PiiPh' 
^13 = 
^UP33 
^13 , ^123 
Pll Ph ' 
1 -Ri23^231 
PUP33 ' 
(3) 
P11P33 2 
Table 3 lists values of these magnetoconductivity coefficients. Graphs against 
l o g T of logo-^j- give slopes of - 1-4, of logP^jj. give - 3 - 0 and of log^^^- give —4-.3. 
This is a; Reflection of a carrier mobility-temperature dependence close 'to T~^'^, 
since basically tr^ = f(ji, v), Py^. = / ( / i ^ , t;^) and B^^ = J(pt?, v^). This point is amphfied 
later. 
T A B L E 3. T H E VALUES OF T H E TWELVE MAGNETOCONDUCTIVITY COEFFICIENTS 
C A L C U L A T E D FROM T A B L E 1 U S I N G E Q U A T I O N S (3) 
conductivity inverse Hall magnetoconductivity 
temp. • X f -1 1 A 
(°K) 0-11 •B33 • - B 2 4 -^42 
305 3-73 2-93 2-3 16-0 20 0-72 0-24 0-35 0-78 0-50 0-25 0-10 
250 4-76 3-82 4-3 28 4-8 1-68 0-60 0-79 1-88 114 0-50 0-23 
215 5-92 4-88 7-4 46 10-0 33 1-20 1-69 4-0 2-18 0-96 0-47 
175 7-75 6-58 13-6 82 24 8-4 2-8 4-0 9-7 5-5 2-5 104 
125 123 10-9 35 220 102 38 131 17-9 43 23-9 9-0 5-2 
77 27-5 25-3 131 1120 1070 430 150 197 470 256 87 56 
approx. 
error {%) 3 3 10 10 10 10 20 10 10 10 20 20 
Units: conductivity, 10^  Q-^ cm-^; inverse Hall, 10 Qr'^ cm-i kG"^; magnetoconductivity, 
7. COMPUTATION AND SOLUTION 
There are nine band parameters to the multivalley ellipsoidal model of the Fermi 
surface: tota l carrier density, iV (^ = P j ; iihi-'ee electron mobilities^ along the axes of 
each electron eUipsoid ( / i j ; /(g, /fs) corresponding hole mobilities {\)-^ , \)^, and the 
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ellipsoid t i l t angles {ilr^, i/fj^) having cosines (C^, C^) and sines (/Sg, (S^).'The equatioris 
connecting these variables to the magnetoconductivity coefficients were originally 
derived by Drabble & Wolfe (1956). The important assumptions are independent 
contributions to dlectric current f r o m each'valley and anvisotropic relaxation time 
iin A;-spaee. The equations are 
P,,, = Ne[{v, V, + + Gl V,)] - {11,11^+ii^ti^ + (??/^^|}0/2c, 
\ - P , , 3 = i ^ e [ K ( C | . , + ;SI .3)}-K(CeV2 + 'Sl/*3)}]/c. 
^The rest of the equations are wri t ten ' f f iore conveniently by in<5luding lorily the 
electron terms, those of the holes being identical i n form and SiBiplyiadded on: 
-^13 = 
-^31 = 
- ^ 4 4 = 
Bu = 
B^o = 
Ne{Slii^ + CI 11^) + f i M l ^ t + Cl/^3)}/2c^ 
y 
^ 3 3 = 
-^24 = 
^42 = 
NeGA^iM-N) ( - / ^ i + Clfi, + «eV3)/4c^ ' ' 
NeG,8,(/i^ - ii^iii^n^ - uMl^i + Cll^z)}l^^-
" Carrier densities and all mobilities are defined to be positive, ji-^ and are directed 
' along the binary axis; /ig, l^z and v^,, are along the other eUipsoid axes in the 
mirror plane. and are deffi&ed as 'tTie t i l t o f /<3 and away from the trigonal 
axis. The?Bdt of operations C ^8,11^^ fi^, 5± corresponds to a transformation 
between the two x-y-z sets mentioned earher, when B^^ and B^^ change sign and all 
other coefficients are unchanged. The equations apply equally well to tlBree'of six 
eUipsoids ; since the contributions are additive,'the nurhber of carriers per pocket is 
obtained Iby dividing N by three or six respectively. The task now remaining is to 
solve the twelve equations for the nine band parameters and'compare N, \jr^ and 
ijrj^ w i t l i !the Fermi surface data of other workers. 
AlthtJJTigh theoreficaTly possible, a direct solution by eliminatirfgidiiknowns is not 
practicable. Even a small error in the measured value of a magnetoconductivity 
coefficient is majgmfied'greatly by the complexity of the terms involved. The "method 
developed by Freedman & Juretschke (1961) relies on obtaining an exact solution 
to eight equations incorporating nine of the twelve coefficients and then recalcu-
lating to find a self-consistent fit all roimd. ThHs teblanique is Snherehtly biased in 
favom: of fitting certain coefficients. I f i t were possible that the elHpsoidal band 
model and assumptions were completely true, this would be acceptable. To obtain 
a fairer assessment of the experimental data, a computer pfograin producing a 
least-mean-squares Tjest fit to al l twdve coefficients Was devised. 
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Consider the overdetermined case of three equations in two unknowns: 
A=A(x,y); B=f4^x,y); C=fj,{x,y). 
Define M = [ { f , -Af + {U- Bf + [ f , - Cn 
I f all three equations are exact, x and y exist such that 
A - ^ = A - J 5 = / 3 - c = o 
and therefore M = 0. I f the equations are approximate, then best v alues of a; and y 
may be found by minimizmg M. Figure 6 illustrates how this may be accomplished 
(Hawgood 1965). The contours are of difi"erent values of M, aiid re;preSent a ' p i t ' . 
FiGUius 6. The technique used to find a solution to the equations. The contours 
represent different values of M (after Hawgood 1965). 
The bot tom of the p i t is either at i f = 0 so that its coordinates are the exact solution 
of the equations, or at a local minimum in M and its coordinates represent the best 
approximation locally to a solution. Suppose an approximate solution has been 
found or an arbitrary solution chosen (point Z). Then x is varied, keeping y constant, 
to shde across the cross-section PQ unt i l M is infhunized. Next this procedure is 
performed for y, keeping x constant (RS). Repetition produces a path that zigzags 
in towards the p i t bottom. A t each stage the lowest point on the cross-section may 
be located by recalculating M as the variable {x or y) is incremented stepwise. 
Alternat ively differentiation could be used. Convergence could be speeded con-
siderably by calculating the gradient vector and proceeding along the path of 
steepest descent. Bu t this is a complex procediu'e for the many-dimensional case 
and was not adopted. 
The extension of the method to the nine dimensions of the equations (4) is t r iv ia l . 
Each of the twelve coefficients is calculated, by inserting an arbitrary set of para-
meters into the equations (4), divided by the corresponding experimental value and 
then compared to un i ty to compute a parameter 8UMSQ (i.e. M), which- is 
minimized 
SUMSQ= 2 
calculated coefficient 
measiEred coefficient 
• 2 
- 1 - 0 
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(Ty and Pij^. were weighted because of the smaller experimental error of these 
coefficients. I f 8TJMSQ could be made equal to zero, then all the calculated coeffi-
cients would equal their measured values and a perfect solution would have been 
found. A large computer ( I B M 360/67) was used. Each evaluation of the set of 
equations took only 1 ms; 500 cycles of the nine yariables were executed at each tem-
perature. A l l six temperatures were analysed in a total time of 3 min. To test the pro-
gram, the results for antimony (Okti i & Saunders 1967) ^yere reassessed. Improved f ^ . . 
fits to the experimental coefficients resulted fffeavons &/Saunders unpubhshed). 
To ensure that all solutions have been found, a range of the parameters that start ^ 
the calculation (point Z of figure 6) must be tried. Only one acceptable solution, 
that given i n table 4, was obtained; convergence to this solution was rapid from 
widely different starting points. The quahty of the fit of this solution is illustrated 
by the set of ratios of calculated to measured coefficients (table 5). Three other fits 
to the equations were readily rejected for the following reasons: 
1. A higher residual value of 8 TJM8Q indicated a poorer fit than the result given 
i n table 4. ^^^tt 
T A B L E 4. BAND PARAMETERS OP ARSENIC, ASSUMING ELLIPSOIDAL ENERGY BANDS • 
8UM8Q ASSESSES T H E D E G R E E o r APPROXIMATION OF THE SOLUTION ^ 
temp. (°K) N f-2 /*3 "1 "3 SUMSQ 
305 2-16 460 40 550 - 8 ° 1210 50 680 - 5 0 ° 0-307 
250 2-04 650 50 740 - 8 ° 1570 85 950 - 5 0 ° 0-274 
215 2-03 840 25 950 - 8 ° 1960 120 1220 - 5 0 ° 0-258 
175 1-98 1170 24 1300 - 8 ° 2550 180 1700 - 6 0 ° 0-257 
125 1-90 2020 16 2240 - 8 ° 4140 340 2880 - 5 0 ° 0-248 
77 1-92 4600 0 5300 - 8 ° 8700 830 6600 - 5 1 ° 0-230 
Units: V , cm^ V - i s- 1; ^ , degrees. 
T A B L E 5. T H E RATIOS OF CALOTJLATED TO MEASURED COEFFICIENTS FOR THE 
SOLUTION GIVEN IN T A B L B 4. NOTE T H E SYSTEMATIC DEVIATIONS FROM 
UNITY OF EACH COEFFICIENT OVER. T H E WHOLE TEMPERATURE RANGE 
temperatixre (°K) 
f A 
coefficient 305 250 215 175 125 77 
0-99 0-99 0-99 0-99 0-99 1-00 
1-00 1-00 1-00 1-00 1-00 1-00 
^ 231 0-99 0-99 0-99 0-99 0-99 0-99 
-^123 1-04 1-04 1-04 1-05 1-05 1-04 
• B l 3 0-71 0-70 0-70 0-70 0-69 0-70 
^ 3 1 0-66 0-70 0-72 0-72 0-76 0-79 
--Bl4 1-21 1-22 1-21 1-22 1-21 1-25 
Bn 1-03 1-04 1-03 1-00 0-98 0-95 
1-08 1-07 1-07 1-07 1-05 1-00 
^ 3 3 0-82 0-84 0-85 0-85 0-85 0-87 
— ^ 2 4 1-07 1-06 1-06 1-06 1-06 1-07 
- • ^ 4 2 1-05 1-03 1-04 1-06 1-08 107 
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2. The electron t i l t angle showed no agreement at all w i th the value found by 
Priestley et al. (1967). 
3. Energy eUipsoids would have to be oblate rather than the expected prolate 
fo rm . 
T A B L E 6. E L E C T R O N AND HOLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SIAGNETOCONDUCTIVITY 
COEFFICIENTS AT 305 °K (THE HOLES DOMINATE) 
electron hole calculated 
coefSeient contribution contribution total m e a s i u - e d 
0-89 X 10* 2-82 X 10* 3-71 X 10* 0-99 
"•33 1-88 X 10* 1-06 X 10* 2-94 X 10* 1-00 
~ ^ 2 3 1 -47-4 -1-70-0 + 22-5 0-99 
123 -8 -5 + 175 + 167 1-04 
0-021 1-43 1-45 0-71 
0-257 0-214 0-472 0-66 
0023 0-268 0-291 1-21 
0-043 0-317 0-361 1-03 
0-161 0-687 0-849 1-08 
B33 0-008 0-401 0-409 0-82 
— B^i 0-011 0-258 0-270 1-07 
-Bi2 0-014 0-090 0-104 1-05 
The solution shown in table 4 presents, for the first time, detailed information of 
carrier densities and mobilities i n arsenic over a wide temperature range. The 
invariance of the eUipsoid t i l t angles w i t h temperature (see table 4) is satisfying; the 
finding that carrier density is essentially temperature independent verifies de-
generacy. The anomalous behaviour of /j,^ is not necessarily significant. As is shown in 
table 6, the electron contribution to many coefficients is small; further, /i^ is swamped 
by and /i^. A n accurate value of cannot be obtained. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
The correspondence of the solution to Fermi surface details is summarized in 
table 7. The high mobilities ( / i j , /i^; v^, 1^ 3) lie i n the plane of minimum area of the 
Fermi pockets. The t i l t of this minimum area is obtained by adding 90° to the t i l ts 
calculated f r o m the equations (^^, ^ ;J ; see figiu-e 7. Considering the simphfications 
made for the model,of the Fermi surface, agreement is surprisingly good. Other 
workers have measured t i l t angles of similar values. We confirm the theoretical 
assignment (Lin & Falicov 1966) of electrons to the high-ti l t and holes to the 
medium-t i l t pockets. Electron mverse mobihty ratios are compared w i t h effective 
mass data to assess the val idi ty of an isotropic relaxation time. I n fact this assump-
t ion may be relaxed a ht t le and T wr i t ten as a tensor (Herring & Vogt 1956) 
{A = e r / m * . 
Then the isotropic assumption is reasonable, i f the tensor components are wi thu i 
2:1 .Ti and for electrons are given i n table 8. cannot be assessed because /i^ is 
/ 
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T A B L E 7. A COMPARISON OF T H E SOLUTION OF THE ELLIPSOIDAL MODEL TO 
P U B L I S H E D D E T A I L S OF T H E F E R M I S U R F A C E OF A R S E N I C 
tilt angle 
pseudopotential calculation 
(Lin & Falicov 1966) 
de Haas-van Alphen effect 
(Priestley et al. 1967) 
this work 
electron pockets 
,hole pockets 
(minimmn (maximum (minimum 
area) area) area) 
80° 171° 44° 
carrier densities 
(cm-3) 
86° 
82° 
171° 
172° 
37° 
40° 
2-12x102" ( a t 4 - 2 ° K ) 
2-16 X 1020 (at 3A5 -"K,) 
1-^ 2 X 102» (at 77 °K) 
Electron effective mass ratios, in ellipsoidal approximation (Priestley et al. 1967) 
»n i :m2:» i3 : : l -5 :20 : l . 
Inverse electron mobility ratios (this work), IjfCj^-.ll/i^ 
temp.(°K) 305 250 215 175 125 
1-43; 1 1-2:1 114:1 111:1 113:1 
77 
115:1 
rL-72°50 
F i G U E E 7. 'The relation between tilt angles of mobility (---) and energy (—)isurfaces of the 
electrons. A tilt of 8° towards P L of the high mobility /i^ is equivalent to a tilt of 82° 
towards P X of the direction normal to the plane of minimum area of the energy ellipsoid. 
T A B L E 8. V A L U E S OF RELAXATION TEMES IN ARSENIC CALCULATED FROM OUR 
M O B I L I T Y DATA AND T H E E F F E C T W E MASSES MEASURED B Y P R I E S T L E Y B T AL. 
(1967) ASSUMNG T H E FORMULA / i ^ = eT^/m^.Tg CANNOT B E ASSESSED A S /ig I S 
- N O T -KNOWN temperature (°K) 
relaxation times 
electrons: T, 
305 
0-42 
0-33 
250 
0-60 
0-44 
215 
0-87 
0-56 
175 
1-08 
0-77 
125 
1-87 
1-33 
77 
4-2 
3-25 
Unit: 10-" s. 
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not known accm'ately. The non-elhpsoidal nature of the hole pocket prevents any 
quantitative comparison of hole mobilities and effective masses. Indeed various 
mass data (BerUncourt 1955; Datars & Vanderkooy 1966 /Tanuma, Ishizawa & 
Ishiguro 1966) show only quahtative consistency. Bu t in general the low mobihty, 
v^, is i n the heavy mass direction. 
50 70 100 200 ' 500 
temperature (°K) 
FiGUBE 8. Mobility-temperature dependence, /tp /ij and show a slope of -1-7. shows 
— 1-5 and v.^ —2-0. The values of /tj are halved to avoid confusion of points. 
Figure 8 shows the temperature dependence of the mobUities. The temperature 
exponent of — 1-7 for /i-^, fi^, is even further from the expected — 1-0 than that of 
antimony ( —1-5). I t is clear now tha t the formula for scattering in a semimetal, 
T = AT-^E~i (Wilson 1953) is insufficient. Additional scattering, of an intervalley 
nature, seems the most probable answer. Because of the low carrier densities and 
thus the small Fermi surface compared to the metallic case, Wilson assumed only 
intravalley scattering of carriers by long-wavelength (small-wavenumber) phonons. 
Intervalley scattering requires relatively high energy, large-k phonons. These are 
few i n number at low temperatures, but as temperature rises their population, and 
thus the contribution to carrier scattering, increases so that carrier mobili ty falls 
faster than the simple formula indicates. Herring (1955) has analj^sed this situation 
for non-degenerate multivalley semiconductors; the mobility-temperature expo-
nent can increase f rom - 1 - 5 up to - 2 - 5 depending mainly on the proportion of 
inter- to intra-vaUey scattering. 
I t may be seen from table 5 that consistent discrepancies exist for B^^, B^^, B^^ 
and -B33. Assuming no systematic experimental error, these discrepancies plausibly 
reflect the most significant departure of the Fermi surface from eUipsoidal shape: 
Cocoi4 
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the 'necks' which contain low mass holes. Despite the \om mimber of carriers i n 
these 'necks' compared to the main pockets, some Bi^ may be sigmficantly affected 
because of their dependence on the cubes of considerably h%her mobihties. A three-
band fit to the magnetoconductivity coefficients is now in hand. 
Maltz & Dresselhaus (1968) have examined the band structure of arsenic f rom 
magnetoreflectivity in the infrared; they report disagreement w i t h a theoretical 
band gap at T. I t has aheady been obsei'ved (Priestley et al. 1967) that the theoretical 
effective masses and Fermi energy do not agree at all well w i th experiment and thatJ-
F i G T j R E 9. The ellipsoidal.model of the Fermi surface of arsenic deduced from the galvano-
magnetic effects. The photograph is taken in the bisectrix direction. The six haJf-
ellipsoids (dark colour) are the electron pockets and six full ellipsoids (light colour) a r e 
the hole pockets. 
the theoretical surface fails to explaui one hole period (the 'S' oscUlation). Figure 9 
shows the complete ellipsoidal Fermi surface deduced f rom the galvanomagnetic 
effects, located i n the BriUouin zone. Apar t f rom the hole necks, overall close 
agreement is manifest between this model and data f rom the de Haas-Van Alphen 
effect. A fur ther success of the ellipsoidal approximation of the Fermi surface is the 
agreement between the calculated value (0-192 m J mole~^ °K^, Priestley d al. 1967) 
and measured value (0.vl94 + 0-007;, Culbert 1967; 0-186 + 0-002, Taylor et dl. 1967) 
^ i U i . ^ - ^ a r o c a r - P - V M A T . C O O ; \ - i ^ w ^ ^ J L V J ) ^ D i ^ i . i t f 
18 A. P. Jeavons and G. A. Saunders 
of the temperature coefficient, y, of the electronic specific heat. Possibly: the -
warping o f the hole pockets Js less pronounced than that proposed by L i n 
Falicov (1966). 
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